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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE CHALLENGES

The Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI) was launched in 1988, with the target date of 2000 for the completion of its mission. Sixteen years after that first target was missed, global stakeholders and front-line workers continue to work towards the elusive goal of eradication. Success is within reach and will generate great rewards in terms of lives protected from a crippling disease, and a legacy that can benefit health systems and future global health programmes. At the same time, the costs of continued failure would be very high. Such costs would include the added disease burden, the financial implications of needing to continue worldwide vaccinations, surveillance and control, and the deterrent effect that such a setback might have on ambitions for other global health initiatives.

Ending polio and subsequently dismantling the GPEI provides an enormous opportunity to ensure the legacy of the world’s largest ever global public health initiative. The end stages of the GPEI’s work are increasingly focused on the legacy of polio eradication and the transitioning of the many polio assets to country ownership to assist in strengthening health systems. This trend has been bolstered by the global political commitment to achieving the third UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG3) for 2030 – universal health coverage (UHC). Polio assets including surveillance, laboratories, tracking systems and trained vaccinators can serve as a backbone for resilient public health systems. These systems are critical both to responding to infectious disease outbreaks locally, and as key building blocks of a global system for health security. A second branch of the legacy aims to translate relevant knowledge and systems at the global level, with aim to contribute to the planning of future disease eradication campaigns or other global health initiatives, and strengthening global health governance more broadly. However, these transitioning processes are far from automatic. As an unprecedented partnership in global health, the GPEI and its partners will require unprecedented reflection, determination and political commitment to make the most of the polio legacy.

There are dangers at the present time. With the complete interruption of transmission of wild polio virus (WPV) yet to be achieved, there is a risk of failure of eradication itself. This potential failure is most commonly attributed to waning political and financial support for the initiative. There is also certain risk in progressing too quickly in transition processes, while capacities are still required for polio-related activities. Additionally, with the perceived and real successes of eradication activities thus far, complacency has increased in some areas with low levels of resilience. This could mean the re-emergence of the virus in regions previously certified polio-free, including Europe. Finally, following the successful eradication of polio, there is a potential risk of failing to adequately capture and the make the best possible use of the polio assets to strengthen health at all levels; and a risk of failing to learn the lessons from polio and other disease eradication and control efforts.

The changing global context poses significant challenges for the polio effort. The thirty year eradication Initiative has existed and evolved in changing global and European contexts – and changes continue even as the final phase of the GPEI is being pursued. Important global shifts have included the end of the Cold War and emergence of an increasingly multi-polar world; acceleration of globalization; the emergence of health as a significant foreign
policy issue; a financial crisis and global economic downturn from which recovery has been slow; a reframing of development and the reconceptualization of aid; a reframing of global health; and the rise of the global health security agenda. There have also been local wars, insurgencies and conflicts in the remaining polio-endemic countries that have had significant geopolitical implications, as well as direct impacts on polio eradication efforts.

Europe1 has been affected by the overall global context, as well as by regional dynamics. Important regional factors have included a particularly severe economic downturn and Greek financial crisis which weakened the Euro currency; a large influx of migrants and refugees from the Middle East, Asia and Africa; and the decision by the UK to exit from the European Union (EU). These have resulted in political shifts in the EU and a refocusing of attention towards European interests as a first priority. In some cases, there have been corresponding shifts of resources, including the reallocation of some official development assistance (ODA) towards addressing the needs of migrants and refugees.

The thread that connects all these issues, risks and challenges is a political one. It relates to the choices that different actors make about their priorities and their preferences for how to balance them. From the global donors and managers to the local communities, families and individuals, this political thread interweaves with and links circles of influence comprising the diverse actors involved in polio eradication.

In this context, the Global Health Centre (GHC) at the Graduate Institute, Geneva has undertaken a research project in 2015-2016 on the endgame and legacy of the polio eradication initiative, centring on the European dimension. The study examined the political factors in polio eradication and what can be learned from them about policy-making and governance, while elucidating what conclusions and lessons can be derived. The study held dialogues in Berlin, Geneva, London and Oslo; undertook in-depth individual interviews with key actors in Europe; and examined relevant literature.

This report of the findings presents a picture of a moving field, in which events on the ground and changing political realities intertwine. It opens new ground by going beyond literature and beyond official positions, incorporating the frank views and opinions of diverse actors from different sectors, organizations and perspectives across Europe. In doing so, it provides fresh insights into the diverse motivations and policies of European actors, their anxieties and aspirations for the ending of polio and what will follow – offering an important window into the politics and future direction of a much wider array of global health issues.

---

1 In the context of this report, ‘Europe’ must be understood as a complex series of individual entities and groups that overlap and interconnect. It includes countries that inside and outside the European Union (EU), the European Economic Area and the European Free Trade Association; countries that are members of the EURO region of WHO, which extends beyond the boundaries of the European continent to some Central Asian countries; as well as institutions of the EU such as the European Parliament and Commission (EC) and the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC); and non-governmental entities such as foundations and charities.
KEY MESSAGES

1. Effort is needed to sustain Europe’s political will for polio eradication

There are strong political dimensions to addressing the risks and rewards of polio eradication. Following several missed targets for eradication, polio was declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) in May 2014. It is still a PHEIC at the end of 2016. More could be done to respond to this Emergency – this is a political choice that countries make.

It is also a political choice for countries to decide the extent to which they invest in the achievement of a global public good such as the eradication of a disease. European countries should not be seen as ‘free riders’ on the global public good of polio eradication. This is a fundamental issue in relation to investment in achieving the SDGs, a number of which also share the characteristics of global public goods. To a certain extent, achieving polio eradication could set an example for working towards the other global goals.

There are currently three important dimensions of global polio eradication efforts. First there are critical needs to be met in order to ensure that eradication is achieved and sustained; second, there is a pressing call to effectively capture and make the most of the wealth of polio assets, at both global and national levels; and third, beyond physical resources, the three-decade long Initiative represents immense knowledge, experiences and processes which need to be absorbed by the global health community. Europe has a role to play in all three of these aspects. Through their engagement, European actors need to make financial contributions to this global public good which are commensurate with their capacities; however, they also need to need to demonstrate political commitment in the face of real programmatic risks. It is ultimately the political dimension, and the strength of political linkages made that will determine the fate of global eradication efforts.

Though in practice ‘political commitment’ is very complex, it is clear that Europe has an opportunity to take leadership and ensure accountability with regard to its support for this important global project.

Study participants expressed significant concerns about the current level of political will in Europe and the prospects for maintaining it at a sufficient level to ensure adequate financing, engagement and future prioritization for polio eradication. These concerns applied to all levels of the activity, from GPEI partners to countries. In terms of factors which could be emphasized to strengthen European support for the Initiative, several areas were particularly stressed:

- A global public good will be achieved by the ending of polio.
- Association with success and the avoidance of failure are important to politicians.
- Cost effectiveness and value for money are strong political motivators.
- The legacy benefits of polio eradication and linkage to other priority concerns can help increase the attractiveness of what some may see as a narrowly focused objective.
- It is important to circumvent the tendency of donors now to regard vertical programmes like polio as ‘bad practice’, for example by linking the endgame of polio
eradication and transitioning of assets to the SDGs, strengthening routine immunization, health systems and the move towards UHC.

While some of these aspects have been highlighted by the GPEI’s Investment case,\(^1\) this study has drawn out differing perspectives and priorities among different donors. A clear, evidence-based advocacy document summarizing key elements of the investment case could help partners to understand the importance of funding the programme through achieving certification, developing resilience, and ensuring the uptake of legacy benefits.

2. European actors have made important contributions, but ‘could try harder’

If viewed as a single entity, Europe’s overall financial contribution would be relatively high, having amounted to US$ 2.7 billion (19.7% of the total) in the period 1988-2015. From 2006-2015, Europe’s overall contribution fell to 16.5% of the total, but this proportional drop reflected the new engagement of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), which contributed nearly US$ 2.9 billion, mostly during this recent period. Setting aside BMGF contributions, Europe’s contribution to the remainder for the whole period was 24.3%, and for the years 2006-2015 was 22.2%. The EU currently accounts for about 24% of world GDP and more than half of world ODA. Europe’s contribution to the GPEI was therefore proportionally roughly in line with its share of global GDP – though less than half as much of its significant share of global ODA.

Recognizing that Europe is not a monolithic actor but instead comprises individual countries, organisations and groups, it is important to note that Europe’s total contribution to polio eradication is being made by a very small number of sources. Regionally, the UK, Germany and Norway have been the largest financial supporters in recent years. Many other countries and the EC have made modest contributions to the GPEI, or placed their assistance elsewhere.

Beyond financial contributions, individual European actors have made important political contributions to polio eradication. However, it was consistently noted throughout the study that these contributions are rarely coherent or coordinated across the region. This was seen as a significant weakness in the polio eradication story.

3. Lessons must be learned from the history of polio eradication

“Why didn’t we learn from history?” was an important question asked in the Oslo dialogue. Since the 1980s, papers and meetings have discussed the questions of possible disease eradication targets and how to decide between the approaches of eradication or control, but seem to have been subsequently forgotten or ignored.

The GPEI process offers a rich source of insights

As the largest international health effort in history, the polio eradication initiative has many lessons to offer to global health. These include the establishment and sustaining of polio as a priority on the international agenda; the strengths and weaknesses of financial, organizational and governance mechanisms built for polio efforts; and the GPEI’s
effectiveness in creating synergies between international action to achieve a global public good and national priorities and capacity building. A number of interviewees emphasized that the GPEI should have made more effort at the outset to identify and give stronger attention to the most challenging places (or “tackle the worst first”), while working towards swift gains in easier places to simultaneously demonstrate momentum and attract support. This would have helped to avoid the long ‘tail’ in which it seems that very large sums of money are being expended on the last few dozen or hundred cases, raising questions about cost-benefit and the difficulty of sustaining financial support and political will in the face of other urgent priorities.

New disease eradication targets must learn from previous experiences
As the GPEI approaches its conclusion, increased attention is being paid to which disease or set of diseases could be targeted next. This study underscored some of the common considerations in such deliberations, drawing on both the history of polio, as well as other eradication programmes:

→ Criteria for establishing a threshold for the initiation of an eradication programme have been advanced. However, they cannot or do not typically account for changing circumstances and contexts over the course of an eradication initiative. These changes, as experienced by the GPEI, can be epidemiological but they are also often political, social and economic.

→ There is sometimes a perceived linear progression from control to geographically specific eradication to eventual global eradication, with major emphasis placed on technical criteria that need to be met to finally achieve global eradication. Importantly, this study highlighted that political considerations are also critical factors in determining the outcome of such efforts. Scientific or technical decision-making is therefore only part of any success story in global health.

→ Global disease eradication initiatives have often been impeded by bureaucratic challenges: decisions are taken slowly, innovation is resisted and risk aversion is prominent. In the present study, there were diverse opinions about the extent to which the GPEI has avoided these problems.

Current global health platforms and forums do not currently include a space dedicated to the systematic examination and extraction of learning from global initiatives such as polio eradication. Among other outcomes of this study, one recommendation is for the creation of a forum to serve this learning function through the establishment of a ‘safe space’ where lessons of both success and failure can be openly discussed, and prevailing approaches challenged without fear. This will enable more attention to be given in future to applying the lessons from history and to carefully designing and planning any future disease eradication or other global health initiative to try to anticipate and avoid past weaknesses.

Overcoming donor fatigue and disease schizophrenia
Among the lessons to be learned from the experience of polio eradication is one concerning the challenge of sustaining priorities over a long period of time and avoiding “disease schizophrenia”. It was observed in the study that “there is no capacity in the international community to focus on several diseases at the same time” and health issues only gain
political attention and resources when they become crises. This is problematic insofar as crises are often forgotten when they subside and other priorities emerge.

→ When coupled with the change of approach during the last couple of decades from disease-oriented vertical to systems-oriented horizontal programmes, there has been a challenge for the GPEI to maintain financial and political support during the long drawn-out ‘tail’ of polio eradication. This challenge was overcome partly by the declaration of the polio PHEIC – but the longer the PHEIC persists, the less impact it may have in galvanizing attention.

→ It is certain there will be new outbreaks of (in some cases as yet unknown) diseases but, as observed in the study, “we do not behave as if this is the case”. As commented in one dialogue, “by striking contrast, the military always secures resources for a high state of preparedness” and conducts war games to prepare for hypothetical events. To date “there has not been a mind-set to make such investments to prepare for or avert disease outbreaks”. One reason is that “it is difficult to persuade Finance Ministers of the importance of the issue – a key message for the global health community”.

The study concludes that this is an area requiring detailed work, to extract lessons from experience and build a portfolio of arguments and processes to attract and sustain support for health initiatives. Among elements that were identified as being relevant to such a portfolio are:

→ Global public goods such as disease control and eradication justify investment because of the returns they bring in both health benefits and long-term cost effectiveness.

→ The attractiveness of an individual health initiative can be strengthened by linking it with other high-priority areas. In the case of polio, the arguments for sustained support for the already inter-linked building areas of building resilience and transferring the legacy to countries include stressing the linkages to reinforcing routine immunization; the health SDG; and the global health security agenda and International Health Regulations (IHR). Each of these areas provide opportunities for a two-way benefit, attracting support for polio eradication and transitioning, and bringing valuable polio assets to the areas they link with. In each case, a diversity of views among European contributors to the study about the potential linkages indicated the need for nuanced approaches. For example, the global health security agenda has potential for providing additional linkages for polio eradication to garner European support. However, there are reservations in some quarters about the perceived ‘northern’ origins of concerns about health security and also worries about militarization of health. Making the case should therefore be approached carefully and might best be accompanied by efforts to set out explicitly (a) the growing global nature of support for the movement and (b) the diversity of issues and explanations of circumstances under which different security elements might be appropriately involved.
There were also seen to be opportunities for additional linkages that could similarly offer a two-way benefit in resolving weaknesses in the complex relationship between development assistance, humanitarian assistance and disaster/emergency response. The need for better coordination and sharing of policies and processes has become increasingly apparent and much can be drawn from the lessons from polio eradication for improving ways to manage aid; while at the same time support for polio transitioning may benefit from being able to articulate the linkages. A German contributor in the study noted that the linkage of health initiatives to humanitarian action is an increasingly powerful driver of action: “The turning point we are getting to now is from global health programmes driven by humanitarian considerations… There are vaccines and medicines out there which don’t reach the people... If you are able to communicate how many lives you have saved by your interventions, this attracts funding from actors... who are very results driven”.

**Polio eradication is also a foreign policy matter**

The strong linkages that have developed between global health and foreign policy in recent years also have important implications for polio eradication. These are illustrated in a number of issues highlighted in this report. For example, European actors can encourage political will in countries with endemic polio or weak resilience post-eradication. It must be a corollary of this that European countries have, as a foreign policy objective, the commitment to promote this at the highest levels of government; and to provide the support to sustain it – as seen, for example, in Germany’s maintaining support for Pakistan’s polio eradication programme despite reservations about the country’s overall approach to the health sector.

**Community and gender issues are inter-related and should be central**

A clear lesson from polio and other disease control and eradication efforts is that community and gender issues should not be tackled as they arise, but should be central to in the initial planning and implementation of health initiatives.

Polio eradication efforts, among other health programmes, have reinforced the criticality of acknowledging and accounting for community-level factors. These factors include systems of hierarchy and governance, political, religious, cultural and social factors and attitudes and histories of mistrust of certain authorities and organizations. Taking these factors into account has been essential to programmatic polio functions including reaching missed children for vaccinations and increasing the acceptance of behaviour change to prevent disease transmission.

Gender issues stood out for a number of the study’s contributors as being of critical importance. Women have been prominently involved in polio eradication efforts as vaccination volunteers, especially in Pakistan and Afghanistan where they have risked their lives and have sometimes been murdered. It was the view of some interviewees, that by taking up these challenging roles they have not only contributed immensely to polio eradication efforts, but have also taken steps towards empowerment and greater autonomy.

Women and children – especially girls – are also more vulnerable, for example in situations of conflict or in societies where they have lower status and restricted autonomy and access to resources. UNICEF recommends that gender disaggregated data should be collected from AFP surveillance and polio National Immunization Day coverage surveys, with gender-
responsive communication strategies developed and implemented before each round. Neither gender analysis nor gender-disaggregated data have featured prominently in polio-related strategies and assessments. The gender dimensions of polio eradication efforts could thus be an important and interesting avenue for further research.

4. The issue of migrants and refugees presents both challenges and opportunities for European engagement

The large influx of migrants and refugees to Europe – including people displaced from areas of conflict in the Middle East and Africa and economic migrants from Asia and Africa – presents a major humanitarian crisis. In Europe, mounting public resistance in some areas has had significant political impact, resulting in the increasing popularity of political parties aligned with such sentiments and a straining of certain European relations. Fears surrounding these mass movements of people have included concerns that infectious diseases, including polio, will be carried into Europe. This is a largely erroneous perception, as the health status of many migrants and refugees is good (the youngest and fittest often being the ones to travel) and their health problems are mainly in areas other than infectious diseases, relating to acute traumas experienced during their arduous passages to Europe, as well as long-term non-communicable diseases and mental health issues.

There has also been impact in terms of funding, with an increasing proportion of ODA from some traditionally generous donors being allocated to help meet in-country costs of receiving and hosting migrants and refugees. In at least one case, this is said to have been a factor in restricting financial contributions to polio eradication.

As well as being a challenge, the issue of migrants and refugees needs to be viewed as an opportunity to encourage stronger European engagement in both the endgame and legacy of polio eradication. In the case of polio, European health security is best served by (1) ensuring the global eradication of the disease as soon as possible; (2) helping to build resilience in the countries and regions from which many of the migrants and refugees come; and (3) strengthening resilience and containment of the poliovirus within Europe itself, including through addressing the children missed through low vaccination coverage and the problem of parental refusal of vaccinations.

Strengthening Europe’s polio resilience and containment capacities is an area where European cooperation is vital and must involve collective, coordinated action between WHO-EURO, the ECDC, the EC and individual countries.
5. Ten actions for Europe

Europe should not take a backseat or act as a passenger. As a traditionally strong player in development assistance and a significant contributor to polio eradication, Europe has much to contribute to the current and future phases of the polio endgame and legacy.

The evidence collected in this study suggests that Europe should do the following ten things:

1. Europe can **sustain and increase its financial support** to polio eradication, mitigating the impact of funding gaps which have arisen due to delays in achieving global interruption of WPV transmission. European countries should not be ‘free riders’, benefitting without appropriately contributing to the global public good of polio eradication.

2. European actors can provide **political support and strengthen political will** in the countries still affected by polio or at risk. As development assistance partners, they can act to ensure continuing capacity for resilience following certification, and that the most is made of potential long-term benefits of polio assets to national health systems and UHC.

3. Europe must first recognize and then **promote the linkages that exist or can be developed between polio eradication and other important health initiatives**, such as SDG3, strengthening health systems, achieving UHC and strengthening global health security.

4. Europe needs to question “why can’t we afford polio eradication to fail?” and show **leadership in multi-stakeholder collaborations** to discuss and take action towards ensuring the success of the GPEI and its partners.

5. Europe needs to take action to **ensure its own containment and resilience**, in order to prevent the reappearance of polio. The prevalence of ‘missed children’ has posed major problems for the last polio-endemic countries; however, any missed children are also significant for Europe. Actions to support polio resilience and containment capacities within Europe should be coordinated between WHO-EURO, the ECDC, the EC and individual countries.

6. **Europe cannot act alone – but it must act together.** European actors must foster dialogue and maximise collaboration and coherence among their own constituents. Europe should play a leading role in ensuring that global, regional and national actors invested in polio eradication work together.

7. **Europe needs to ensure that polio transitioning processes not only benefit national health systems but also result in the effective capture of valuable polio assets for European and multilateral institutions.** Europe can play a leading role in creating and participating in forums to systematically examine and extract the lessons from the history of polio eradication; it can work collectively to apply the learning to all relevant areas of global health.
8. **Europe can be pro-active in bringing together the key actors dealing with transitioning** (including the GPEI, Global Fund, Gavi and other initiatives with potential linkages such as the Global Health Security Agenda and Healthy Systems, Healthy Lives) to facilitate better coordination and complementarity.

9. Europe should **support and reinforce the role of the Polio Transition IMB**, with particular attention to: (1) the translation of the polio legacy into global learning as alongside national transitioning; (2) encouraging broader ownership of and accountability in the legacy process; and (3) leveraging greater responsiveness to the IMB.

10. **Europe can support a joint approach** to looking at the GPEI, WHO, Gavi, the Global Fund and other global health initiatives to increase complementarity in the system, while minimizing duplication.

In summary, Europe can engage multilaterally and bilaterally with polio stakeholders, as a partner and honest broker, to be an influential source of financing, innovation and political leadership. Actors in the region can be pro-active to serve collectively as an ideal partner for overcoming the challenges of the last mile in eradication, transition, and resilience. Ultimately, European financial and political support is critical to ensuring that the many potential global health benefits of global polio eradication are not lost.
1. INTRODUCTION

Eventually everything connects – people, ideas, objects… the quality of the connections is the key to quality per se.

Charles Eames

1.1 Polio eradication: everything is connected

Going… but not yet gone

The disease of polio is on the verge of being eradicated from the world, but completion of this goal is beset with difficulties. These have caused repeated delays, leading to the declaration of continuing international transmission of polio to be a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) and required billions of dollars of extra financing. There have been calls for increased efforts to achieve peak performance to avoid failure.

Many countries do not seem to be aware that this is an emergency and they should be acting urgently – and the fact that the PHEIC is repeatedly renewed may be lessening the sense of urgency. European voices should be demanding action commensurate with the emergency.

Interviewee

Eradication is a global public good … with major impacts for global health generally

The arguments for persisting have been clear – polio eradication will be a very beneficial global public good; it will be far more cost-effective long-term than the alternative of maintaining global disease control permanently; and the assets that have been built up since the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI) was established following a resolution of the World Health Assembly (WHA) in 1988 can provide a lasting legacy – strengthening health systems and future global health initiatives and contributing to achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) for health. But harvesting this legacy will not happen automatically. Will the political commitment be provided to ensure and sustain the thoughtful and determined effort, planning, financial resources and local and global diplomacy required to make the legacy concrete?

European actors have played multiple roles in relation to polio eradication – as providers of finances and political support, as well as serving as technical resources and as participants in a region undertaking its own efforts to eradicate polio and ensure resilience to prevent its return. How will these actors respond to the new challenges that are arising as the GPEI now passes through a critical phase in its endgame? What are the positions of the European players, how can their support be bolstered and where can they make a difference?

Can we learn the lessons?

The difficulties encountered on the way, as well as the changing context in which the world now operates, have resulted in penetrating questions being raised. Was polio’s selection in
the 1980s as a target for eradication appropriate? Was the evolution of the GPEI as an essentially free-standing, vertical programme, housed in the World Health Organization (WHO) but operationally managed and financed by a partnership of its major public and private donors, the most effective way to carry through the mission set by the WHA? Will donors, politicians, programme managers and vaccination workers on the ground sustain the effort necessary to see the mission completed; and ensure adequate political commitment, effort and resources for building and sustaining resilience to prevent the return of polio? Will the polio assets be effectively transitioned for the benefit of national and global health? Will the lessons from the polio eradication initiative be more effectively understood and applied than was the case with previous disease control and eradication efforts?

Why didn’t we learn the lessons from earlier disease eradication efforts? Dialogue contributor

The connecting thread is political
These questions appear very diverse in character, covering historical processes, structural and managerial approaches, effectiveness of operations and motivations for making decisions. There are numerous overlaps and connections between them, including technical and financial components.

Above all, however, there is one clear thread that interconnects all the questions – the political dimension. From the origins of the diverse drivers that moved polio up the political agenda and led to Ministers of Health at the WHA establishing the goal of polio eradication, through the processes of configuring the GPEI, raising resources, establishing national cohorts of vaccinators with support from the highest levels of governments, negotiating with groups resistant to the vaccination campaigns, setting goals and plans for the transitioning of polio assets to country ownership and contemplating the future of disease control post-polio, possible new disease eradication targets and implications for health security – political considerations and processes have run through the entire history of polio eradication and will continue to affect the outcomes and follow-on.

It is this political strand that is the major focus of the present report, which is based on a research project undertaken in 2015-16 to examine the political factors and what can be learned from them about policy making and governance and to try to elucidate what conclusions and lessons can be derived.

The European Dimension
A particular focus within the project has been on the European dimension within the overall global context. For the purposes of this research, ‘Europe’ is understood to include countries both inside and outside the EU the European Economic Area and the European Free Trade Association; countries that are members of the EURO region of WHO (WHO-EURO), which extends beyond the boundaries of the European continent to some Central Asian countries; as well as EU institutions such as the European Parliament and Commission (EC) and the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC); and non-governmental entities such as foundations and charitable bodies.
Some European actors have contributed significant financial and/or political support to the polio eradication initiative, while others have not. What role can European donors, policy makers and institutions play in sustaining the polio endgame and transitioning and supporting the legacy of polio eradication; and how can they best be persuaded to attach high(er) importance to playing this role, in the face of shifting contexts and competing priorities?

Even during the period of this project in 2015-2016, there have been changes in the polio world and in the context in which it operates. These have included persistence of polio in Afghanistan and Pakistan and its resurfacing in Nigeria; a shortage of injectable vaccine needed for a global switchover from the oral form; and migrant and refugee issues in Europe having major financial and political impacts in and beyond the European Union (EU).

The study has drawn on three main strands of evidence: dialogues with groups of parliamentarians, government and agency officials, experts, academics and senior executives of pharmaceutical companies in several European locations; personal interviews with representatives of key organizations, especially in Europe; and a detailed literature review. Contextualized in dynamic regional and global contexts, the study elaborates on how polio eradication activities are connected to changing political realities. Focusing on the insights and individual perspectives of diverse polio stakeholders across Europe, the research and dialogues extend beyond existing literature and official standpoints. In doing so, it provides fresh insight into the diverse motivations and policies of European actors, their anxieties and aspirations for the ending of polio and what will follow – offering an important window onto the politics and direction of travel of a much wider field of global health issues than just polio itself.

## 1.2 The status of polio eradication at the end of October 2016

**Poliomyelitis (polio)**

Polio is an infection caused by any of three strains (types 1-3) of wild polio virus (WPV). It is most often recognised by the onset of acute flaccid paralysis (AFP), occurring in less than 1% of infections and primarily affecting children under the age of five. There is no cure and prevention is the only approach available, with oral polio vaccine (OPV), which contains live attenuated virus, or injectable inactivated polio vaccine (IPV). On rare occasions the use of OPV can itself lead to vaccine-associated paralytic polio (VAPP) or, by combining with another virus, to cases of polio infection due to circulating vaccine-derived polio virus (cVDPV).

**Global Polio Eradication Initiative**

The GPEI is a public-private partnership, comprising initially WHO and UNICEF from within the UN system and Rotary International and the US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) from outside. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), UN Foundation (UNF) and other governmental and non-governmental actors joined subsequently. As a partnership initiated by a WHA resolution, housed in the WHO and with Secretariat staff appointed though WHO processes, the GPEI reports annually through the WHO Director-General (DG) to the WHO Executive Board (EB) and WHA. The DG is able to make use of a variety of WHO organs and mechanisms, including the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization.
(SAGE) and the International Health Regulations (IHR), including the convening of the IHR Emergency Committee.

In 2013 the Polio Oversight Board (POB), comprising senior executives of the leading partner agencies involved (WHO, UNICEF, Rotary International, CDC, BMGF), took up responsibility for operational oversight and has met frequently since then.\textsuperscript{11,12} The aim of the POB has been to provide strong governance for the GPEI, including increasing transparency, provide a forum for robust mutual accountability across the GPEI partnership and ensure proactive actions to address risk.

The Polio Partners Group (PPG) has held meetings since late 2012 and serves as the stakeholder voice for the GPEI. Its membership includes the Polio Emergency Steering Committee agencies (WHO, UNICEF, Rotary International, CDC and BMGF), donors/prospective donors, polio-affected countries and key NGOs/foundations working in polio eradication. It meets at least twice a year at ambassadorial/senior-officials level, with additional conference calls or meetings, with results of its deliberations reported to the POB.\textsuperscript{13}

In 2009 the GPEI commissioned an independent external evaluation\textsuperscript{14} to help it make course corrections and determine strategic approaches for its next phase of action. Comments that are especially pertinent to the present discussion included: “The GPEI has a very complicated administrative structure both globally and within countries. There is little authority or control over poorly performing local implementing entities” and “With the pressure of achieving eradication too little attention is being paid to post-eradication strategies that may ultimately determine the success of the GPEI”.

Since 2010, the GPEI has been subject to constant scrutiny, criticism and exhortations from the Independent Monitoring Board (IMB) which it set up for the purpose and which meets quarterly and publishes an independent annual report. With legacy an increasingly prominent focus of the GPEI’s work alongside the endgame, a new ‘Transition IMB’ was established in 2016 to bring to bear a critical, independent overview of the transitioning process.\textsuperscript{15}

**Progress towards eradication**

Since it was initiated in 1988, the GPEI has grown to be the largest international health effort in history.\textsuperscript{16} It has advanced considerably towards the goal of polio eradication, but the original target of eradication by 2000 was missed and subsequent progress has been uneven. **Box 1** summarises both the decline in polio cases from 1988 and some of the landmark events along the way.

The GPEI’s Polio Eradication and Endgame Strategic Plan 2013–18\textsuperscript{17} aimed at a world certified to be polio-free by 2018, at a cost of US$ 5.5 billion. However, due to delays in concluding the polio eradication effort in the last two endemic countries (Afghanistan and Pakistan), the plans had to be set back by one year, projecting that the last WPV cases will be seen in 2016 and certification of global eradication in 2019. This resulted in a requirement for an additional US$ 1.5 billion in funding.\textsuperscript{18}
Up to 3 November 2016, 28 WPV polio cases had been reported during the year including 9 WPV cases in Afghanistan (latest onset 28 September 2016) and 15 in Pakistan (latest onset 3 September 2016), compared with 51 cases to the same point in 2015. A setback occurred in Nigeria, which had seen its previous last case in July 2014, when two new cases of WPV occurred in Borno State in July 2016 and were notified to WHO in August, followed by two more cases, the latest with onset on 21 August. All four cases were found in areas newly liberated from Boko Haram extremists. The new polio outbreak was declared a national public health emergency by the Government of Nigeria and a regional public health emergency by the Governments of the Lake Chad sub-region, sparking a massive new drive to vaccinate more than 41 million children around Lake Chad. In addition, 3 cVDPV cases occurred in Lao PDR in January 2016 but there have been none recorded anywhere since, while there were 32 cVDPV cases globally in 2015.
Box 1: Timeline of the polio eradication initiative.

**Estimated polio cases (thousands)**

- 1988: Estimated cases 350,000
- 41st WHA Resolution to eradicate polio

**Reported polio cases (individual)**

- 1999: WHA Resolution to accelerate polio eradication activities
- WPV type 2 last seen in the wild (India)
- 2000: Original target date for interrupting polio transmission: Estimated cases 3,500
- Reported cases 2,971

**Key**

- Missed targets for global interruption of polio transmission
- In-country interruption of polio transmission

1988: Estimated cases 350,000

41st WHA Resolution to eradicate polio


1999: WHA Resolution to accelerate polio eradication activities

WPV type 2 last seen in the wild (India)

2000: Original target date for interrupting polio transmission:

- Estimated cases 3,500
- Reported cases 2,971

2004: Geneva Declaration for the Eradication of Poliomyelitis

GPEI Strategic Plan (2004-8): interruption by 2005

2006: Transmission continues: 1,998 reported cases

2007: Intensified Polio Eradication Effort launched. Only Afghanistan, India, Nigeria and Pakistan now endemic. Urgent Stakeholder Consultation held

2008: GPEI Programme of Work

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation joins GPEI partnership

2009: GPEI Strategic Plan (2010-12): interruption by 2012

Independent Monitoring Board established

2010: GPEI Strategic Plan (2010-12): interruption by 2012

Independent Monitoring Board established

2012: Global Polio Emergency Action Plan 2012-2013 for Afghanistan, Nigeria and Pakistan

2013: GPEI Polio Eradication and Endgame Strategic Plan 2013–18: interruption by 2015

2014: Polio declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) by WHO DG

2016: Latest GPEI target for interrupting polio transmission, with certification to follow in 2019
Changing vaccines
While the effort to interrupt the transmission of WPV globally continues, major changes are underway to prevent further cases of polio caused by the vaccine itself (VAPP and cVDPV). In April 2016, a globally synchronized switch occurred in which all countries still using OPV changed from ‘trivalent’ OPV (containing attenuated WPV of all three strains) to ‘bivalent’ OPV (lacking the type 2 strain, since WPV-2 was eradicated in the wild in 1999). This was coupled with countries beginning to administer at least one dose of trivalent IPV, to ensure maintenance of a high level of immunity to WPV2 to prevent its reappearance. Eventually, all OPV will be replaced by IPV. Use of injectable IPV (which does not cause vaccine-derived polio) rather than oral vaccine is more expensive and requires more skilled health workers, but the further switchover to IPV is already under way in a number of countries. However, the pace is being limited by a global shortage in the supply of IPV vaccine due to production difficulties, which is likely to persist until 2017-18.24,25 This has led the WHO SAGE to recommend that countries use a fractional dose, via an intra-dermal rather than intra-muscular injection, allowing each dose to go twice as far.26,27

Views from the Independent Monitoring Board
Since its creation in 2010, the IMB has played a very important role in the evolution of polio eradication and has been viewed by many as a game-changing new dynamic. It has offered deep and frank insights into the financial, political, social and cultural hurdles to be overcome and called for additional resources to ensure the full implementation of the Strategic Plan. The IMB lost no time in raising the temperature of the entire initiative, stating in its meetings that “completing the eradication of polio is a global health emergency” and highlighting the need for accountability at all levels of the programme.

As the finishing line draws tantalizingly nearer, the potential cost of any mistake is magnified. The programme must mobilise every ounce of skill, capacity, imagination and energy to meet the challenging goal that has been set...
Any misalignment or inefficient use of resources, any acceptance of substandard performance, any lapse of leadership attention or organizational concentration could set the programme back a year. Aside from the terrible cost of this in human terms, the price tag attached to it would be $1 billion.

12th Report of the IMB: Now is the time for peak performance.

A 2014 article28 from the IMB cited its earlier comment that “Stopping transmission in over 100 countries is no small feat. We deeply respect this. But this is not the aim. The aim is to reach 100%, and on that count the programme has not been fit for purpose.” From early 2011, the IMB was of the opinion that the GPEI needed to alter its approach fundamentally and that it would miss the next (end of 2012) target date for stopping polio transmission. It made wide-ranging recommendations to improve the Initiative’s performance and in its April 2011 report requested that the WHA “considers a resolution to declare the persistence of polio a global health emergency”. Following a meeting of the IHR Emergency Committee
convened by the DG, in 2014 she declared the international spread of WPV to be a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC).²⁹

The IMB’s Twelfth Report³⁰ acknowledged that progress had been made, but was highly critical of several aspects of the eradication initiative. It noted, among other things, that the GPEI had implemented changes to its structure and functioning following the management and governance review that reported in 2014 and decision-making, partnership working, overall leadership, financial transparency and the cohesiveness of the programme had steadily improved since then – but the level of coordination across partners necessary to assure high within-country performance remained problematic. The Report also highlighted the challenge of maintaining focus with increasing programme complexity and the vital need for staff to remain focused on the number one goal of the programme: clearing polio out of every corner of the world. The frustration of the continuing transmission of poliovirus was summed up in the comment: “If every level of the programme, from global, to national, to regional, to local, to team, to individual vaccinator were relentless and unswerving and at their most creative in finding missed children, understanding why they were being missed and putting in place a solution matched to local circumstances, polio would be gone from the world”.

The IMB’s Thirteenth Report³¹ continued this note of frustration and recalled that the title of the Twelfth Report, “Now is the time for peak performance” had reflected the IMB’s analysis that, despite a rising tide of improving performance, the Polio Programme still had many islands of mediocrity (within countries and systemically across the programme) where sub-optimal delivery meant that the goal of stopping polio transmission in the near future remained “improbable”. The Thirteenth Report acknowledged that there had been further, very substantial improvements since the previous Report, but the Polio Programme had not yet reached peak performance and this was disappointing six months before the target date of ending all WPV transmission by the end of 2016. A catalogue of weaknesses was identified and urgent remedies recommended at all levels from local to global. While many of the recommendations concerned intensification of technical approaches, the IMB also reiterated a call it had made in an earlier report for the establishment of a publicly prominent ‘Red List’ of vulnerable countries. This had been accepted and ran for a short time but then sank from view, thereby losing the power and transparency of the concept. The IMB believed the Red List should be re-established, clearly seeing this as a lever to engender greater political pressure and motivation to improve performance.

The IMB also noted that, in reports stretching back five years, it had repeatedly confronted the Polio Programme, sometimes painfully, with the things that it was not doing well and the things that it ought to be doing but was not. As a result, the Polio Programme looked very different to the one that the IMB faced when it started its work. There was much greater country ownership of the challenge of ridding themselves of polio; much more emphasis on management and the quality of leadership, with a greater intolerance of poor performance; a stronger emphasis not only on political engagement but also on accountability and alignment of political will from national, to regional, to local levels. The IMB’s championship of the ‘people factors’ and the use of social data were bearing fruit, ranging from valuing and training vaccinators, to really understanding why parents were avoiding having their children immunized, to empowering women as health workers in their communities.
However, the Polio Programme “is paying a heavy price for not listening properly to what the social data are telling it in some key areas”. Among the IMB’s list of seventeen major concerns were several with a political focus, including inadequate levels of joint working between the governments of Pakistan and Afghanistan; the low degree of political engagement in Northern Sindh, Pakistan; patchy performance and poor accountability of NGOs that deliver basic health services through a contract with the Afghanistan Government; waning commitment in Nigeria leading to a lack of full resilience against the re-emergence of polio; failure to take advantage of the benefits that could flow from maintaining a publicly prominent Red List; and a lack of planning for the continuation of polio vaccinations after eradication has been certified and the GPEI itself has been disbanded. The twelve recommendations that followed included several aspects of political action at global and country levels.

1.3 The legacy of polio eradication

As well as ending of polio transmission, the GPEI’s Strategic Plan 2013–18 also addresses securing the legacy of polio, one of its four objectives being to develop a plan to ensure polio investments contribute to future health goals, through documentation and transition of lessons learnt, processes and assets of the GPEI.\(^32\)

There was consensus that the “assets, lessons and resources of the polio Initiative should eventually be transitioned, primarily through national governments, to benefit other existing health priorities” and national governments should be responsible for the future administration of the human resources infrastructure. An independent study of the financial risks associated with the human resources component of the GPEI was conducted on the 22,000 people who were deployed by the GPEI, including the more than 7,000 contracted by WHO,\(^33\) as well as consulting senior representatives of donor agencies, other health initiatives and some national governments to obtain their perspectives on long-term options for the polio-funded workforce. The surveillance (86 percent), laboratory (50 percent) and social mobilization (46 percent) functions performed by this workforce were most frequently cited as of potential value for transition to other health initiatives.

The target date set for development of a comprehensive legacy plan was the end of 2015.\(^34\) The Secretariat reported to the 2016 WHA\(^35\) that acceleration of polio legacy planning had continued in 2015, but that it needed to occur primarily at country levels and was still under way. Guidelines for preparing country plans for transition of the assets and legacy of polio had been issued, with five guiding principles:\(^36\)

- Polio transition planning will benefit all countries and the global community, not only countries where polio resources are currently concentrated.
- Enabling long-term transitions to full country ownership of basic public health functions, wherever possible, is a priority.
- Under the leadership of the national government (and subnational counterparts, where applicable), a broad range of stakeholders should be involved in the legacy planning process at the country level, including donors and civil society.
- Beginning the process of polio transition planning early represents the GPEI’s desire to plan carefully and responsibly for the future.
Legacy planning should not distract from the current focus on interruption of poliovirus transmission and other objectives of the 2013-2018 Strategic Plan.

In some respects, the legacy of polio eradication has already been flowing to countries for some time. A survey indicated that up to half of the time of workers engaged in the GPEI in countries is devoted to other tasks, such as routine immunization, disease surveillance, hygiene, health systems strengthening and maternal and child care in different settings, including house-to-house visits, health clinics and health camps. Many countries integrate other health interventions with polio vaccination campaigns. Examples have included administration of OPV alongside vaccinations for measles, provision of Vitamin A and deworming drugs and other public health interventions. The surveillance, contact tracing and response systems developed for polio were considered by WHO to be a critical asset in Nigeria’s effective response to the West Africa Ebola outbreak that began in 2014.

The assets of that are of benefit to national health systems form an important part of the wider legacy of polio eradication, which also includes assets that can be of global benefit and can inform and strengthen global health architectures and governance and future global disease eradication efforts.

1.4 The changing context

The world has undergone enormous changes in recent years. The global landscape has become multipolar; new balances of economic and political power have emerged, while existing global challenges have increased in depth and complexity, requiring global solutions together with new forms of international cooperation. The concept of Global Public Goods has gained increasing prominence, providing both challenges and opportunities for coherent, global thinking and decision-making. Through the thematic programme on Global Public Goods and Challenges, the European Union aims to contribute to the solution of global problems through global development outcomes that will be inclusive and sustainable within planetary boundaries.

European Union, 2014

Several profound changes – each with an important political dimension – have taken place in the global context since the movement for polio eradication was launched in the 1980s. This introductory section briefly summarises the major changes of relevance to the European setting and polio, while subsequent chapters of the report discuss how they are perceived and the kinds of impact that interlocutors considered were occurring or might occur.

End of the Cold War has led to an increasingly multi-polar world: The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, just a couple of years after the GPEI began its work, had political significance for polio eradication. Despite the Cold War, the USA and USSR had collaborated strongly on the effort for the global eradication of smallpox, which was successfully concluded in 1980. The Russian Federation which followed the dissolution of
the Soviet Union had diminished influence and polio was not given a high priority. Outbreaks of polio in Russia and several Central Asian republics continued through into the 21st century and eventually an agreement to work together on polio eradication was signed in January 2011 by US and Russian health officials. Collaboration on polio eradication featured in President Obama’s ‘reset’ of US-Russian relations in 2011 and was highlighted at the G8 meeting that year, but with a focus on US provision of technical assistance to improving immunization and monitoring coverage in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan (both of which are located within the WHO-EURO regional grouping). However, the reset stalled with Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 and the subsequent destabilization of Ukraine – which contributed to the weakening of the public health system in that country that created the conditions for a cVDPV-related polio outbreak in 2015.

New configurations and priorities have emerged in the period since the Soviet Union dissolved. Several large countries that were previously among the poorest have graduate to middle-income status and emerged to become leading world economies and global political forces, with their own priorities and approaches. In this more complex environment, new alliances and partnerships have needed to be established and health diplomacy has emerged as a critical skill for global health.

Russia was suspended from the G8 in 2014 following its annexation of Crimea. It has been rebuilding its profile in international development for a number of years, both as a contributor of Official Development Assistance (ODA) in its own right, including in health, and as a member of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) group of emerging economies.

The G7 has repeatedly affirmed its continued commitment to reaching polio eradication targets, most recently in the G7 summit hosted by Japan in 2016. Notably, in the Final Communiqué and in the subsequent Communiqué of G7 Health Ministers meeting in Kobe, the polio commitment was framed in the section dealing with UHC and health systems strengthening. While the G7 represents some 10% of the world’s population, the newer G20, which includes the BRICS, represents about two thirds of the world’s population, as well as 85% of the gross world product and 80% of world trade. The G20 may become increasingly significant in relation to global health issues as power shifts and new drivers of the global health agenda emerge. Accountability and transparency have been strongly emphasized in G7 initiatives, but much less information is available about the G20’s motives and actions in the development field – e.g. in China’s new US$ 10 billion dollar development programme for Africa in which public health features as one of the ten action areas.

These movements of the centre of gravity of political power and influence will undoubtedly affect the selection of priorities, the mechanisms of funding (with replenishments of large global ‘pots’ perhaps become increasingly challenging) and the issue of who joins the ‘coalitions of the willing’ around future global health initiatives.

Globalization has become a prominent and pervasive factor, locally and globally: Among the many manifestations of the increasing globalization seen in all areas, issues of global objectives, governance and accountability are ubiquitous. Health has an important position within this context, both as an essential object of globalization and as a leading and sometimes ground-breaking example of uncovering and finding solutions to the challenges.
As one Ambassador remarked in this study, “globalisation is not conceivable in the long term without looking at health problems”. However, a growing reaction against globalization has also been seen in the last few years and in the case of Europe there is evidence in many countries of unease about a perceived loss of power or autonomy, reflected in anti-establishment votes and sentiments against foreign encroachments into national interests and settings and national engagements in international and global enterprises. As a consequence, European countries may be less willing to act globally, as highlighted in the Oslo dialogue.

**Health has emerged as a significant issue within foreign policy:** Health issues that were traditionally only dealt with in health forums such as the WHA have increasing been addressed in high-level political arenas such as meetings of the UN, G20, G7/8 and regional political groupings such as the EU. As well as placing health squarely within global political agendas, this evolution has reinforced the need for the development of health diplomacy skills by a wide range of non-health diplomats. The last strongholds of polio in insecure areas of Afghanistan, Nigeria and Pakistan, the appearance of outbreaks in Syria and Ukraine and concerns about the health implications of large numbers of migrants and refugees from these conflict areas who are coming into Europe illustrate the critical need for attention to the intersection of health, foreign policy and security.

**Rise of the global health security agenda:** Over the last two decades, health security has emerged as an important factor driving global health. Growing concerns about bioterrorism, coupled with examples of international outbreaks of infectious diseases such as SAARS, Avian Flu, Ebola and Zika have led to increasing interest in managing such disease threats. One manifestation of this was the revision of the International Health Regulations (IHR) in 2005 and the institution of new mechanisms such as the declaration of PHEICs by the WHO DG. A second has been the emergence of the Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA), launched in February 2014. European perspectives on the relationship of polio to the GHSA are discussed in section 2.7.

**Reframing of global health in the SDG context:** A major paradigm shift in global health is in progress. Its characteristics have not yet become clear, but it is evidently being driven by the end of the previously stable development model, diverse crises as priority determining factors, and a host of other determinants in the shifting global landscape. This reframing is strongly related to the transformative action needed for SDG implementation and the adoption of shared responsibility for national and global health status, health security and global public goods including disease eradication.

**Global economic downturn:** The banking and financial crises in 2008 caused reverberations in many parts of the world and have impacted on the interest and willingness of some countries to support global public goods. This effect appears to be selective and based on a variety of factors, including combination of economic circumstances, preferences for bi- or multi-lateral approaches, willingness to consider new pooled funds and political responsiveness to high-profile pledging events. For example, periodic replenishments of the coffers of existing global health initiatives like the Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance (Gavi) and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (Global Fund) have fared relatively well, while other health organizations and areas have seen declines in funding. International support to address HIV in low- and middle-income countries fell after the 2008 crisis, with
several European supporters being among those whose disbursements reduced (Denmark, France, Ireland, Sweden and the European Commission) or flattened (Germany), while a few increased (Italy, Netherlands, Norway and UK). Following the 2012 report of the Consultative Expert Working Group on Research and Development: Financing and Coordination, there has so far been little international appetite for creating a new pooled fund to ensure the development of affordable drugs for neglected diseases.

The EU has experienced severe economic and political challenges: The global economic downturn in 2008 was followed by a European sovereign debt crisis from 2009 affecting the Eurozone. Politically, the EU has also been affected by the large influx of migrants and refugees and the decision by the UK to exit from the Union, which have created pressure towards an inward focus. After rising for a number of years, net ODA from the EU institutions (Directorate-General for Development Cooperation and European Development Fund) levelled off in 2009-10. It then peaked in 2011-2012 before falling back in 2013-2015 to around US$ 16 billion/year, with an increasing share of ODA being directed to dealing with in-donor costs of the increasing inward migration.

Reframing of development and reconceptualization of aid: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030, which succeeded the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2015, represented a profound shift in the world’s approach to development in the last 15 years, with major donor countries rethinking both their quantitative and qualitative approaches to aid. While the MDGs focused on specific problems of the world’s poor, shaping the aid policies of the world’s richest countries, the new SDGs embrace a global vision of development for all based on the core principle of sustainability and responsibility shared by all countries. The specific disease or health issue MDG focus has shifted to a broad health SDG aiming at universal health coverage (UHC). The SDGs emphasize the importance of national ownership of priorities and programmes rather than externally-driven projects that distort country prioritisation and budgeting. Major changes in approach to aid have resulted, with ‘vertical’ global programmes being viewed less favourably than ‘horizontal’ national ones.

Furthermore, the growth in economies of several large countries, including Brazil, China and India, has lifted hundreds of millions of people out of poverty and has led to previously poor countries graduating to middle-income status; but within-country disparities have become very large, so that these countries are still home to the largest number of the world’s poor. This has challenged the approach of many traditional ‘donor’ countries which were increasingly focusing on the poorest countries and withdrawing support from middle-income ones.

Moreover, the entry of new countries into the development assistance arena – most notably China which, for example, has become extremely active in Africa – has accompanied a shift in how aid is handled politically by donor countries. A long-standing trend among many – especially European – donors towards ‘untying’ aid from foreign policy and establishing separate, free-standing aid ministries has begun to be reversed, with aid returning to being seen – and managed politically – as a key element of a nations’ foreign policy.
The continuing agenda of WHO reform: The roles of WHO as a GPEI partner, host and reporting channel to the WHA give it a prominent place within the eradication initiative. WHO itself has been engaged in a long-standing process of negotiating reform, which dates back at least as far as the late 1990s. The continuing failure to complete the reform reflects the complexities of WHO’s multi-layered structure, governance and financing as well as an unresolved debate about what the purpose of the organization should be in the 21st century. There now appears to be mounting political pressure to resolve the problem – at least in part generated by concerns about WHO’s past performance in handling disease outbreaks and PHEICs. It is unclear as yet how WHO will approach the polio transition and the loss of resources implicit in this process – see section 2.9.1.
2. EUROPEAN ACTORS AND KEY POLITICAL NODES IN POLIO ERADICATION

If we fail in polio eradication, it will be due to political reasons, not technical ones.

The biggest mistake we can make is to assume that it is all done. It is not all done and you require not only funding but you also need European governments to continue to advocate to other donors and to also country governments that we are still not out of the woods.

Interviewees

2.1 Circles of influence

Europe has played multiple roles in polio eradication – as a provider of financial and political support and technical resource and as a region undertaking its own efforts to eradicate polio and ensure resilience to prevent its return.

However, ‘Europe’ is a complex set of individual entities and groups that overlap and interconnect. These centres and circles of influence are not well coordinated with respect to polio eradication – their funding trends, political support and degrees of engagement vary substantially.

Individual European actors are also involved in circles of influence that extend beyond the continent and again their degree of engagement in polio eradication is varied. Four countries (France, Germany, Italy, UK) and the EU participate in meetings of the G7, where they have repeatedly reaffirmed commitment to polio eradication.66 Two countries have extensive, continuing ties with former colonies, both bilaterally and through formal multilateral associations – the UK through its Commonwealth, which currently comprises 53 countries and spans Africa, Asia, the Americas, Europe and the Pacific; and France through the Francophonie which currently comprises 54 countries and provinces as well as having associated states and has a similar geographic span. The UK has provided strong support for polio eradication through the GPEI (US$ 1.4 billion to 2015), bilaterally (including to Nigeria and Pakistan) and through high-level Commonwealth meetings. While home to a major polio vaccine producer (Sanofi Pasteur), France has made only limited donations to the GPEI (2003-6 and 2009, totalling US$ 39 million) or provision of assistance through its bilateral and Francophonie channels. However, France was the instigator of UNITAID, an innovative financing mechanism that has contributed the global effort to defeat HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria;67 and is a major contributor to Gavi, both directly and through the International Finance Facility for Immunisation.68

Polio eradication does not appear to have featured in areas of Nordic cooperation or collective action, but Norway in particular has used its ODA to support eradication efforts in Africa and Asia, while Germany has channelled funding through KfW for this purpose, as noted in section 2.3.1.
At the multilateral level, the EC has not been very active in bringing countries together on polio eradication. The most prominent player in this regard has been the European region of WHO, but its focus, supported by the ECDC, has been overwhelmingly inward, to maintain WHO-EURO’s polio-free status.69,70

As suggested by some interlocutors in this study, the lack of effort to develop a stronger coherence and synergy among European actors may have been one of the failings in the polio eradication story. This is discussed in Section 2.3.3.

All of the issues in polio eradication tend to fall naturally into groups or nodes that are especially closely coupled through the dimensions of politics and governance. In this chapter we highlight a number of these political/governance nodes, summarising key issues, comments and views that emerged in the course of the study’s dialogues, interviews and scrutiny of related literature, which (a) cast light on the ways that diverse European actors are approaching the endgame and legacy of polio eradication; (b) indicate specific ways that European actors could do more to provide political support; and (c) suggest what kind of arguments for encouraging this may be persuasive with different actors.

2.2 Nature and functioning of the GPEI

It is a very good example of partnership... and has worked well in sustaining the effort. Getting the UN agencies (WHO/UNICEF) to work together was positive; the demonstration of an effective, common surveillance system set a new global standard; the IMB has been an important innovation; and global support had been able to strengthen national groups working in health.

Interviewee

From its start in 1988, very rapid overall progress was achieved by the GPEI, which succeeded in reducing polio cases globally by more than 99% by the year 2000. Many sources in the study acknowledged this achievement, which was attributed to a strong unitary vision; strong support and pressure from civil society; strong support from global actors; an ability to learn from experience and adapt and transfer best practices and work in very challenging settings using humanitarian tools; and a great passion and dedication, including from front-line workers. Faced with setbacks, the GPEI programme reinvented itself several times. Children were missed, but this was overcome in many challenging places by the intense gathering of data, creation of high quality information systems and mapping and new, focused efforts to reach out to communities not previously accessed. Nevertheless, the GPEI has not always met expectations in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, transparency and, above all, deadlines. The spectrum of views of European actors is set out below.

2.2.1 Governance

As summarised in section 1.2, governance of the GPEI involves a complex, multi-component blend of actors and processes. The GPEI was established at a time when smallpox had been eradicated through a cooperative global initiative and when international mechanisms
for development cooperation operated as donor-driven programmes. It has evolved over time, adapting to challenges and new contexts. In the words of one interviewee, “governance of the GPEI was as a vertical programme with a single goal: eradicating polio. All governments signed up to eradicating polio; there is the G7, which has also European members, which is an important way to maintain political support; we also get some support through the EU. There are also bilateral relationships, for example Germany and Afghanistan. It’s quite a complex web of political allegiance. It is impossible to put any single structure to it, but instead it’s many different relationships.”

These twin characteristics – a vertical programme and a complex governance structure – were much commented upon by diverse participants in the dialogues and interviews. They have evidently shaped the history of the programme and European attitudes towards its current support, as well as the extent to which it may be viewed as a model for future global health initiatives.

Have the vertical structure and complex governance process been the best way to manage polio eradication? Interviewees in the study put forward a range of arguments and opinions in favour, including:

- The partnership structure has “ensured resourcing that would have been beyond the means of an exclusively internal WHO programme”. (UK interviewee)

- It has enabled strong participation by civil society: “if you compare to the classical operational system of the UN system, it’s different – it’s more engaged, more focused, less politicized, more issue oriented”. (German interviewee)

- “The fact that polio was pulled out from general health and given a specific focus was a major governance step to improve the effectiveness of the eradication programme… [which] was absolutely concentrated on this disease, and building up its own structure, its own mechanisms for providing support and information to member states and receiving information from member states, that helped a lot in the progress achieved.” (Geneva Ambassador)

- Several interviewees thought the structure encouraged close engagement by diverse critical actors with technical expertise and operational capabilities on the ground; allowed flexibility for governance changes to be made when necessary, including the creation of the POB, the Polio Partners Group and the IMB; and had given the programme some measure of independence from political influence.

Views that the partnership structure has had faults in detail and/or that it has not been the most effective way to proceed were also advanced. In the opinion of a UK interviewee, “The core agencies have been represented at too high a level in the POB, which has not been conducive to understanding complex operational matters and taking swift and appropriate decisions on challenging issues”. A German interviewee also felt that there was an issue with inclusiveness in the governance: “Gavi and the Global Fund learned from the weaknesses of the GPEI by being more inclusive in their governing structures and including partner countries. In the GPEI, there is no country that is struggling with polio involved in the governing structure… [who’s focus seems to be that] OK, there is this disease and these agencies want to eradicate it”.
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One study contributor pointed out that the GPEI is an example of network governance – a form of multi-organizational governance whose potential advantages include specialization to tackle a specific problem, innovation, speed and flexibility and increased reach. Challenges in this mechanism include goal congruence, loss of oversight, communications, fragmented coordination and accountability. A UK interviewee said: “Did we end up with the best way of managing polio eradication? No – it could have been done better. The structure has not been ‘game-changing’. The polio Partnership is involved in every major decision, but very senior representatives of partners are not necessarily the best suited to make detailed/technical decisions. A WHO Management Board could have supported GPEI in a more operational way and have had technical and managerial skills.” Another interlocutor remarked that the GPEI structure: “has presented opportunities for accountability to be weakened, important but difficult issues to fall in the cracks and delays to occur in taking urgent decisions”.

A well-placed contributor illustrated the challenges of network governance for the polio partnership: “My assessment is that the core polio partners are not necessarily asking questions of each other. They want to do their thing, and they want to do it well and they want to achieve it but they have had less of a focus on examining what they do and how they could do it better. And this has always been like a mantra, so everything is ‘we need to do what we do better’ but ‘we’re not changing what we’re doing’. When the IMB comes in, it has the possibility to ask questions that go across these agencies rather than one by one, and it’s easier to raise questions about working differently, and not just more of the same. Because more of the same has not delivered. So I think that’s why a lot of the IMB reports focus on how one can make the partners work more effectively”.

Unlike organizations, networks may be governed without benefit of hierarchy or ownership and network participants typically have limited formal accountability to network-level goals, with conformity to rules and procedures being purely voluntary.71 However, the GPEI Secretariat at WHO is, in effect, a network administrative organization, such entities being formed to govern a network and its activities.72 A German interviewee commented: “Another thing which can be learned for global health and SDGs is that global health programmes cannot be run with a governance structure like GPEI, because it is simply an inefficient and ineffective way of organizing globally coordinated health programmes. GPEI is not at the level of the Global Fund or Gavi, where substantial funding is channelled into national health systems. And the way the Global Fund or Gavi runs, you can do it that way. But GPEI and the way it is done in the context of this whole WHO system, it has setbacks for managing and monitoring and strategizing. And probably it has been underestimated what the negative effects of those deficits were.”

A comparative case study of global health networks published in 201673,74 concluded that formal institutions, like the GPEI, anchoring these networks deserve greater research attention. Among the principal findings of the study, reported in the concluding paper,75 were that network are particularly important in shaping the way the problems and solutions are understood and that governments, international organizations and other global actors are convinced to address the issue; they are most likely to produce effects when their members construct a compelling framing of the issue and they build a political coalition that includes individuals and organizations beyond their traditional base in the health sector – a task that
demands engagement in the politics of the issue, not just its technical aspects; and the emergence and effectiveness of a network are shaped both by its members’ decisions and by contextual factors, including historical influences, features of the policy environment and characteristics of the issue the network addresses. An overarching theme emerging from their studies was that of ‘path dependence’ – the strong influence of initial decisions on subsequent developments – as a result of which it was suggested that future research on networks would do well to examine how historical precedent and structural forces interact with individual and organizational agency to produce global health outcomes. The history of the GPEI has much to offer in this regard.

2.2.2 Ownership
The complex, interconnecting circles of oversight, influence, action and accountability have raised questions about ownership of the polio eradication initiative, whose priorities are being followed and the responsiveness of the programme to country priorities and circumstances. Comments by European interlocutors included:

→ We have learned that it is very hard to finish the job, especially in inaccessible places, which brings important lessons:

- Ownership and leadership are essential to sustain the effort and reach the unreached. “The perceived slowing down in the final stages of polio eradication indicates that something in the initial global design of polio eradication may have been missing” (c.f. the point about ‘path dependence’ at the end of the Governance section above). This could be the lack of a global mechanism to ensure that global decisions are systematically linked to and driven by priorities on a local level, which starts with getting local leadership and creating a sense of ownership. It is therefore important to recognise that the boards of Gavi, the Global Fund and other agencies now include strong representation of partner countries and of communities living with the diseases concerned. “This is very important to create trust. Key lessons from Ebola and HIV/AIDS were that it takes time to build trust and that it can be quickly lost. The approach must be linked to local ownership, which creates a basis for national and local political leadership.”

- Historically, the 1988 WHA resolution spoke of strong routine vaccination. “One of the lessons learned has been that for a time we lost the bigger picture and pulled people away from routine immunization into polio vaccination and we need to reverse that.” In fact, GPEI Strategic Plan 2010-2012, viewed the initiative’s work to strengthen immunization services as essential to optimizing the broader benefits of the GPEI investment. It included, as a major process indicators for 2010, that >80% of countries with GPEI international staff establish multiyear plan for all immunization services (including polio); and that >25% of polio field staff time be documented as contributing to immunization systems strengthening in the ‘WPV importation belt’.76
The issue of legacy has further highlighted the questions of the extent to which the polio eradication initiative has been supply-driven and donor-driven; and who determines the legacy.

- “The experience of the polio eradication initiative has exemplified the power of the multi-stakeholder approach and the need for mechanisms to achieve this, raising the question of ownership and who has a voice when strategies are developed, especially at the global level.” The key governance mechanism—the POB—which meets quarterly to provide operational oversight and ensure high-level accountability across the GPEI partnership is “entirely composed of donor agencies and has no representation from endemic or fragile countries”.

- “We have spoken about legacy for a few years but are turning it the wrong way round. Polio eradication is a common good: it belongs to the world and it is for the world to take advantage of the exceptional assets and learning. It is not for people to push its lessons in but for the world to ask what it can learn to reach children and communities that are unknown to the health system.”

- When it comes to transition, then I really think it’s up to all those that have development cooperation in health, to think about how their current programmes can actually work with making use of positive assets from the polio eradication and help the transition into systems and countries that have the capacity to cope, not only with polio but with other diseases that require surveillance.

2.2.3 Independent Monitoring Board

As summarised in section 1.2, the IMB played a very important role in the evolution of polio eradication since 2010, offering independent, frank and critical assessments of progress and problems and recommendations for action. A review of the work of the IMB by Bristol in 2015 noted that, while there had originally been concern about the IMB’s lack of specific polio eradication expertise, its broad range of global health knowledge has allowed it to address issues that were generally outside the GPEI’s epidemiological approach. The IMB reports were seen as well informed, well written and relevant to the programme’s challenges; and striking a constructive balance between stern and supportive. The review concluded positively that “the IMB has been a solid contributor to many of these successes. As global partnerships increasingly become the norm for large-scale health initiatives monitoring mechanisms modelled after the IMB could, under the right circumstances, improve the effectiveness and efficiency of global health management”.

Most European interlocutors concurred with the positive conclusion of the Bristol review about the importance of the IMB. One commented that “The IMB is an excellent model that has been incredibly important and very influential. It is a really good model for providing accountability scrutiny, advise, incentive action and being honest. It is a very difficult line to take but they did very well”. But there were sometimes reservations about the IMB’s final impact, as in the commented that “The creation of the IMB, at a late stage, was important – it showed the value of having a strong group (like a WHO Management Board) from the outset. The key transformative aspects of the IMB were in being able to call Ministers in and
hold them to account; and in issuing very strong reports which were read and reported by journalists. The IMB’s pressure for declaration of a PHEIC had succeeded – but in reality this had very little impact on the ground”. This observation highlights a key issue in the implementation of the IHR (section 2.7) and demonstrates how polio eradication is serving as a probe of much broader political issues in global health. Ultimately, impact of the polio PHEIC depends on political engagement at the level of heads of government.

The present study has thrown light on the question of the effectiveness of the IMB’s engagement with the governance mechanism and the responsiveness of the GPEI partnership to the IMB’s reports. While the IMB has been careful to acknowledge and commend the GPEI’s many areas of improvement over the course of the last five years, the sense of frustration it has felt at shortcomings and less than peak performance have been evident, as highlighted in Section 1.2. This raises the question as to why the performance of the GPEI partnership (which, as described in section 1.2, includes countries and diverse non-governmental actors as well as the Secretariat hosted by WHO and the principal donors in the Polio Oversight Board) has not met the exacting standards called for by the IMB and which it has felt were essential to the task of reaching the goal of eradication. Several possibilities can be considered, taking account of comments made in the study:

→ The intrinsic power of the IMB to compel change: “As an independent body that is free from political interference and has been willing to speak its mind openly, the IMB has established an unrivalled position in global health as a critic and an advocate for change.” But how effective are its pronouncements in compelling the actions it calls for? “Its power resides in the public nature of its reports applying visible pressure to those it addresses and laying blame for failures at the doors of organizations and governments as it sees fit.” “The IMB report is sent to the Polio Oversight Board… and they would then talk immediately to the people that run the polio programme. So it is actually a very specific accountability mechanism.” But apart from public criticism of continuing failure, it has no sanctions to apply to those who fall short. This perspective creates a dilemma: if the IMB had more power to create sanctions or enforce particular actions (and these would have to be limited to the GPEI secretariat and not the wider partners, including other agencies and countries), would this be effective in improving programme performance; and would it compromise the IMB’s independence by drawing it into a more operational role?

→ The complexity of governance within the GPEI partnership: Interlocutors in the study referred to the multiple accountability mechanisms that include the IMB, POB, WHO, EB and WHA and multiple levels of responsibility, ranging from the (formal) accountabilities of the global actors to their individual organizations and their joint boards to the accountabilities of national and local actors to their governments or governing bodies as well as (informally) to the international community. Does this complexity intrinsically inhibit full, rapid responsiveness to the criticisms and recommendations offered by the IMB? How do the core partners in the POB balance their roles between taking operational responsibility for the GPEI and taking a critical stance on how they and the rest of the GPEI are performing? How do the WHO DG and Secretariat balance their roles as the GPEI hosts, partner and reporting channel to EB and WHA in managing their accountability and responding to the IMB? Interlocutors felt there was a lack of clarity about these matters.
Structural and operational factors in the GPEI as an initiative hosted within WHO: The GPEI works within the framework of WHO’s operations, which may constrain its flexibility of action in a wide range of processes, from employment practices to protocols of engagement within and beyond the organization. How has this affected its capacity and willingness to respond to demands for radical improvements in performance?

The IMB’s independence and its publication of its frank and critical conclusions have been considerable assets and worthy of replication in future global health initiatives. However, the effectiveness with which the pronouncements of such a body can be translated into compelling action “merits further consideration but would undoubtedly be increased by streamlining and clarifying structures of governance and lines of responsibility and accountability in the programme subject to the body’s scrutiny” according to one contributor. Another stressed that it has become clear in the last phase of polio eradication that the final health success can only come through definitive political action to deal with the political determinants – and this political action plays out in areas other than the health arena and requires the GPEI and IMB to reach higher than ministers of health.

2.3 The intersection of finance, political support and commitment

Financial support to polio eradication – whether at the multilateral level to the GPEI or bilaterally to countries – is often combined with political support, which may be directed through a diversity of European and global channels and within countries. Both the financial and political support offered by European actors are inextricably linked with political commitment and policy positions. This section summarises the findings and conclusions on these inter-linked areas, with an emphasis on the last decade, on the ways that changing contexts have shaped the support and on attitudes of European actors to current conditions and future prospects.

2.3.1 Financial and political support for polio eradication

Financial overview
Overall funding for the GPEI from the 1980s to 2015 is summarised in Box 2. The global total of all contributions and pledges amounted to US$ 13.5 billion for the whole period 1985-2015. The annual totals rose to a peak of US$ 1.18 billion in 2011 and subsequently fell back to a low of US$ 1.01 billion in 2014, rising again to US$ 1.11 billion in 2015. The most prominent single donors over the whole period included the BMGF, which contributed over US$ 2.5 billion and Rotary International, which contributed almost US$ 1.5 billion. The G7 and EC was a major donor group, raising its combined contributions to an average of c. US$ 340 million/year in the 2003-5 period (but only a small proportion of this came from the EC – see below) and reaching a new peak of US$ 426 million in 2013; their combined contributions up to 2015 totalled US$ 5.53 billion with the USA (government funding channelled through CDC and USAID) responsible for US$ 2.61 billion of this.
Box 2: Contributions to the Global Polio Eradication Initiative, 1985-2015²

Europe’s contributions
Europe’s combined (EC plus individual European countries) financial contribution to the GPEI has amounted to US$ 2.7 billion (19.7% of the total) in the period 1988-2015, while its overall contribution to the GPEI in the last 10 years, 2006-2015, was US$ 1.6 billion (16.5% of the total for that period). The change in proportion partly reflects the entry of the BMGF, whose large annual contributions were mostly during this recent period. If the BMGF component is subtracted, Europe’s contribution to the remainder of the global total was 24.3% for the whole period and 22.2% for the years 2006-2015. Thus, Europe’s contribution was, in comparable terms, smaller in the most recent ten years than over the whole period since the GPEI began – despite the work done to raise support for the GPEI Endgame and Strategic Plan 2013-2016.

Notably, the region currently accounts for about a quarter of world GDP and more than half of world ODA. Thus, Europe’s contribution has been commensurate with its share of global GDP – but a much smaller proportion of its very large share of global ODA. This raises the question: why has a region giving extremely generously to ODA in general made the political choice not to give more of its support to polio eradication? The response to this question must be framed in the context that, there is great diversity of approaches to polio among European centres of power and circles of influence, regarding both their financial contributions and the political reasons behind their extent and geographical focus of support, and the contribution and approach of each entity must be analysed individually.

Box 3 illustrates the contributions from the EC and the nine largest donors among European countries (the UK, Germany and Norway have been by far the largest donors, followed by Italy, Russian Federation, Ireland, Luxemburg, Spain and Netherlands) since 2003. In the ten year period 2006-2015, these leading European sources contributed US$ 1.52 billion, while seventeen other European countries contributed a total of US$ 0.05 billion giving a total of US$ 1.57 billion, which corresponded to 16.4% of the total contributed from all global sources.

Box 3: GPEI funding by EC and main European country donors, 2003-2015


---

As a result of the European crisis, among European donors there has been a shift of political attention away from long-term issues such as polio to new issues such as migration and the refugee crisis.

[For Europe, politically] there has been a clear shift away from a more traditional approach to development to putting funding into security policy. For polio that might not be only negative, when looking at who are the last endemic countries. Those countries overlap with security problems. So that’s not only a challenge, it can also be an opportunity in this sense.

Interviewees

There was generally a sharp decrease in contributions in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, but a number of countries, including UK, Germany and Norway, markedly increased their contributions again from 2010-11 and Luxemburg raised its from 2013. Ireland returned to making contributions in 2013 after 4 years of not funding the GPEI and the EC raised its contributions again from 2014, but Italy, Spain and Netherlands provided no funding for the Initiative in the period 2012-2015 and the Russian Federation none in the period 2013-2015.

Within the period of the current Strategic Plan 2013-18, full data on annual pledges and contributions is available for 2013-15. In this period, the EC and nine donors illustrated in Box 3 contributed a total of US$ 592.04 million. Eight other European countries contributed a total of US$ 3.74 million in this period, giving a total of US$ 595.78 million. This corresponded to about 18.4% of the total of US$ 3.23 billion contributed from all global sources.

The Budget for the Strategic Plan 2013-2018 was set at US$ 5.5 billion and subsequently increased by a further US$ 1.5 billion when the target date for interrupting all WPV transmission was moved from 2015 to 2016. Contributions from the European region will be critical in helping to meet these GPEI funding requirements.

However, in the context of pressures from factors such as the economic downturn (see section 1.4), some governments have been examining their ODA contributions to see where possible cuts might be made. This has been particularly the case in Europe, where countries have been faced with unprecedented numbers of migrants and refugees as a result of the conflicts in the Middle Eastern countries from which they flee. While a clear case can be made for the funding of the endgame and legacy, there have been worrying signs of reticence of some governments that have traditionally been strong supporters of GPEI to sustain their support.

To date, there has been little attention to financing subsequent to the certification of global eradication, which it is hoped will be in 2019. As an example, the UK government has been firmly committed politically and financially to polio eradication and to long-term support to countries so that they strengthen their own health systems and expertise on disease surveillance. Their current commitment goes to 2019, as does that of Norway. An IMB report
is expected on the ongoing commitment needed post eradication. Views expressed by European sources in this study included:

→ **“The main challenges in the polio endgame lie through and beyond certification.”** “Who will continue to fund polio vaccination and surveillance once the Global Certification Commission has certified three years with no polio? How can we keep the commitment going and also get others on board?” “This is a governance issue where we need sustainability. There is a great fear that after announcement of three years of a polio free world there will be donors fatigue and that they will invest their money somewhere else.” “What is needed at this stage is to have presidents and MPs to really commit themselves on polio eradication.” “When it comes to surveillance systems, countries financing them do it through strengthening health systems.”

→ **“Creativity will be necessary to develop new financing sources as the GPEI comes to a close and responsibility shifts increasingly to country level.”** “As well as efforts to retain the interest and support of traditional donors, opportunities will have to be exploited to secure loans from, for example, the Islamic Development Bank, Asian Development Bank and Shanghai Development Bank.”

→ **“Transparency and a convincing case for value are needed.”** “It is very difficult to track that money. We would like to see improved accountability throughout the programme and reporting of that to the donors. Because we are accountable to our parliament.” “Finance, Foreign and Development Ministers may need convincing that money assigned for polio should not be diverted to other areas such as coping with natural disasters, sudden health crises or UHC.” With the delay from 2018 to 2019 for certification, “the GPEI budget has had to be increased and we must ask what this means for different partners”. Arguments include:

- “From the financial perspective, legacy planning sees polio staff and assets not only being used in the polio endgame. – showing that a vertical programme can have a major cross-cutting benefit.”
- “Polio eradication assets can serve as a platform to ensure health security in the future, but the transition must not be so abrupt that it weakens eradication and resilience.”

**European Union/Commission**

The GPEI’s summary of financing since its beginning lists EC contributions over the period totalling US$ 251 million. According to an EC source, this does not represent regular EC funding directly allocated to the GPEI per se, but funding provided to WHO as polio-related grants. The current criteria for EU funding of global initiatives were set out in the programming document Global Public Goods and Challenges, the outcome of the analysis being that only the Global Fund and Gavi would qualify among the many candidates in the health sector.⁸¹ This again illustrates the extent to which support for the GPEI is determined by political decision-making.

There are also direct EC bilateral contributions to country support which may include polio programmes, and which are agreed with countries that have prioritised the health sector in support agreements. As announced⁸² by EU President José Manuel Barroso at the Global
Vaccine Summit in April 2013, “Regarding polio eradication as such, we intend to continue our substantive health sector support to 2 of the 3 countries where the wild-polio-virus unfortunately still circulates: I can announce today that the European Commission plans to set aside, for the 7 years to come, over 1.3 billion euro of aid for Nigeria and Afghanistan, and that in our dialogue with these partners countries we have proposed to make health one of the three key sectors of development cooperation”.

The GPEI summary reports effective EC contributions averaging just under US$ 30 million/year in the period up to 2006 and a rise to US$ 37 million for 2007. The contributions then collapsed to c. US$ 8 million in 2008 and US$ 1 million in 2009 and 2010 and after a spike to US$ 23.21 million in 2011 fell back to, respectively, US$ 7.39 and 3.05 million for years 2012 and 2013. It then increased again to US$ 11.38 and 12.63 million in 2014 and 2015 (Box 3).

These very variable sums appear to have been in response to a variety of internal and external forces, including the economic downturn from 2008. The upward trend in the last few years follows the Global Vaccine Summit held in Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in April 2013. EU President Barroso’s speech to the Summit noted the EU’s pride in being part of the coalition to end polio in the context of its position as the largest donor of development aid in the world and as a supporter of a comprehensive approach to addressing health systems and social issues that impact on health. He gave examples of the EC’s contributions to supporting health and immunisation systems in Afghanistan and Nigeria, as well as to Gavi’s work. Barroso committed that, even in the admittedly financially difficult times, the EU would keep its leadership on development cooperation, including health, and announced very specific and immediate action in which they would join partners in giving further support to the GPEI, with €5 million already ‘implementable’ in 2013. The EC committed US$ 6.5 million at the Global Vaccine Summit and by April 2016 had actually provided US$27 million to the GPEI.

As was the case with the 2013 Global Vaccine Summit, high-level political conferences can be a powerful tool to stimulate increased contributions and often reflect the intersection of health and foreign policy issues. For example, the EC’s announcement of €3 million in humanitarian funding for a UNICEF/WHO-led nationwide polio vaccination campaign in Syria can be linked to the February 2016 London donor’s conference on the Syrian crisis and the May 2016 Security Council debate on Healthcare in Armed Conflict.

Coordinated political lobbying can also be a very valuable tool in stimulating support. The UAE lent its voice to a call for more polio funding and a film entitled ‘Every Last Child’ about Pakistan’s fight against polio was produced by Image Nation Abu Dhabi. The UAE-European Parliament Friendship Group, in collaboration with the UAE mission to the EU, hosted a polio awareness event in Brussels in May 2015 at which the film was shown and special screenings of the film were held across Europe, aimed at key decision-makers and those holding the purse strings of foreign aid, in the hope encouraging increased European polio funding. The Rotary International representative at the UAE-European Parliament meeting said that they hoped the EU would deliver €200 million over the next 4 years.

In June 2015, the European Parliament announced the passage of a written declaration in support of the global effort to eradicate polio. The declaration cited the health and
financial benefits that would flow from completing eradication and the value of polio assets and infrastructure that had been built up and that had contributed to the response to the Ebola crisis. It called on the Commission to make a continued commitment to supporting polio eradication as a priority in its future development actions, and to allocate appropriate levels of funding to polio vaccination campaigns and surveillance over the next four years. More than 400 members of parliament signed the declaration. Subsequently three new amendments were passed by the European Parliament designed to increase funding in the EU for polio elimination.89

The EC contributes through diverse funding channels, including humanitarian aid and civil protection, to aspects of polio eradication. For example, in December 2014, €35 million was committing to sustainable routine immunization and €20 million to polio eradication in Nigeria, where the EU project team leader noted the importance of focusing on governance issues.90 Recent country support to polio immunization has included providing €1.2 million to support a third round of polio vaccinations in Ukraine following the start of an outbreak in August last year.91 The EU’s 2014-2020 Multi-annual Indicative Programme of cooperation with Afghanistan, contributing an average of €200 million per year with 25% allocated to the health sector, does not mention polio but includes vaccination as one of the areas of focus.92

The European Parliament has occasionally issued expressions of political support for countries at the front line of polio eradication, such as the passing of a resolution in 2013 supporting Pakistan’s endeavours to eradicate polio and protect medical aid workers.93

United Kingdom

We think polio investment is a good investment and the public understands this... and DFID know they have the backup of the Prime Minister and the ministers in doing that.

Interviewee

The UK has been the largest donor among countries in Europe (and second only to the USA in the world), having contributed almost US$ 1.4 billion dollars to the GPEI up to the end of 2015. The Department for International Development (DFID) serves as the channel for funding. In its 2013 Business Case,94 DFID justified why it should continue to support polio eradication in the 2013/14 to 2018/19 period with a package totalling GB£ 300 million (c. US$ 430 million at the then prevailing exchange rate). It pointed to the leadership role that the UK could play within the G8 and GPEI, noting that it was “instrumental in maintaining commitments from other G8 members (particularly Germany)”. It operated a matching challenge fund mechanism in 2011 and 2012 also provided incentives for other donors, both public and private sector, to contribute to the global eradication effort.

In the current period, the UK’s continuing strong commitment to supporting the polio eradication initiative has been attributed by interlocutors to a combination of recognition of the global public good and of the value for money it represents and confidence in the partnership which was operating under very difficult circumstances in the last endemic countries. Comments included: “I think it has been one of the major successes of the polio programme doing incredibly well in an incredibly challenging environment. Vaccinators are putting their life at risk. Politically, the programme has been good in that area” and “It is a
unique situation, a unique programme. The UK is constantly surprised and impressed by the action taken in this extremely difficult environment”.

The DFID Annual Review in September 2015 noted that the UK was committed to providing support for global polio eradication over the six years of the Strategic Plan. The document recognized that the endgame had been delayed by one year and that further funding to support this should be considered. Recommendations and comments in the review provide insights into the extent to which the UK has used its both its donations and political influence to strengthen diverse aspects of the polio eradication initiative, including the following:

- The GPEI was seen to be “doing a good job and achieving stretching milestones in extremely challenging circumstances”.

- DFID Global Funds Department should review whether UK funding in addition to the £300m investment was needed, based on likelihood that GPEI would be one year behind schedule, with the last case of polio globally likely to be in 2016 rather than 2015. At the appropriate time and dependent on the response of other donors, the UK should consider whether to make an additional contribution to GPEI to ensure that global polio eradication is achieved.

- The UK should ensure it used its place on the Finance and Audit Committee to follow up on the recommendations of the Internal Audit Reporter 2014 and to analyse and discuss WHO’s system for assurance and for dealing with misuse of funds and whether separate assurance could be provided through GPEI without the agreed WHO procedures for reporting through the WHA.

Prime Minister David Cameron received the Rotary International Polio Champions Award in 2012. As well as the UK’s own direct contributions to the polio eradication initiative, it has worked with other Commonwealth countries to strengthen the initiative financially and politically and to use the occasion of Commonwealth Heads of Government meetings to bolster political support. Many members of both Houses of Parliament have given their support to polio eradication specifically and as part of broader support for global health.

The extent to which the UK’s decision to leave the European Union (‘Brexit’) will impact on its support for the end stages of polio eradication and the post-eradication follow-on will probably remain unclear for at least 1-2 years. It is likely to be influenced both by the terms of the exit that are negotiated with the EU and new political positioning in response to a range of domestic pressures. For the time being, at least, there appears to be continuing commitment by Prime Minister Theresa May to sustaining the contribution of 0.7% of GNI for ODA, which amounted to £11.4 billion in 2015, but the value of the pound has dropped markedly and the economy has slowed appreciably since the Brexit vote, which will reduce the size of this contribution in dollar terms. And even then, early comments by the new Secretary of State for International Development, Priti Patel, have suggested that there may be a strong shift in the use of ODA towards fostering trade, as well as an even greater emphasis on assessing ‘value for money’ in the UK’s support to multilateral organizations.
There will also be an impact on the amount of the EU’s funding for ODA when the UK leaves, since about £800 million of the UK’s ODA is currently channelled through the EU each year.104

**Germany**

Germany’s total contribution to the GPEI up to 2015 has amounted to US$ 564 million. After rising steeply to US$ 136 million in 2009, the contribution fell precipitously in 2010 and then rose again from 2012 to a peak of US$ 54 million in 2013 and has subsequently been falling again. An interviewee commented that Germany’s current funding for polio could not be expanded due to the magnitude of the refugee crisis.

Overall, key factors in Germany’s approach to polio eradication appear to be high level political commitment and a deliberate selection of channels of funding. Germany balances support it gives to global health though multilateral channels, including GPEI, Gavi and the Global Fund, with bilateral support which is sometimes preferred for targeting and in order to couple financing with a strong German technical assistance component. According to comments in this study, in 2016 Germany was persuaded (by members of the POB) to pledge funds for polio eradication in Pakistan (as well as for Afghanistan and Nigeria) at a time when they were thinking of pulling out of the health sector in Pakistan as their general country strategy was to encourage Pakistan to be more responsible for its own health services. This highlights some of the key strategic political choices that are inherent in support for polio eradication by European actors; and the imperative of having to sustain support in achieving the final goal of a global public good (section 2.5.3).

Political support for polio eradication has come from Chancellor Angela Merkel (who received the Rotary International Polio Champions Award in 2008)105 and the German Cabinet, 106 as well as other politicians. The Chancellor has promoted polio eradication within the G7 group and is expected to do so within the G20 when Germany hosts it in 2017. Writing in June 2016, German MP Stefan Rebmann107 noted that the German government has been a strong and reliable partner to the GPEI since its beginning and was the first donor to pledge an additional €100 million to finance the GPEI Endgame Strategy. He also called for the EU to lead the way by encouraging its members to increase their commitment to polio eradication and create a blueprint for taking on tomorrow’s threats to global public health.

In parallel with the support to the GPEI, Germany has made substantial direct inputs to polio eradication at the country level through the channelling of funds from German Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) through KfW (originally founded in 1948 as the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau and now serving to promote sustainable economic, social and ecological developments in Germany and worldwide). For example, € 96.5 million was contributed for polio eradication in Nigeria from 2004 to 2015, with some funds earmarked for measures to make the health workers more secure in high-risk areas such as those affected by Boko Haram. KfW has also supported polio eradication in Afghanistan and Pakistan.108,109

A German interviewee commented that “For now the funding is secured until 2019 for Pakistan and for 2017 for Nigeria and Afghanistan. What we would also like to see is a joint approach, or assessment of GPEI with Gavi and with all these new global health security
initiatives and actors, all these vertical programmes and WHO –because we think there is potential duplication and overlap in the system”.

Norway and the Nordics
The total Norwegian contribution to the GPEI in the period 2003-2015 was US$ 166.7 million. The donations, which had been running at US$ 7-10 million/year from 2003-2012, increased sharply to US$ 17 million in 2013 and US$ 38.1 million in 2014, sliding back to US$ 30.15 million in 2015, evidently as a result of a currency depreciation. At the Global Vaccine Summit in Abu Dhabi in 2013, the Norwegian government announced that it intended to contribute NOK 240 million (then US$40 million) for the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI) in 2014, a sharp increase from planned contributions of US$8 million (NOK 50 million) in 2013, and to sustain this level through to 2019. However, the Norwegian kroner declined in value against the dollar by about one third between 2013 and the end of 2015. Norway’s pledge to the GPEI is currently shown as US$ 31.67 million per year for each of the years in the period 2016-2019.

Norway’s approach has been framed by a number of participants, including leading global health figures from the country, in the context of its long-standing and well-recognised efforts to support sustainable development, poverty alleviation and peace building and to promote good governance, human rights and civil society as foundations for development.

Norway has been a long-standing supporter of Gavi, viewed as an instrument to help achieve broader access to vaccines generally, while polio was seen as a narrower concern. Norway proved c. US$ 850 million, or nearly 10% of Gavi’s total, in the period 2016-2020. It has chosen to use Gavi as an instrument to channel funding linked to polio. In 2014 Norway committed NOK 1.14 billion (USD 155 million) for the period 2014-2019 to support Gavi’s effort to complement GPEI’s work, strengthening routine immunisation and introducing IPV in Gavi-supported countries. The political background was highlighted by a Norwegian interviewee, “Norwegian effort has been linked to making sure vaccines reach everybody, but not sort of a health systems thinking … Polio was pretty isolated from other things Norway was doing.” There was an absence of “any discussion between the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Foreign Affairs on how high the focus should be on polio eradication.” “It’s been accepted that we need to do this, but it’s not been seen as a major push”.

An analysis of Norway’s approach to aid has been framed in the context of ‘Nordic exceptionalism’, a term characterising the idealism underlying the unique role of the Nordic countries in their political and financial efforts in peace, sustainable development and poverty alleviation, which has had a powerful effect globally. This was exemplified by high levels of development aid, with poverty alleviation as the overall objective. Nordic politicians also invested time and resources in peace negotiations, SDGs and gender equality. In the 1980-90s, as a group Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway pursued a common Nordic agenda. Sweden met the UN target of contributing 0.7 percent of GNP/GNI to ODA as early as 1974, with Norway following in 1976 and Denmark in 1978 and for the past 40 years ODA from the three countries was well above 0.7 percent target, closer to 1 percent. All of Norway’s ODA was untied in 2014. Meanwhile, Finland struggled to match the other Nordics and, although they reached 0.8 percent in 1991, they were unable to maintain this. The Nordics have also been strong advocates for the ‘social sectors’ or ‘soft policies’, e.g. health, education and gender equality, while promoting good governance, human rights and civil
society as a foundation for development. The Nordics, particularly Sweden and Finland, allocated a substantial portion of their aid through the EU. Due to their EU membership, Denmark, Sweden and Finland have also prioritized influencing EU development policies and as a group they were influential in the IMF and World Bank. Other donors, such as Luxembourg, the Netherlands, the UK and Ireland, joined the Nordics in a larger ‘like-minded’ informal grouping, often referred to as “Nordic plus”.

However, GPEI contributions from Denmark ceased in 2006, those from Finland in 2010 and those from Sweden were interrupted in 2006 and it then made only one further donation (US$ 0.7 million in 2013). Particular concern was raised when, in October 2015, major amendments to Norway’s national budget were presented by the Norwegian Government in their plan for financing the expected additional costs related to the massive increase in refugees coming to Norway, which had already begun to impact on the 2015 ODA budget. In the proposed revised aid budget, while an additional NOK 1.2 billion for ODA was added to the Government’s original budget proposals, going beyond the 1 percent of GNI mark, it also increased the amount of ODA dedicated to covering Norway’s reception of refugees from NOK 1.9 billion to NOK 7.3 billion, representing an increase from 5 percent to 21 percent of the aid budget going to refugee costs inside Norway. This would impact most on civil society organizations, while cutting other allocation as well, including NOK 697 million for the UN system.

This prompted a question as to whether ‘Nordic exceptionalism’ might be coming to an end and Norway’s policies shifting from their focus on global public goods to a greater emphasis on national self-interest, with aid to be used more to respond to national security threats and to coping with the mounting refugee crisis in Europe.

A Norwegian source commented in December 2015 that, after much debate and massive protests from civil society, the first suggested dramatic cuts to the 2016 ODA budget had, to a large extent, been recovered. The cuts had mainly been reduced by finding money outside the development aid budget, mainly through increased taxation (‘green taxes’) and added demands from state companies. Nevertheless, a much larger allocation than previous years has been given to handle the increased numbers of refugees also expected in 2016. The humanitarian aid budget has also seen a large increase, partly at the expense of long term development. Health and education continued to be the main priorities for the government. Global health had a budget of NOK 3.055 million, an increase of NOK 144 million from 2015. Gavi and the Global Fund continued to be prioritised, with the sustained funding levels. Norway supports the polio eradication initiative partly through Gavi (NOK 140 million) and partly through WHO (NOK 50 mill). The commitment is NOK 1.14 billion in the period 2014-19.

Norway has also made direct contributions to polio eradication in a number of countries, including support for programmes in Afghanistan, Nigeria and Pakistan and, together with BMGF and UK, has assisted the introduction of IPV in 72 Gavi-supported countries including Afghanistan and Pakistan.

**Rotary International in Europe**

Rotary International's involvement in polio eradication began modestly with support to the Philippines national immunization program in 1979-1980. Subsequently, at a global level,
Rotary International has had a major influence on polio eradication, beginning with its own initiatives to raise money and fund eradication in the 1980s, its efforts to bring about the initiative that became the GPEI, its constant partnership in the GPEI since then, its direct contribution of c. US$ 1.5 billion, its influence in bringing in the BMGF as an even larger donor, and its political and practical work to heighten support and increase effort in both donor and polio-affected countries and at the level of global groupings such as the G7 and regional ones such as the European Parliament.126

Branches of Rotary International in European countries have contributed in many of these areas of the organization’s ‘PolioPlus’ campaign, including especially fund-raising and stimulating political commitment.127 Among its innovative contributions, Rotary International has given high public recognition to leading politicians supporting the GPEI, including a number from European countries and the European Parliament. It has also applauded efforts by entire countries. At the end of 2015 it congratulated Ireland for its support of a polio-free world, citing the efforts of several Irish politicians in the national and European parliaments, the raising of US$1 million by the more than 2000 members of 72 Rotary clubs in Ireland and the voluntary work of Irish Rotary members travelling abroad at their own expense to immunize children against polio in endemic and high-risk countries. 128 However, one European country representative of Rotary International noted that local members were sometimes unaware that polio is still an issue and showing impatience to move on, asking “what’s next”.

Others: political support
While attention tends to focus on major donors to the GPEI and the political influence they exert alongside their financial allocations, the contributions of a host of other players is also significant. A number of countries engage in lobbying, encouraging political will and governance activities. For example, the Principality of Monaco has been a long-standing supporter of polio eradication and currently its Ambassador in Geneva co-chairs the PPG. Encouraged by civil society groups, Malta has used its opportunities to influence Commonwealth leaders to support polio eradication.129130 There are smaller sums collected and donated by a range of charities and foundations (e.g. the European Football for Development Network has funded 1 million doses of vaccines for UNICEF, including for polio, measles and typhoid131), as well as the efforts of the European Polio Union132 and its members, which also help to raise public awareness.

2.3.2 Political support and influence directed to polio-affected countries

Transitioning needs to be done at country level. European donors should be involved at the country level. Interviewee

Several study sources commented that European actors can help encourage political will in countries with endemic polio or weak resilience post-eradication. They can work with countries where the association of the polio eradication initiative with ‘Western plots’, fuelled by militant causes, extremist religious attitudes and the misuse of immunization programmes as a cover for anti-terrorist or ant-insurgent activities, has created violent antagonism to vaccinators and encourage refusals of vaccinations. In these difficult situations they can
collaborate with governments in communication, community outreach, efforts to build local trust and dialogue with religious and community leaders; and where NGOs have greater access on the ground they can work directly with them, too. In those places where the development agencies of European countries have representatives located, these can play important roles not only in supporting specific initiatives on a bilateral basis but also in forming coalitions of locally based development assistance partners to reinforce the political will and effort directed to polio eradication and resilience. This may challenge European development agencies to consider playing a role in countries where they do not specifically have a health representative, to take a cross-sectoral approach to including polio eradication as an objective – the arguments in favour including the wider public good benefit of eradication and of the transition of polio assets to help attain health systems strengthening and UHC.

The power of what can be achieved by engaging in the political process in the last polio-endemic countries was illustrated by examples cited by interviewees. Arranging ‘days of tranquillity’ was a turning point for countries in conflict settings. In Nigeria, the governor of a state in the north had been helped to get out of something he had started. In Afghanistan, securing agreement between the Taliban and international actors was critical. Examples were also given of where European actors can now contribute. While financing was considered to be by far the most important thing, it was also considered that there are very important political opportunities for European countries to engage in dialogues, e.g. increasing pressure on Pakistan and Afghanistan for eradication and maintaining pressure on Nigeria for resilience. A UK interviewee commented that “the most important factor by far is the development of political commitment and will in the country – as demonstrated by India when it took decisive action and stopped transmission. The relationship between the global community and local communities is the real governance issue. It is important that nations remain in the lead on governance issues, with the support of international partners.”

This political support can be reinforced and synergised by local technical assistance, including expertise in social mobilization strategies and the use of local social data (where GPEI has been criticised by IMB for its weakness) and assistance with advanced technologies such as portable labs and refrigerators and the use of geographic information systems and GPS for mapping and tracking polio, which was helpful in Nigeria.133,134,135

Switzerland announced at the PPG in June 2016 that it was giving CHF 1 million for transition planning in Africa.136 Switzerland considers it essential that health systems be strengthened and has learnt the lesson of mutual reinforcement: “investing in polio eradication strengthens health systems – investing in health systems ensures polio eradication. So the Swiss position is to say, show us how you can integrate those people, their salary is being paid at the moment by this hugely expensive project, and how can you integrate them into your national health system. And that is why we are calling it a kind of modelling process.”

One of the major challenges the overall partnership currently faces concerns the extent to which it is able to sustain support for the GPEI programme and momentum, not only for finishing the eradication mission but for an extended period beyond. As interlocutors in the study observed:
“Sustaining political commitment begins with leadership from heads of government and requires embedding responsibility and accountability in the system – for example by including indicators in the performance appraisals for governors.” Political commitment must also be sustained across changes of government and beyond any immediate high-profile campaigns or emergencies. “The change of government in Nigeria led to a worrying decrease in commitment, illustrating a lesson of history that when pressure disappears, commitment to health systems and public health also wanes.”

Is there an inherent risk in the transitioning and integration of polio assets that it will encourage a waning of commitment to polio eradication? There is already an impression in some quarters that ‘the job is done’ – that polio is no longer a major issue as the brink of eradication has been reached and attention (political leadership and oversight, pressure on programme managers, finances) can be safely moved to other priorities. This couples with a lack of understanding of the critical importance of building and sustaining resilience once WPV cases cease to appear. The requirement for large-scale and geographically wide-spread IPV vaccinations will remain for many years (if not indefinitely) in order to prevent re-emergence of the disease. One approach to trying to sustain the important assets and commitment is through emphasizing close inter-linkage with other, related priorities at national and global levels, so that polio is dealt with as part of a bigger package of issues.

“The process of transitioning will not be quick: it will require long-term transition planning and at least a 5-10 year time frame to build capacities and achieve the transition. This is not only an issue for polio but for global health generally and for institutions such as Gavi and the Global Fund – joint thinking is needed on how to make the assets of polio available, with full transparency, and support their uptake over the long term.”

“Countries are part of the polio partnership” and country ownership is strongly emphasized in the polio endgame and transitioning process. There are a number of issues for them: sustaining the achievement of polio eradication requires establishing systems to deal with outbreak response and stockpile management, ensuring that sufficient IPV vaccine is available for the transition; implementing the lessons learned, when it is hard to reach and gather the knowledge and knowhow from diverse populations. These need to be transitioned into strengthening health systems, while there will be an inevitable decrease of the resources

It is evident that, in moving forward, the three strands – eradication, transition and resilience – are inextricably linked and cannot be dealt with separately, either from a financing or a political perspective; and they need to be dealt with in a collective, coordinated and coherent way by the key global actors and development partners working with countries.
2.3.3 The need for stronger coordination of European effort
As noted in section 2.1, ‘Europe’ comprises a complex series of individual entities and
groups that overlap and interconnect. In a number of dialogues and interviews, participants
commented that these centres and circles of influence are not well coordinated with respect
to polio eradication.

The lack of effort to develop stronger
coordination, coherence and synergy among
European actors may have been one of the
failings in the polio eradication story

Interviewee

There were several ideas emerging from the interviews for what more could be done
within different circles of influence, aiming to bolster political will at home, in Europe
and in polio-affected countries:

→ **Nationally**, there is not always coherence between different government
departments with responsibilities for overseas aid, foreign policy, global health.
Models of inter-departmental coordination in global health from Switzerland,
Germany the UK and elsewhere could be a starting point for developing greater
coherence within European countries on support for the polio endgame and legacy,
in particular as they bring together health, foreign policy and development actors.

→ **At the regional level in Europe**, a like-minded group could be formed to exchange
information and views, coordinate action and draw others in. It could make efforts to
act in concert through EC and other European channels such as the WHO EURO.

→ **In countries receiving support**, European development assistance providers could
ensure that their country representatives are on board and that they also
meet/coordinate with partner agencies and with local actors.
2.4 Transitioning, legacy and beyond

2.4.1 Legacy and transitioning: national and global assets

The case for increased European contributions needs to be made in terms of the legacy benefit.

The entry point for the legacy programme is routine immunization.

We need to be integrated as much as we can. We want to create a sustainable infrastructure that is capable of producing a health system that can deliver at least the 11 recommended WHO vaccines. It is therefore very important that the polio programme thinks bigger than polio – it needs to be thinking routine immunization, thinking big and not simply vertically.”

Interviewees

In practice, the interpretation of ‘legacy’ has increasingly focused on ‘transitioning’, with the intention that assets that have been accumulated during the 3-4 decades of the global programme will be transferred to country ownership and absorbed into national health systems. The assets of national benefit include infrastructures, trained human resources, vaccine cold chains and systems for organizing vaccination campaigns, learning to reach inaccessible populations and sustain high levels of vaccination coverage, finding missed children, epidemiology, disease surveillance, laboratory testing and rapid response.

However, these assets of national benefit form an important part of the wider legacy of polio eradication, which also includes assets that can be of global benefit. These include lessons that can be ‘translated’ into learning for global agencies and development assistance partners – such as about forming and managing partnerships, mobilizing political support and resources and establishing innovative new governance mechanisms; and knowledge of conditions that facilitate or hinder disease eradication efforts. The legacy therefore needs to flow into both (a) the strengthening of health systems as countries work towards the SDGs and the achievement of UHC; and (b) informing and strengthening global health architectures and governance and future global disease eradication efforts (Box 4) – as emphasized by many interlocutors in this study.
2.4.2 Transitioning to the national level

We really need to stop thinking about specific diseases and think about health interventions and people-centered approaches. That means connecting with issues related to the SDGs and financing. But it also means much broader impact – considering a different programing approach and how national levels should be structured.

I don’t think we should oversimplify or be naïve that a kind of organisation with a public-private partnership model which has a clear goal, a clear disease, can be transferred into the SDG context.

German interviewees
The GPEI Endgame and Strategic Plan 2013-18 includes the transfer of ‘polio assets’ from the GPEI to countries, with the aim of preserving the assets and using them to strengthen national health systems and reinforce the movement towards UHC which form part of the health SDG.

During their deliberations on a legacy planning update in June 2015 the PPG noted the steps that had been taken, including finalizing the transition guidelines and toolkit; the development of communications material and the adjusted planning timeline, with a deadline of the 3rd quarter of 2016 for legacy plans; and an updated structure for the Legacy Management Group (LMG), including increased regional representation; stakeholders beyond GPEI (e.g. Gavi, Task Force on Immunization in Africa) and formalized oversight (IMB). The PPG suggested ways in which donors could support transition planning, e.g. advocacy with national/state governors and key stakeholders to prioritize transition planning; contributing to global and country-level discussions; and providing funding and/or in-kind support for a rigorous transition planning process. The LMG, set up by the POB, reports to the Strategy Committee also established by the POB. There is also a PPG Legacy Working Group, with broad objectives to represent, communicate, advocate, share information and coordinate on legacy issues. It has up to seven members representing governments, donors and civil society groups with interests in both polio and non-polio health issues and works alongside and in partnership with the PPG.

**From vertical to horizontal approaches**

During the period since the polio eradication initiative began, European countries (especially the Nordic group and their ‘like-minded’ associates) have been in the forefront of a profound change in thinking about approaches to development – in particular, the shift from operating project-based, externally driven ‘vertical’ programmes to supporting systemic, country-owned ‘horizontal’ programmes. This shift found its global expression at the UN in the replacement of the issue-specific MDGs with the broader SDGs for 2030 and the new concept of globally shared responsibility that the SDGs embraced.

Discussants and interviewees in the study (and especially those from the major supporters, Germany, Norway and UK) were very supportive of this change in approach. For example, “from the German side, the driving element is the development cooperation ministry which doesn’t think so much in global health outcomes but in more in systems outcomes, in allowing countries to take ownership, responsibility and leadership for their own fate and for the fate of their populations... and this has also been reflected in the ‘Healthy Systems - Healthy Lives’ policy launched at a side-event of the SDG summit by the German Chancellor”.

Nevertheless, there were areas of reservation. It was recognised that it will be more difficult in future to initiate disease eradication programmes in view of their inherently ‘vertical’ origin. It will be necessary to have a much more collective approach to selecting priority targets, to working out how to share costs and to adapting mechanisms that can ensure that the programmes are embedded in country health systems as far as possible, while able to sustain the visibility, momentum and political and financial support, down to the last case, that history shows is essential for any eradication programme to succeed.
Moreover, as one German participant commented, “vertical programs are good for donors because they see results and they know where money goes. It makes it easier to communicate. In the end, the parliamentarians are dependent on their electorate and it’s easier to explain, easy to tell stories that resonate… and saving children lives is a non-controversial issue and easy to measure”.

As a concept, the transition of people, processes, structures, resources and objectives from a ‘vertical’, stand-alone polio eradication programme to absorption in the ‘horizontal’ structure of a country’s general health services (which in many countries still need to be developed and expanded), presents historical, technical, financial and motivational challenges, with threads of internal and external political factors running through and connecting all of these. The strong focus on country implementation also risks excluding global public goods, through a lack of attention of global solidarity and what the world should be doing together, as pointed out during the dialogue in Norway.

Comments offered during the study by participants in dialogues and interviews included:

- On vertical programming: it is important that all of the organisations coordinate together and pull for each other. The polio programme should try to be slightly less vertical and try to zoom out from polio and look at the impact on other health interventions that they can have.

- The debate about vertical versus horizontal programmes has been ongoing for a long time. Polio is sometimes unfairly put on trial – the success of polio eradication in the Americas was as a vertical programme in a region achieving high overall immunization rates. The 1988 WHA resolution recommended working through routine immunization. The challenge has been ensuring political commitment, ownership and resources. The GPEI therefore had to resort to parallel systems to reach children. A historical context is therefore very important. On the other hand, the focus of attention and resources on polio has led to resentment by some in the routine immunization field, which may result in reluctance to absorb the legacy.

- GPEI has been a vertical program but with horizontal implications, as opposed to the Global Fund which did not help to build health systems.

- For the future, global health efforts need to be designed to strengthen support for the national health system. There is a systematic weakness in choosing an approach that relies on parallel systems. This was understandable when the GPEI was created with a 12-year goal, but looking back now it was a weakness which created opportunities for skilled health workers to engage in a vertical programme, but at the expense of routine immunization, general national health capacity and the effective prioritization of resources. As a result, health systems may have ended up weaker than they might have been. The overall goal of UHC requires strong health systems as a centre piece.

- Reaping the legacy of polio eradication requires ensuring that the skill sets developed, including in surveillance and laboratory work, are not lost. However, they must not be sustained as a parallel programme. There is now a move towards more
integrated approaches in WHO and among global players, recognising that it is not viable to have parallel systems for providing health for the population and ensuring public health. While the current focus of the eradication programme is on ensuring vaccine coverage and rolling out IPV vaccine to replace OPV, there must come a point when polio vaccination is integrated into routine immunization to be sustainable. It will be difficult to maintain for many years the high quality and well-performing surveillance systems – needed both for continued polio resilience and as one of the tools that constitute the polio legacy to serve public health more broadly – in regions that did not see polio for many years. Accordingly, sustainability becomes an increasingly difficult task and there are enormous worries about surveillance sustainability.

- Transfer of polio assets into national health systems can only work where there are already some basic capacities and human and financial resources in place. Gavi is now doing joint assessments with countries to see where there are weaknesses and where help is required, as part of the legacy dialogue.

- The UHC debate has not sufficiently highlighted public health challenges and concerns. This debate about health systems and public health systems also links with the issue of building public health security and the workings of the International Health Regulations. Historically, health systems were built upon a public health foundation. In the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, everyone’s solution at one point was health systems strengthening. But this would not have controlled Ebola, while, as demonstrated in Nigeria, the polio assets (including laboratory and surveillance capacities and knowledge of how to reach communities – i.e. a public health capability) were critical to success.

In summary, many European interlocutors held the view that parallel vertical programmes are no longer an acceptable approach and should be succeeded by programmes that are integrated into national health systems. However, a number felt that some of the acknowledged advantages of vertical systems should be preserved and that it is important to understand what has been the attraction and perceived value of vertical programmes. One UK interlocutor involved in polio eradication observed: “Looking at new global initiatives, we need to be very cognizant that they are attractive as vertical programmes but need implementation as horizontal programmes. In the very early days, some senior figures at WHO wanted to deliver polio eradication within routine immunization: but the evidence from elsewhere showed that it needed campaigns and even countries with fully functioning routine services still stopped polio with campaigns. It cannot be done only through routine services. The lesson learned for other global health priorities is the need for a critical mass for intervention”.

A German interviewee commented: “On this whole debate about vertical versus horizontal programming, the answer is diagonal”. Another interlocutor said: “We know that in reality some countries have low levels of routine immunization, therefore we need to have campaigns. So some of the polio assets should be able to be used for these purposes. But most of these assets should be used to strengthen health systems. This is why it needs to be diagonal”. According to a UK interviewee, “UHC and health systems strengthening are about having robust systems and strong political will. Both vertical and horizontal
approaches are necessary in different situations, according to the priorities. With vertical approaches, the crunch point is in regard to integration, while the danger with purely horizontal approaches is that nothing gets done. It is a matter of judgment how to use each to achieve different reactive or proactive priorities (as in dealing with cancer or with HIV/AIDS, for example).

In reality, the evolution of global health is seen to be taking complex forms. As a highly influential leader of global health in Norway observed, “having previously seen the evolution of strategies for global health that were almost vertical but parallel in relation to their technical and financial aspects, we are currently in a period when we are seeing the emergence of political strategies for health, health security, universal health coverage, etc that are also not quite vertical but parallel”. Another contributor remarked, “one of the challenges for global health policy and governance will be to analyse and better understand the dynamics of these parallel streams and find ways to integrate them”.

Notably, with respect to health systems strengthening, the Global Fund just adopted a new strategy, one of the pillars being ‘resilient systems for health’. Gavi has also just adopted a new approach to health systems strengthening which also emphasizes the role of the country system and strategies. A German interviewee commented that “Germany wants to leverage its investment in these initiatives to ensure complementarity. Strengthening health systems is the driving idea behind our investment in global health, from the development perspective. These investments are there to support countries in taking ownership for their people and enabling them to deliver the services they are supposed to deliver. And that’s also for GPEI, where we are now pushing for this legacy discussion. Because, de facto, they have been providing a lot of other services outside polio eradication. It’s a positive effect… but what we think is important is that they now [move to] not providing services instead of governments, but push governments to provide these themselves”.

A Swiss interviewee commented on how the transitioning from the polio eradication initiative to the framework of the SDGs needs to be understood in the context of the reconceptualization of development. “How do you conceptualize development and sustainability? The only marker you have at the moment is ‘increased domestic financing’. We owe it to the heroes of national and global fights against particular diseases to give them their voice to show us how health systems should go forward, not as isolated mechanisms, but part of a developmental shift. That’s what underpins the notion of shared responsibility for development through the SDGs”.

The transitioning of polio assets and capacities from the GPEI to country ownership and financing must be viewed alongside the transitioning being undertaken by Gavi in relation to its support for national immunization programmes. Over the 5-year period ending in 2018, 16 countries are scheduled to transition or ‘graduate’ from outside financial and technical support for a number of their essential vaccines, which over the past decade has been provided by Gavi. Thus, the national immunization systems into which polio assets are intended to transition are themselves being stressed at the present time by the staged graduation from Gavi. As highlighted in the literature and as commented upon by the WHO-AFRO Regional Director during the study’s session at the World Health Summit, some countries are finding this graduation a challenge, even without the added factor of absorbing polio-related costs.
While focusing on polio eradication, this study’s literature review placed it in the context of earlier and potential future disease eradication efforts. Prior to the eradication of smallpox, several early efforts to eradicate other diseases, including hookworm and malaria, had failed. One of the lessons of history was that a factor in such failures had been that attempts to transfer the responsibility and ownership of programmes from international initiatives to the national level had foundered because of lack of local commitment, infrastructure and resources. This is important to bear in mind when the emphasis is currently on securing the legacy of polio through the transfer of assets and responsibilities to national health systems.

The dialogues highlighted, on one hand, the difficulty of maintaining health systems and public health systems as separate entities but, on the other hand, sustaining resources and priorities for public health action under the pressure of demands for extending health systems and services. It was suggested in dialogues in Geneva and London that an answer may lie in a ‘gradual absorption’ of vertical into horizontal structures (consistent with the ‘progressive universalism’ approach highlighted by the Lancet Commission) but also in recognising “the need for some granularity within the developing health system”. Rather than a complete dispersal of assets from polio eradication into an amorphous health system, there could be a “development of a clearly demarcated disease control element”. This would be the natural home for polio assets, including surveillance, laboratory testing and skills in areas such as epidemiology, community outreach and micro-planning, allowing them to be preserved and shared among a broad array of communicable diseases and enabling them to define and make the case for the specific resources they require. This demarcated disease control element would also be the natural locus for health security, being the repository of skills and assets that would be in the front line of defence against disease outbreaks. Such an approach would be consistent with a 2008 study for WHO which found that vertical programmes may be desirable as a temporary measure if the health system (and primary care) is weak; if a rapid response is needed; to gain economies of scale; to address the needs of target groups that are difficult to reach; to deliver certain very complex services when a highly skilled workforce is needed. The 2008 study noted that in practice, most health services do combine vertical and integrated elements, with varying degrees of balance between them.

**Transitioning is a two-way street**

An important point made during the dialogues was that transitioning and sharing of assets should not only be regarded as a one-way flow from the polio eradication initiative to other areas of health. There are opportunities for polio to draw on and benefit from non-polio assets in the health system. For example, as one development agency representative noted, “in Niger the polio programme is sharing benefits with the reproductive health community, which offered to add the collection of monthly surveillance on polio as another indicator on their own agenda”.
2.4.3 Polio and the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The entry point for the legacy programme is routine immunization – which is part of universal health coverage.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probably we would have done a better job right from the beginning, when the WHA resolution on polio eradication was passed, if we had the focused on routine immunization. If we had, then the legacy would have been taken care of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambassador in Geneva</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Routine immunization is one of the critical aspects of public health and a key building block of health systems. Indeed, immunization is the most universally applied intervention in health globally and should be seen as the basis of UHC. A ‘progressive universalism’ approach, as recommended by the Lancet Commission, should start with the most cost-effective interventions and add on more as resources become available. "Putting in supply chains, cold chains, surveillance and data systems also builds capacity for many other areas of basic health including contraception."

The EPI was established in WHO in 1974 to support delivery of routine immunization at a time when basic health systems in most low-income and lower-middle income countries were weak to non-existent. One of the historic aspects of the evolution of the GPEI was that, while the 1988 WHA resolution "emphasizes that eradication efforts should be pursued in ways which strengthen the development of the Expanded Programme on Immunization as a whole, fostering its contribution, in turn, to the development of the health infrastructure and of primary health care", in practice the GPEI evolved in parallel with the EPI. The result, in the view of many including some interviewees from the UK and elsewhere in our study, was that it "marginalised and by-passed the EPI instead of sharing resources and strengthening it"; and sometimes drew resources (especially health workers) away into better financed, more remunerative and higher profile polio campaigns. On the other hand, there is a view that "had polio eradication been integrated with the EPI it probably would not have been successful, as it would not have attracted the resources required".

The situation has been ameliorated, in more recent times, by polio workers spending part of their time performing routine immunization and other broader health functions. Nevertheless, as remarked by one European source and echoed by others, "this was a major flaw in the development of the GPEI and one that can finally be rectified by the transitioning of polio assets into EPI within national health programmes". The already strong linkages that have been established between polio and the SDG agenda were therefore widely welcomed and seen as a key basis for continuing dialogue with decision-makers and funders. However, there was a view that "this needs to be more strongly promoted from the polio camp" and it was noted that, for example, the Concept Note of the International Health Partnership Plus coalition on UHC 2030 speaks about being inclusive of health security but makes no reference to polio eradication or the GPEI assets."
The potential and the gaps at country level are illustrated by the case of Nigeria, where on one hand the strength and effectiveness of the polio eradication initiative proved invaluable in limiting the Ebola outbreak in 2015, with the knowledge and skills that had been built in reaching communities, mapping and contact tracing making very important contributions. However, routine immunization coverage remains very low in many Nigerian states and there has been a lack of organization of routine immunization sessions and of consistent commitment and ownership across levels of government. The recent Ministerial Conference on Immunization in Africa had a clear message about the importance of sustaining immunization coverage. Some donors (e.g. Canada in Nigeria) are now linking their bilateral donations for polio, as well as advocacy towards the government, with strengthening routine immunization as part of a resilience, transitioning and legacy package.

Governance and finance issues were seen to be core challenges in the integration and sustaining of polio assets within routine immunization. A German interviewee said: “the question becomes who’s responsible and who finances routine immunization? And obviously the answer is that it should be the ministries of health. Countries should own their national immunization programmes. And most of the countries should mobilize a significant portion of the total cost of their national immunization programmes. But we will have a lot of fragile states where the fiscal space for health and other social services is really very low and then there’s more donor dependency”.

2.4.4 Translating the polio legacy to the global level

While discussions of the legacy of polio eradication have focused largely on its implications for national health systems, another very important aspect concerns its implications for global institutions, architectures and governance (Box 4), as stressed by contributors in both dialogues and interviews. In addition to polio, newer challenges such as the Ebola and Zika viruses demonstrate that mechanisms are needed at the global level that can respond to disease emergencies and that can mobilise support and promote and sustain long-term effort to control infectious diseases, galvanizing action in international arenas as well as at national levels.

From a global health governance perspective, this links closely to global health and health security agendas (section 2.7). Experience from polio eradication activities in terms of governance and health diplomacy is valuable, but the lessons need to be extracted and considered carefully. There are important questions for donors as to how future initiatives will draw on the polio experience to inform how success is measured and responsibility assigned. The answers to these questions are not readily available, calling for further reflection and meaningful action to be taken in order to fully benefit from the many experiences of polio stakeholders.

Beyond infectious diseases, the experience of polio eradication – and especially the current and future focus on aspects such as transitioning, legacy and resilience – also has implications for broader global health governance challenges such as the transformative agenda of the SDGs and UHC, financing of global health and global public goods. The study highlighted a paucity of data and dialogue on these linkages – for example, the need to
discuss polio eradication lessons, legacy and opportunities within the UHC alliance as well as within the polio camp. This aspect is discussed in the section below.

2.4.5 Governance of transitioning

As the transitioning of polio assets to country ownership is still at an early stage, there are opportunities for the GPEI to improve on the governance model that has evolved for the eradication process. Three aspects, in particular, were viewed as being to some degree problematic by some European contributors, as highlighted in other sections of this study (especially section 2.2):

→ Ownership: The Polio Oversight Board, which has become a key GPEI governance mechanism, was seen by some commentators as a narrowly constituted donors’ club. “The POB is OK but we cannot consider it as a model. It is a compromise. You have the five founding members who take all the decisions. Member states cannot join.” “Gavi and the Global Fund learned from the weaknesses of the GPEI by being more inclusive in their governing structures and including partner countries. In the GPEI, there is no country that is struggling with polio involved in the governing structure.”

→ Accountability: It could have been done better. The structure has not been ‘game-changing’. The polio Partnership is involved in every major decision, but very senior representatives of partners are not necessarily the best suited to make detailed/technical decisions.” The GPEI structure: “has presented opportunities for accountability to be weakened, important but difficult issues to fall in the cracks and delays to occur in taking urgent decisions”. “My assessment is that the core polio partners are not necessarily asking questions of each other. They want to do their thing, and they want to do it well and they want to achieve it but they have had less of a focus on examining what they do and how they could do it better. And this has always been like a mantra, so everything is ‘we need to do what we do better’ but ‘we’re not changing what we’re doing’.”

→ Responsiveness to the IMB: While the IMB has been widely praised for its work and for the frank and forthright opinions it has delivered in public, the study drew out some concerns from European contributors about the extent to which the GPEI was able to respond. In different contexts, possible factors contributing to this might have been related to the intrinsic power of the IMB to compel change, the complexity of governance within the GPEI partnership, or structural and operational factors in the GPEI as an initiative hosted within WHO.

Overall, it appears that, as highlighted previously, the evolved GPEI network governance model shows characteristics of ‘path dependency’ – the strong influence of initial decisions on subsequent developments (section 2.2.1). As one interviewee commented, “The perceived slowing down in the final stages of polio eradication indicates that something in the initial global design of polio eradication may have been missing”
The entry by the GPEI into the polio legacy transitioning phase that is now under way provides a unique opportunity to reform the governance model. Three key factors contribute to this opportunity: (1) countries are expected to be in the driving seat with respect to the absorption of polio assets, as recognised in the process that has included GPEI providing country guidelines to assist them to develop their individual transition plans; (2) many countries will require sustained support from and coordination with development assistance partners to make the transitioning effective and sustainable; and (3) a new Polio Transition Independent Monitoring Board (PTIMB) has been established to look critically at the process.

To ensure that ‘path dependency’ leads to the best outcome, it is vital that the opportunity is used to reform the governance model for transitioning, in particular addressing issues of ownership, accountability and responsiveness. This will require close engagement between the GPEI leadership, PTIMB, donors and countries in a focused effort to map out a revised governance pathway.

2.4.6 Beyond polio: transition planning for the GPEI partnership and its donors

Transition planning has been discussed in detail as an essential step for countries needing to domesticate, absorb and make best use of polio assets from the GPEI to strengthen their health systems, while sustaining surveillance and resilience to prevent possible return of polio. GPEI documents and briefings about the transition planning process have emphasized priority transition planning countries across Africa and Asia. and also the need for global transition planning to handle critical function such as containment policy and management, the Global Polio Lab Network, central surveillance functions, the GPEI governance structure and outbreak response capacity. The GPEI’s transition guidelines make frequent references to GPEI donors supporting this process and engaging at country and regional levels with governments, civil society and each other to support and coordinate activities and also try to link transitioning with other development goals.

Transition planning is not just for transitioning countries needing to internalize polio assets from the GPEI. It also needs to be applied by the GPEI partnership and, very importantly, by the donors to the GPEI to their own policies and strategies for medium to long-term engagement in global health.

This study notes, however, that discussion of this issue of transition planning for the donors themselves has received little attention in public and when raised in dialogues and interviews elicited limited responses. Certainly, concerns have been raised about the challenge of how to sustain funding and priority through the transitioning process and into the post-polio period, but little attention seems to have been paid to wider questions of how to learn from the polio experience and apply the lessons across a range of global health-related domains. One factor behind this gap may be the relatively short planning horizons of governments tied to their political cycles. Few countries invest in planning global health polices and strategies well beyond the next election. But long-term commitments like the SDG 2030 agenda and the creation of global public goods for health (section 2.8) require much longer perspectives.
This is evidently not just an issue in Europe and some similar points can be identified in relation to a new study on the position of the USA ‘beyond eradication’ in relation to transitioning, at a turning point in the USA’s own political cycle. Arguments are made that the CDC and USAID must each define a polio transition plan which articulates the resources necessary through 2019 to sustain each agency’s public-health impact through and beyond polio eradication, with Congress support their polio transition plans. Stress is placed both on the importance of sustaining the gains and completing eradication and on the value of transitioning polio assets over a number of years, where benefits can be identified in relation to ‘complementary health outcomes’ including health workforces, emergency response capacities and surveillance and immunization improvement. It is noted that the CDC has established a Polio Legacy Transition Task Force that is forming a plan to maintain public health benefits achieved through polio efforts in transitioning countries; while “USAID must develop a plan, in consultation and coordination with host governments, for sustaining the gains achieved through its polio programs”. What is not mentioned is any broader scope of USA transition planning to absorb and build on the polio lessons and legacy in other areas of US global health policy and aid, such as the push to advance the Global Health Security Agenda.

In the course of the study, comments included that it is very important that support continues to be given to WHO and to polio eradication and that the polio team in WHO is not reduced to one person in a little office; there is a key issue of how/whether GPEI partners want to stay in the game after eradication and it is very important that BMGF sustains a role; and “while other partners like UNICEF and Rotary may want to move on, CDC will have an important capacity and responsibility in relation to containment”.

2.5 Resilience, containment, political commitment and making the case

2.5.1 Resilience and containment and challenges for Europe

*With polio eradication, we have a clear focus in mind. With respect to resilience, if there are no crisis how do you know a system is resilient?*

German interviewee

Resilience involves strengthening and sustaining polio surveillance, detection and response capacities long after the last case of polio has been seen, to ensure that any new outbreaks are rapidly and comprehensively detected and dealt with. It requires a proactive process – actively seeking and investigating all cases of AFP and conducting environmental monitoring for poliovirus in sewage. Containment is the other face of the same coin, demanding rigorous, pro-active measures to prevent any accidental release of live poliovirus and to have the capacity to limit the spread and impact of any release or reappearance. A global action plan for containment forms part of the overall GPEI strategy and has been in progress since 2000.
The risks of re-introduction of poliovirus after the last case has been certified come from a number of sources, in particular:

- Failure of containment of WPV from poliovirus-essential facilities for vaccine production, research and repositories. The accidental release of WPV from a vaccine production facility in Belgium in 2014 demonstrates the importance of addressing this risk.

- Vaccine-derived viral infections: the switch in 2016 from tOPV to bOPV, with removal of OPV type 2, is one step towards ending this risk, while the switch from OPV to IPV will eliminate this source of threat from future vaccination activities. However, the persistence of live virus in individuals from the historic use of OPV and their potential for excreting the virus into their environment will persist for a long time to come. One example was reported in 2015 of an immune-compromised individual who has been excreting type 2 vaccine-derived poliovirus for twenty eight years.

- Escape of poliovirus from infected biological samples (knowingly or unknowingly) held in storage and improperly disposed of.

- The potential for bioterrorism: while many other infectious diseases are more deadly, the history of polio outbreaks before the availability of vaccines shows the potential for causing wide-scale panic.

Resilience and containment present complementary and overlapping challenges. For success they both depend on the political will to sustain systems that protect the public against a health threat that may be seen as improbable, remote or hypothetical once active cases of polio cease to occur and the disease is certified as eradicated. Heymann has commented, “risk communication and gaining trust in polio vaccination in the absence of paralytic disease remain a major challenge.” Both resilience and containment were seen in the study dialogues as requiring partnerships across boundaries, with pertinent comments including:

- “Resilience means partnership and multisectoral and multilevel collaboration is critical, including engaging with other sectors – water, sanitation, education – and coordination between global, national and community levels.” “But at the national and community levels, few know what is needed” and there is a “major challenge for the sustainable financing for resilience”. Building and maintaining resilience and ensuring containment of the virus “requires addressing political factors relating to strengthening communities”.

- The fact that “the most immediate, relatively probable and largest scale threat to public health will be the accidental release of WPV from production facilities” means that containment is also a challenge for relationships at the public-private interface. “For as long as we require industry to go on manufacturing polio vaccine, we need mechanisms to check and ensure that there are no leaks and that industry is doing all it can to prevent any leakage whatsoever.”

- “European actors have a key role in supporting countries with strengthening resilient health systems, ensuring high routine immunization levels, etc and maintaining commitment from national leadership. In Pakistan and Afghanistan you obviously
need a resilient system, but it is really to get the political commitment to get the job done that is now necessary.”

A significant distinction between the risks inherent in transition and resilience was highlighted. In transition there may not be huge damage done if an opportunity is missed to fully capture some potential benefit; whereas in resilience there may be things that cannot afford to be missed because they have a major implication for the return of polio – bringing with it the prospect of new outbreaks, public panic and massive costs to restore control.

For resilience... the political challenge is really at the top of the list because from that leads some degree of funding, but also some degree of pressure and motivation by the governments systems to make the programme function well on the ground.”

German interviewee

To strengthen resilience, public health and surveillance systems need to be as strong as possible and fully integrated within health systems. External partners can help to build up health systems and assist the move towards UHC. This is not necessarily a question of financial resources: for example, for a country like Nigeria the issue is as more about the need for technical assistance and partnership than about resources.

UK interviewee

The issue of resilience needs to be institutionalised in WHO. Good lab practice in handling and recognizing the polio virus is essential. Linkage with IHR (surveillance, laboratory capacity) is the best way to proceed.

UK interviewee

Resilience is relevant not just to polio but to a whole host of current and future infectious disease threats. In this context it is useful to reflect more deeply on the meaning and significance of the term for organizations involved. Resilience is usually employed to describe a characteristic of an organization itself – “the ability to cope with change in order to survive and prosper” – but in the case of polio eradication it is being applied to countries and the world as a whole, as “a function that is required to persist even after the GPEI has ended and its partner organizations have lost the influence they held during the initiative”. Effort needs to be made to understand the dynamics of this phenomenon and its transitioning, “in order that lessons from the polio case can be used to inform other global health initiatives”. One element of ensuring that this learning is captured was the suggestion that “the issue of resilience needs to be institutionalised in WHO and linked strongly with the IHR”.

As is the case for transitioning, a number of European actors saw resilience as political challenge requiring buy-in from governments, with local and regional commitment,
ownership and responsibility being key, but supported and encouraged by global and bilateral partners. As German interviewees remarked, “The building of resilience needs to be done at the regional level. It has to be made by the assisted countries”; and “For us this resilience piece is equivalent to health systems strengthening. We need strong systems so we can cope with the unforeseen events and outbreaks and respond. Then there is this global element of course, throughout strengthening WHO capacities to respond to outbreaks. There is also need for a stronger engagement with Gavi in terms of strengthening routine immunization, as a support for resilience; and for IHR core capacities. Resilience is not only concerned with outbreaks but also with climate change effects.”

The continuing risk of re-emergence of polio from environmental sources, biomedical facilities and carriers leads to “the necessity of ensuring an adequate global mechanism for containment long after the end of the GPEI” – once again raising the issue of interfacing a global, vertical goal with horizontal country systems. The view from a GPEI interviewee was that “containment is where the resilience discussion starts. We need the support of international donors to continue the activities in approximately 60 to 80 countries which are at risk of resurgence or re-importation of polio. Until eradication is completed, these countries are at risk”. The importance was highlighted by another contributor of ensuring linkages between resilience for these vulnerable countries and other relevant health initiatives in which they may be engaged, such as the GHSA.

At the multilateral level, the EC has not been very active in bringing countries together on polio eradication. The most prominent player in this regard has been the European region of WHO, but its focus, supported by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), has been overwhelmingly inward, to maintain WHO-EURO’s polio-free status and ensure that no polio case would remain undetected.166,167

Challenges for Europe
All 53 countries in the WHO European Region were certified polio free in June 2002 and a continuing programme of immunization and disease surveillance since then has aimed to maintain WHO-EURO’s polio-free status and ensure that no polio case would remain undetected. This effort is led by WHO-EURO working closely with the ECDC. The first importation of wild poliovirus into the Region since the 2002 certification was reported in Tajikistan in 2010. This outbreak spread rapidly and affected 35 of the country’s 65 administrative territories, and also spread to three nearby countries. It caused more than 457 cases of polio in both children and adults, resulting in 29 deaths.168 A vaccine-related polio outbreak in the Ukraine in 2015 threatened the Region’s polio-free status and there was concern that significant gaps in immunization and surveillance put Ukraine at high risk for new outbreaks.169 These cases have highlighted the need for continuing effort to reinforce resilience across the European region. The value of environmental surveillance in routine monitoring as an early warning system in polio-free countries, possibly more sensitive than surveillance for AFP, has been reported.170

Responsibility for containment is a critical factor. There has been some discussion and disagreement about containment moving from the Polio Certification Commission to the group currently advising the WHO DG on Fakes, or to the group on IHRs – the latter being the more logical place. A UK contributor suggested that “the Global Certification Commission
should be transformed into a Global Containment Commission to provide a governance mechanism for oversight and leadership”.

Europe will have a particularly central role in containment, since some of the leading sites of manufacture are located in European countries and the impact of any failures in factory containment are likely to be first felt by European citizens. European governments, donors and institutions therefore share both a local and global responsibility to ensure adequate containment.

Following smallpox eradication, the question of possible final destruction of the last remaining samples of the live virus on earth, held in special high-security containment facilities, became the subject of a protracted and strongly contested debate. While the official position moved towards destruction\textsuperscript{171} it was overtaken by events. Advances in the field of synthetic biology mean that it is now quite feasible for smallpox virus to be re-created in the laboratory and pose a significant bioterrorist threat, as highlighted by a WHO Independent Advisory Group.\textsuperscript{172} As a result, the debate has shifted ground, one factor now being to a strategic assessment of whether the risks of accidental or deliberate release of the virus from existing stocks is outweighed by the fact that it might be quicker to respond to a bioterrorist attack using an existing stock of virus that to have to begin with synthetic biology to create a new vaccine. The WHO Independent Advisory Group observed that “synthetic biology goes beyond smallpox and should be considered in relation to the elimination and eradication of other infectious diseases as well”. This new reality of technological capacity and the fact WPV will have to be grown on an industrial scale for many years in order to supply IPV vaccine mean that the question of final destruction of the last remaining samples of live poliovirus is unlikely to be an issue for a long time, if ever. It was the opinion of interlocutors in this study that, as one expressed it, “consolidation and destruction of poliovirus samples will be difficult politically as well as technically and probably few, if any, countries will stop vaccinating”.

2.5.2 Political commitment and making the case
As observed by a number of the contributors in the study, this is a critical period in the polio eradication initiative, when interruption of WPV transmission is almost complete but delays have added greatly to the ongoing costs; transitioning is under way but needs to be balanced with the efforts to complete eradication and strengthen resilience; containment needs to be ensured and the GPEI legacy secured. Running through all of this is the crucial need to sustain political commitment, now and for the long term. (Box 5).

Interlocutors emphasized that the concept of ‘political commitment’ must be understood in a nuanced way. The generation and sustaining of commitment depends on more than the power of ideas and moral imperatives. It requires understanding of internal and external political alignments and of the ‘power map’ of each country. The practical application of the commitment must be seen in more than the chairing of regular meetings and making occasional speeches – it must be seen in demonstrating leadership through enforcing accountability at all levels.
Box 5: Making the case for political commitment

The concept of ‘political commitment’ must be understood in a nuanced way – and the practical application of the commitment must be seen in demonstrating leadership through enforcing accountability at all levels.

It is therefore especially important to focus on the question of “what is the investment case that will convince European decision makers to sustain their financial and political support?” Several areas were particularly highlighted:

- Ending polio will create a global public good
- The success of the Initiative will be as much political as technical, and important to politicians.
- Cost effectiveness and value for money are strong political motivators.
- Emphasis on the legacy benefits of polio eradication can help increase the attractiveness of what some may see as a narrowly focused objective.
- It is important to mitigate the tendency of donors to regard vertical programmes like polio as ‘bad practice’, for example by linking the endgame of polio eradication and transitioning of assets to the SDGs, strengthening routine immunization, health systems and the move towards UHC.

Notably, some, but not all of these areas are highlighted in the GPEI’s 2016 publication,\textsuperscript{173} while it is apparent that different arguments are needed for different donors in Europe. It would be extremely useful to put together a very clear, evidence-based advocacy document setting out a menu of different elements of the investment case, which will help partners to understand the importance of funding the programme through certification and the neediest countries for some time afterwards to secure resilience and the uptake of legacy benefits.

Many study participants expressed doubts that current levels of political will, even if maintained, will be sufficient to ensure the continued prioritization of polio eradication. Comments included:

- “There is a certain tiredness by the donors. It is increasingly difficult to convince some the capitals to give to polio. The main challenge is to explain that we are not there yet and still need to work hard, when only Pakistan and Afghanistan are remaining.”

- “There is also ‘country fatigue’: one of the main challenges is that priorities in countries are different than simply polio eradication at the global level as public good. There are many other pressing problems that countries have to face.”

- “A key political challenge is lack of engagement in countries where polio eradication is being undertaken; and lack of engagement by WHO regional directors.”
“Some political alliances have been lacking or ineffective, reflecting at least in part a lack of will, e.g. efforts were made to set up an alliance with the Organization of Islamic States, but it had limited effects in practice.”

One major issue [in Europe] is complacency. Coming from a country where we did not have polio for 40 years, the tendency for complacency is very great... from doctors and health workers and the general public.”

In the light of these concerns, it is especially important to focus on the question of “what is the investment case that will convince European decision makers to sustain their financial and political support?”. Several areas were particularly highlighted by interlocutors, although not always with a consensus view as to the relative importance of each:

→ **A global public good will be achieved:** There were divergent views as to whether, in competition with other priorities, the ‘moral case’ for achieving a polio-free world would, on its own, convince many donors. Some felt that an important part of the investment case is the success of the completion of a global development and humanitarian project and this would serve as a powerful attractant to keep European governments engaged in supporting polio eradication. Others were sceptical that this is indeed a powerful political motivator.

→ **Success and failure are important to politicians:** Some donors may be convinced by the argument of the credit they will accrue from being associated with achieving the global public good of polio eradication; others (including both those who have been long-standing supporters and those who have declined to participate) by the desire to avoid being associated with a massive public health failure if it is not achieved.

→ **Cost effectiveness and value for money:** A key argument for the investment case is that it will be cheaper now than in the future. Polio eradication needs to be seen as a ‘better investment’ – “the ‘area under the curve’ (investment/time) will be less if eradication is completed now than if polio is allowed to continue and requires perpetual control”. The argument needs to incorporate recognition of the political reality that “the interruption of transmission is a visible achievement and financing is very incentivized, while financing resilience is much less interesting, but poses a serious risk if the effort fails”. Stress should also be placed on the cost-sharing and leverage element: e.g. a very high proportion of routine immunizations are funded by the polio programme, so there are benefits for other disease agendas. “More could be done to emphasize linkages with other non-traditional areas where people might be polio partners, such as those interested in malaria and other issues.”

→ **Legacy benefit and linkage to other priority concerns:** Another key element of the case for increased European contributions needs to be made in terms of the benefit that the polio legacy will bring to many other areas once the job is completed, including important polio assets like laboratories, biosecurity systems, surveillance and planning capacity, as well as lessons for future global health initiatives and global health governance. As political fashions and pressures turn attention towards new priorities, such as the global health security agenda, the International Health...
Regulations and SDGs, convincing arguments may be found for associating polio eradication with them and for sustaining critical functions such as surveillance and response capacities. On the other hand, there was a note of caution about not over-playing the value of assets or minimising the difficulties that are likely to be encountered in their capture. One interviewee who is very experienced in global health considered that “not many benefits will be gained from polio eradication by the SDGs in general or UHC/health systems strengthening in particular, as it is not easy to transfer vertical into horizontal programmes”.

→ **Circumventing the tendency of donors now to regard vertical programmes like polio as ‘bad practice’**: There was a perception that some donor agencies were quite uneasy about polio eradication, concerned that the polio effort has been weakening health systems and that it may continue to disturb their development in the coming period. It needs to be emphasized that, while this may have been a story of the past, polio eradication and transitioning now provides new opportunities for system strengthening.

The notion of ‘value’ in health must be carefully approached. Since the 1993 report of the World Bank, the importance of good health as a goal and its value for development have been recognized. But global public goods like disease eradication take a longer time than political cycles and may therefore be seen as irrelevant by some politicians. **Arguments for contributing must therefore balance the attractiveness of long-term benefits with thinking through the potential shorter-term strategic gains that might be incentives.**

### 2.5.3 Global public goods and the language of investment

The global eradication of an infectious disease is a classic example of a global public good for health (GPGH). Once a disease is eradicated no one person’s receipt of this protection will diminish the protection everyone else enjoys, and every newborn entering the global community is also protected. A major problem that arises is the question of who pays: some may contribute because they have the means to do so and see the benefit to themselves and others; some may ‘free-ride’ by not contributing, especially if they have much less means and/or do not see it as their highest priority (or, indeed, a priority that they were appropriately engaged in choosing).

Aylward et al have analysed features of polio eradication as a “well developed instance of a GPGH in practice”. They noted that the pursuit of polio eradication “illustrates well the basic issues that arise in the pursuit of any GPGH, ranging from the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ (i.e. making a decision in the absence of information as to how others will behave) to ‘free-riders’ (i.e. those who will benefit from the GPGH without contributing to its production).

The problem of free-riders was observed in the present study and was seen as a feature of how the GPEI was structured as a voluntary partnership. A German interviewee considered that: “It has allowed many countries to free-ride without contributing a fair share of the resources required to create the global public good of a polio-free world; through the complexity of the governance process”.

---
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Some participants in the study felt it important to emphasize that “many countries have contributed to the eradication effort from their own resources (domestic or loans taken for the purpose) and especially Afghanistan and Pakistan, now at the front line, are doing so”. This participation will increase as transitioning progresses and “can serve as a model mechanism and a lever for the transformation from a paradigm of aid to one of shared responsibility, in the spirit of the SDGs” as the polio legacy is used to strengthen health systems and reach UHC.

For those who have chosen not to ‘free-ride’, participation in the creation of a GPG becomes difficult to drop and in the case of disease eradication strategies it forces the need for key strategic political choices to be made. According to comments in this study, in 2016 Germany was persuaded (by members of the POB) to pledge funds for polio eradication in Pakistan (as well as for Afghanistan and Nigeria) at a time when they were thinking of pulling out of the health sector in Pakistan as their general country strategy was to encourage Pakistan to be more responsible for its own health services.

As concluded by Aylward et al, the GPG concept “reaffirms the need for appropriate forums to negotiate and sustain societal and political engagement at all appropriate levels”.

An interesting question was raised whether the successful achievement of polio eradication could be used to increase momentum for other global public goods. This is an area for further exploration. One possible avenue to examine could utilize the linkage that is now seen to exist between polio and Ebola, with assets of the former having played a significant role in controlling the outbreak of the latter in West Africa, especially Nigeria. A recent paper on understanding the 2014 Ebola epidemic noted that, according to WHO, this outbreak demonstrated the severe lack of international capacity to respond to public health crises. It quoted Bill Gates as saying “the problem was less that the current system did not work well enough, but more that a system barely existed at all”. He also asserted that we must create a global warning and response system for outbreaks with a focus on building health systems within countries that can also be used for disease surveillance. There are undoubtedly opportunities for the polio eradication initiative to exploit this linkage and align with what is, in effect, the global public good of effective global capacity to respond to public health crises.

A particular point was made about the language used to discuss support for polio eradication and other global public goods. It was strongly felt by some that ‘donor’ is an inappropriate word, because those contributing are financing something in their own interest. ‘Donor-recipient’ terminology should be avoid and instead “emphasis should be placed on partnering in which all are investors in a common cause”. This global public goods framing is consistent with the SDG agenda, as well as the humanitarian agenda, in emphasizing shared responsibility and the objective of ‘leaving no one behind’.

In this regard it was further suggest that “polio eradication can be viewed as an early test for reaching the SDGs”. This may be an incentive factor that has particular resonance in some countries (e.g. Norway) where there is high-level engagement with the SDGs.

One contributor asked: “Is it possible to define a core set of global public goods and who would do that?” The view was expressed that it would be valuable, but probably not
something WHO should attempt. Rather, it might be better undertaken by the G20 and then possibly taken to the UN General Assembly (the group on global health and foreign policy could play an important role). This would ensure both cross-sectoral and political buy-in.

2.6 Choosing, sustaining and linking priorities for global health

Some of the lessons emerging from the study relate to the issue of how priorities are selected and the extent to which they receive sustained attention politically and financially. Two particular areas highlighted in the literature review, dialogues and interviews are discussed in this section.

2.6.1 Selecting future disease targets: eradication versus control

Since the 1980s, papers and meetings have discussed the questions of possible disease eradication targets and how to decide between the approaches of eradication or control, but seem to have been subsequently ignored. With the end of polio now in sight, increased attention has been paid to what may be the next targets. This study highlighted important overarching dimensions of such deliberations, drawing both on the polio story and on experience with earlier eradication efforts:

- Rigorous criteria for setting a threshold for the initiation of eradication have been advanced. However, they often neglect the fact that circumstances can change radically during the course of an eradication programme, ranging from science issues (positive examples including innovative new technologies for immunization, diagnostics, disease treatment and vector control, while negative ones include the emergence of resistance in the organism or vector and the discovery of previously unknown vectors or disease reservoirs,) to political factors (such as the emergence of new conflicts and political shifts within countries).

- There is sometimes seen to be a continuum between control, geographically specific eradication and eventual global eradication and a major emphasis has often been on technical criteria that need to be met to progress to global eradication. Importantly, however, a number of discussions and comments have focused on the fact that political considerations (crossing the whole gamut from local to national to regional to global and within and between institutions) are also a critical factor in determining the outcome of such deliberations. ‘Rational’ or ‘evidence-based’ (or technical/scientific) decision-making is therefore only a part of the picture.

- Initiatives for global disease eradication have often suffered from problems that tend to be characteristic of bureaucracies: decisions are taken slowly, innovation is resisted and risk aversion is prominent. In the present study, there were diverse opinions about the extent to which the GPEI has avoided these problems. For example, some viewed the failure to make quicker progress as a reflection of poor management and leadership of the programme and the complexity of its governance
mechanism; and the lack of attention to the most difficult geographies (not ‘doing the worst first’) as evidence of risk aversion. Others praised the GPEI for its brilliant performance in some places, innovativeness in instituting EOCs and reaching out to communities and opposition groups and its boldness in creating the IMB as its own strongest critic. One important conclusion from this study is that **more attention should be given in future to learning the lessons from history and to carefully designing and planning any future disease eradication or other global health initiatives to try to anticipate and avoid these characteristic weaknesses in organizational architectures.**

One of the most striking dilemmas presented by this study and by polio eradication efforts in general is how to ensure that lessons are learned in meaningful ways from this global initiative. Many lessons were already clear\(^{181}\) by the time smallpox eradication was complete in 1980, including ones relevant to selecting, organizing, financing, conducting and finishing disease eradication initiatives and the tensions between vertical and horizontal approaches. Occasionally, conferences and publications have considered these matters\(^{182}\) but seem to have been subsequently ignored and there do not seem to be forums or platforms now available for systematically examining and extracting the learning and connecting it with those who need to apply it. It is recommended, as an outcome of the study, that a forum can be created to serve this function and to create a ‘safe space’ where lessons of both success and failure can be openly discussed and prevailing approaches challenged without fear.

Looking towards possible future disease eradication efforts, advocacy has been advanced for the merits of a number of diseases including measles, rubella and malaria. A flavour of the views expressed during the present study is exemplified by the case of measles.\(^{183}\) Many people thought that measles should have been the next eradication target after smallpox and there are now attempts to move towards measles eradication. However, measles spreads extremely rapidly and very high routine coverage rates are required to interrupt transmission. **“More attention therefore needs to be given to the Decade of Vaccines\(^{184}\) targets of at least 90% coverage overall and 80% coverage in each district.”** Part of the legacy of polio is **“the availability of data and microplanning tools that can help to achieve this”**.

### 2.6.2 Sustaining priorities and the challenge of ‘disease schizophrenia’

> When we have a pandemic crisis, it channels the media and donors. There is a clear shift of focus on these, whereas polio is seen as something that has been there for so long. There is no capacity in the international community to focus on several diseases in the same time. This has funding impact.  

*Interviewee*

It is an unfortunate truism that health issues only gain political attention – and the resources that flow from this – when they become crises; and crises are soon forgotten when they
subside and other priorities emerge. The declaration of polio as a PHEIC, following a call for this by the IMB, was an example of the deliberate use of ‘crisis’ pressure to try to stimulate a quantum jump in the attention given to ending polio. The Ebola outbreak in West Africa, initially given limited attention beyond the region, escalated to a global priority when it became seen as a global emergency and an immediate threat to health security worldwide.

Interlocutors in this study pointed to the fact that “we need to derive lessons from polio eradication and disease emergencies generally and use the global learning to seek more prevention and avoid disease crises”. “Disease schizophrenia was seen in the Ebola outbreak”: at the height of the crisis, governments said ‘money is not an issue’, but once the crisis has past there was reluctance to support costly programmes such as Ebola vaccine stockpiling. From an evolutionary perspective, it is certain there will be new outbreaks of (in some case as yet unknown) diseases “but we do not behave as if this is the case”. As commented in one dialogue, “by striking contrast, the military always secures resources for a high state of preparedness” (e.g. tens of billions of dollars are spent on maintaining fleets of nuclear submarines on active duty, even though this is a third line of defence) and conduct war games to prepare for hypothetical events. To date “there has not been a mind-set to make such investments to prepare for or avert disease outbreaks”, as highlighted in a recent conference on preparedness financing. One reason is that “it is difficult to persuade Finance Ministers of the importance of the issue – a key message for the global health community”. “There needs to be more emphasis on the health outcomes that result from money invested in health – a challenge when the resources are being used to build health systems, whose institutions and capacities do not necessarily emerge in a short time frame and whose progress tends to be expressed in quantities of ‘people served’ rather than ‘lives saved’.”

One respondent observed that the temporary focus of attention on diseases only when there is a ‘crisis’ is illustrated by the World Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report, which ranked ‘rapid and massive spread of infectious diseases’ as the second highest risk in terms of global impact in 2015, but this topic was not among the top five risks in 2016. Zika currently provides the latest example of a disease commanding immediate attention and attracting rapid and large public investments in the search for a vaccine.

The challenge of winning the case for more adequate resources is also seen in the current debate about WHO financing and the difficulty of securing an increase in the WHO core budget to enable it to respond more effectively to disease outbreaks.

2.6.3 Creating linkages

Many participants in the study expressed fears that polio will (or is already beginning to) fall off the agenda, at least in European circles, despite its continuing PHEIC status, as a result of a combination of factors including a perception that it is virtually finished, the difficulty of sustaining attention in competition with other priorities, a focus of attention on transitioning and a desire, to shift from vertical programmes to horizontal ones such as health systems strengthening.

To remedy this, many participants emphasized the value of linking polio with other issues that are emerging or already in the limelight – especially broader health goals – and that
might help to sustain the financial and political support for the endgame of polio eradication and/or ensure the preservation of valuable polio assets beyond certification. Areas suggested included the SDG of health systems strengthening and UHC (discussed under transitioning in section 2.4.2); routine immunization and the Expanded Programme on Immunization (discussed under transitioning in section 2.4.3) and global health security and the International Health Regulations (discussed in section 2.7). All these areas provide opportunities for a two-way benefit, attracting support for polio eradication and transitioning and bringing valuable polio assets to the areas they link with.

Another area where there were seen to be opportunities for additional linkages that could similarly offer a two-way benefit was in drawing on the lessons from polio eradication for improving ways to manage aid. One facet of the changing aid context in the last two decades has been in the complex relationship between development assistance, humanitarian assistance and disaster/emergency response, where the need for better coordination and sharing of policies and processes has become increasingly apparent. This has been particularly obvious when (as in the case of Ebola in West Africa and in the case of polio in several countries) the capacities for prevention, detection and response to a disease outbreak are impaired by a combination of conflict and weak health systems and the capacities for recovery need to be built through a combination of short-term relief and long-term systems support.

It was suggested (e.g. by a UK contributor), that polio eradication can develop linkages with the evolving debate on how to better manage this nexus of aid modalities. Another pertinent comment came from a German respondent, who noted that the linkage of health initiatives to humanitarian action is an increasingly powerful driver of action: “The turning point we are getting to now is from global health programmes driven by humanitarian considerations, saving lives, as the key point for the Global Fund and Gavi. There are vaccines and medicines out there which don’t reach the people... If you are able to communicate how many lives you have saved by your interventions, this attracts funding, from actors… who are very results driven”.

2.7 Global health security and the International Health Regulations

Over the last two decades health security has emerged as an important concern driving global health and its evolution has reflected a tension between those (including policymakers in high-income countries) who have emphasized protection of their populations especially against external threats, for example terrorism and pandemics; and those (including health workers and policymakers in poorer countries) who have interpreted the term in a broader public health context. The long-needed reform of the International Health Regulations which was accomplished in 2005 was given decisive impetus by the 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak and the 2004 epidemic of avian influenza A (H5N1) and more recently the Ebola outbreak in West Africa has been described as an example of a ‘cosmopolitan moment’ and has provided the stimulus for deep-seated reassessments of national and international capacities to respond to public health crises.
Study participants in the study noted that this is a significant area of European interest and European actors have played prominent roles in the evolving responses to threats to global health security. The EU and France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom, along with Canada, Japan, Mexico and the United States, were co-founders in 2001 of the Global Health Security Initiative (GHSI), which meets regularly at Ministerial level with WHO as an expert advisor. In March 2016 the EC organised a High Level Conference on Global Health Security, co-sponsored by WHO and The Netherlands Presidency of the Council of the EU. During the meeting, outbreaks of polio, Ebola and MERS were cited as examples of health events that have shown shortcomings in the present health security arrangements.

Polio is a notifiable disease under the IHR and, importantly, the declaration of polio’s continuing international spread to be a PHEIC by WHO placed it squarely in the arena of global health security. There was some concern expressed by contributors in the study that engagement in the IHR is viewed too narrowly as a health issue. One UK contributor commented that “migrants and refugees have caused the movement of polio to various places, demonstrating the need to be careful in general about the risks relating to infectious diseases. The IHR provide a framework for WHO – but others like the International Organization for Migration need to recognise the importance of the IHR”. A German interviewee observed that “WHO tends to struggle when it needs to bridge between different departments (health systems, peace) and now there is this a move, post Ebola, of thinking in terms of whether you need core IHR capacities separated from the classical health system. In the end, if you do not have the link between the community workers, the district health station and the central emergency mechanisms, which also can trigger the information or warning to WHO, it doesn’t work. You would never have IHR capacity going to every village. WHO is rethinking its approach there, which is good, but again, polio people are not participating in the discussion”.

Rising interest in global health security during this century has seen the emergence of the Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA), launched in February 2014. This is a growing partnership of over 50 nations, international organizations, and non-governmental stakeholders, aiming to help build country capacities to ensure a world that is safe and secure from infectious disease threats; and to elevate global health security as a national and global priority. The governance aspects of the global health security domain are complex and there is a lack of well-functioning mechanisms of global governance to ensure that global health risks have appropriate approaches for prevention, preparedness and response; and it has been concluded that global health security was too important to be left to the health sector alone. GHSA pursues a multilateral and multi-sectoral approach to strengthen both global and national capacities to prevent, detect and respond to human and animal infectious diseases threats whether naturally occurring or accidently or deliberately spread. Both the GHSA and the IHR aim to elevate political attention and encourage participation, coordination, and collaboration by multiple stakeholders. Polio’s status as a PHEIC places it squarely in the frame of the GHSA and the political issue of defining risk that the agenda represents.

European engagement in the GHSA has been substantial. A dozen European countries are members, including Germany, Norway and the UK. Finland is a member of the GHSA steering group and served as the lead country in 2015. Given the extent to which country
implementation of the IHR has been found lacking\textsuperscript{202,203} and the IHR have come under intense scrutiny,\textsuperscript{204} important contributions of the GHSA have been the development of tools for external GHSA Country Assessments, now piloted in several countries including the UK\textsuperscript{205,206} and action packages including surveillance.\textsuperscript{207}

This study identified a range of views about developing connections to the global security agenda. Some see the opportunity for polio eradication to gain political traction and support through association with the GHSA:

\begin{itemize}
  \item For some, public health surveillance, regarded as being at the core of the GHSA,\textsuperscript{208} provides a key point of linkage between global health security and polio, in view of the extent to which the GPEI surveillance assets often lead the field in parts of the world where health systems are weak. For example, in the Oslo dialogue it was suggested that the GHSA can gain a lot from polio assets related to preparedness and response (surveillance, vaccination coverage, microbiology, etc.). A German interviewee noted that "In the end, the health security response mechanisms which exist are the polio assets, at least for the African continent".

  \item For others it is an issue of gaining greater coherence between different initiatives and mandates. One German respondent remarked that "What we would like to see is a joint approach, or assessment of GPEI with Gavi and with all these new global health security initiatives and actors, all these vertical programmes. Because we think there is potential duplication and overlap in the system. We want a joint assessment of all these vertical programs (Gavi, Global Fund, GPEI, global health, security) and their inter-relations with WHO which has the mandate for health systems strengthening."

  \item The UK’s Academy of Medical Sciences sees improving global security as a vital contribution to developing resilience to potential health crises at the international level, particularly those relate to infectious diseases and environmental change.\textsuperscript{209}
\end{itemize}

Some have reservations about the linkage of polio eradication with the GHSA, with two separate anxieties being revealed in the study. One is a perception that the GHSA is as a ‘northern’ concern and reflects the anxiety of some high-income countries to protect themselves from biosecurity threats. Second, the ‘security’ terminology prompted some to express unease about what they perceived as a growing and, in some quarters not necessarily welcome, role of security services in health. When this occurred, this unease was sometimes, but not always, nuanced by a distinction between different branches of the security services (usually just identified as ‘the military’) or the different situations (conflict, disaster emergencies, disease outbreak crises, etc.) and local contexts in which they might play diverse, specific roles.
The remaining polio reservoirs are the high conflict areas.... where there are challenges in terms of administering vaccinations and surveillance. Vaccinations have been highly politicized and workers have been killed. The dilemma is, how to strategically ally yourself with security providers. In order to operate locally in an effective manner it is necessary to engage with local partners and get trust of local populations. In high-risk areas there is no alternative to providing security to people in the field. It is necessary to balance the need for protection with the need to be perceived as a neutral provider.

Oslo dialogue

An NGO interviewee commented that “health is a security issue... but it is also more. Health is a human right”. A Swiss interviewee said: “The obvious dangers are that you use the good name of health programmes or campaigns to achieve political and military goals and then it really messes it up for everybody. Switzerland has a point of view on this… we have to defend the notion that health should be a viable, a neutral, receptive and protected domain. The health security debate or the manipulation of health and security are not the same thing, but they are both linked to international humanitarian law and we are very distressed about how things could unravel. If you use health as a blanket to cover other political goals this is the open way to disaster. You see emerging Resolutions on SDGs. Look in the WHA this year, WHA 69, there are two resolutions that deal with SDGs. One is about public health and UHC and the other is more general about SDGs. If you could get hold of the previous draft of the second one, you will see how the health security discourse has been originally attempted to be included and then was negotiated out. Because – rightly so in my opinion – using the term of health and security in the context of SDGs causes a lot of distress to quite a few member states”.

The findings suggest that the global health security agenda has potential for providing additional linkages for polio eradication to garner European support. However, the linkage between polio eradication and global health security should be approached carefully and might best be accompanied by efforts to set out explicitly (a) the growing global nature of support for the movement and (b) the diversity of issues and explanations of circumstances under which different security elements might be appropriately involved under very controlled conditions.

2.8 The migrant challenge

As highlighted in the introduction (section 1.4) a significant facet of the background context in Europe in the last few years has been the large influx of migrants and refugees – including especially people displaced from areas of conflicts in the Middle East and Africa and economic migrants from Asia and Africa – which has presented a major humanitarian crisis. There has been substantial political impact, with mounting public resistance in some countries to migration, the rise of parties attuned to this view and a straining of political relations within Europe.
There have also been financial implications. The OECD’s Development Assistance Committee reported that while ODA has been rising, an increasing amount and share is being directed to dealing with in-donor costs of refugees (e.g. expenditure doubling or more from 2014 to 2015 in Germany, Norway, Sweden, UK). An interviewee noted that Germany’s funding for polio could not be expanded due to the magnitude of the refugee crisis. In the UK, where there is cross-party support for the 0.7% ODA commitment and “we think polio investment is a good investment and the public understands this”, it was nevertheless the view of one UK interviewee that “the political context is shaping the support to polio eradication. There is a diversion of funds due to the migration crisis. There are any numbers of competing interests for the Department for International Development – refugees being one of them – and there are arguments about what oversees development aid can be spent on”. In the case of Germany, because of other migrant and refugee-related commitments, “funds have not been diverted, but it’s more difficult to divert additional money to polio. The pledge was to support polio eradication in the future, but additional funds cannot be added at this stage due to the refugee crisis.”

Concerns about the health implications of the arrival of large numbers of migrants and refugees have been voiced by the public and politicians, ranging from worries about the added burden on health services to fears about the spread of infectious diseases. Immunization rates are generally high among migrants and refugees from many places, although conflicts in the Middle East have interrupted services there. As noted by a contributor in Norway and as reported in the media, for the first time Médecins Sans Frontières is running an emergency vaccination programme in Europe to protect thousands of migrants stranded in Greece. The health needs of migrants and refugees are mainly in other areas, relating to acute traumas received during their often arduous passage to Europe and long-term non-communicable diseases and mental health issues – i.e. needs for reception and on-going health services.

These fears are significant to the extent that they raise the question of European resilience and capacities to respond to an disease outbreak such as the re-emergence of polio. As noted by a UK contributor, “migrants and refugees have caused the movement of polio to various places, demonstrating the need to be careful in general about the risks relating to infectious diseases”. Polio vaccination levels have not remained uniformly high in Europe since it was certified polio-free, particularly due to two phenomena. First, some parents do not allow their children to be vaccinated against a range of diseases due to erroneous fears about possible harmful side effects – a movement that has been seen in many areas of the world and has led to pockets of low-level vaccination coverage. A second has been the lack of comprehensive routine immunization and surveillance programmes in some places – a clear example being in the Ukraine, where plummeting immunization rates since 2009 left space for the 2015 outbreak. That the risk of this outbreak was long anticipated indicates the degree of failure of political will and capacity in the country to address the challenge.

Rather than concerning the health status of migrants and refugees, the more significant challenge is the ‘missed children’ in Europe who have not been vaccinated, resulting in both lack of personal immunity and lower than adequate levels of population-level immunity. In other words, the concern with ‘missed children’ that has been prominent in the discussion about eradication in Afghanistan and Pakistan and about resilience in Nigeria and fragile
states also needs to extend urgently to the European region. This is a political as well as a health challenge in many European countries, which have seen a growing distrust of vaccinations in recent years.\textsuperscript{213}

As a senior figure in GPEI commented, “one of the challenges in Europe is the fact that polio is no longer visible. As such it is difficult to continue to fundraise; complicated to attract the attention of the leadership to ensure that there is sufficient attention to put in their own countries (surveillance, immunization coverage, etc)”. This was echoed by a Norwegian contributor, who said “Europe has a problem because we do not have a resilient system. If we did, migrants would not be a risk in terms of vaccine preventable disease outbreaks. Actually, the risk of transmission is not only for polio but also for other diseases”. It was noted in the Oslo dialogue that Norway does not have environmental surveillance for poliovirus in sewage. A Malta interviewee considered that the PHEIC status of polio “can only raise the commitment and the adherence from the member states” in Europe.

For some, the challenge of migrant and refugee health in Europe was linked closely with the broader question of access to health services, especially during the period when they are on the way towards their destination and not yet registered. One NGO interviewee remarked that “In terms of health, we need to give full access to all services to people who are there, who are at the border. It is unacceptable to have people in camps who are living in appalling conditions or… have cases of scabies or children who are dying of hunger. That is not acceptable”.

The Ukraine polio outbreak came within a year of the approval of the European Vaccine Action Plan 2015-2020, one of whose six goals is to sustain the Region’s polio-free status.\textsuperscript{214} That outbreak serves as a wake-up call to all in the region.\textsuperscript{215} At the 2015 meeting of the Regional Committee, both the Regional Director of WHO-EURO and the European Commissioner, Health and Food Safety emphasized the need for partnerships within Europe to tackle this challenge. In particular, the Commissioner commented that “the time had come to renew and strengthen the principles and modalities of cooperation between the European Commission and the Regional Office for Europe…. Globalization meant that vigilance must be increased to guard against the increased movement of communicable diseases: the reintroduction of poliomyelitis into Europe showed that international and intersectoral approaches were essential... The European Commission and WHO must therefore optimize their cooperation, in particular making use of the European Commission’s cross-sectoral structure to emphasize the collective importance of people’s health for the overall health of the economy”.\textsuperscript{216,217}
2.9 Looking back, looking forward

The eradication of polio worldwide could reinvigorate public and governmental faith in other health and development initiatives.

UK interviewee

2.9.1 Learning and applying the lessons

Participants in the study dialogues and interviews drew attention to the importance of learning from polio and earlier disease eradication efforts before deciding about any future attempts at new disease eradication targets.

As the largest international health effort in history, the polio eradication initiative has many lessons to offer to global health, ranging from the history of how its elevation in the political agenda of the 1980s through powerful advocacy by Rotary International and others led to the creation of the GPEI, to the processes by which it is now trying to secure its own dissolution and enduring legacy; and from the strengths and weaknesses of its financial, organizational and governance models to its effectiveness in coupling worldwide action on a global public good with national prioritization and capacity building processes.

Getting on the agenda – and staying there

It took 2-3 decades from the introduction of OPV and IPV vaccines for the momentum to build to the point when the GPEI was established. One key element was that vaccination campaigns – for example, in the USA, Mexico, Brazil and Cuba – in the 60s and 70s demonstrated the feasibility of eradicating polio from countries. Another was that well-organized and motivated champions like Albert Sabin and Rotary International could galvanize action globally and even overcome resistance by large organizations like WHO, where senior figures initially opposed polio eradication.

Avoiding the long tail – “tackling the worst first”

After substantial progress in the first dozen years of the polio eradication initiative, polio incidence ‘flat-lined’ for a decade, provoking harsh criticisms from the IMB when it was created in 2010 and demanding increasingly intensive and expensive efforts in the current Strategic Plan.

Commentators in this study suggested that one important lesson from the polio initiative is that attention should be given from the outset of an eradication initiative to tackling vigorously what are seen as the most challenging countries and this should be done in parallel with the overall eradication effort. The twin approach is seen as both politically and financially expedient – politically because generating and sustaining support depends on being able to demonstrate the major early gains provided by the ‘low-hanging fruit’, and both politically and financially because the sooner the more difficult places are tackled the sooner success there and for the whole initiative will be achieved. This approach should help to avoid the long ‘tail’ in which it seems that very large sums of money are being expended on the last few dozen or hundred cases and questions are raised about cost-benefit and the difficulty of sustaining financial support and political will in the face of other urgent priorities.
Effectively, the recommendation is to ‘tuck the tail under the body’ of the overall eradication programme and avoid an impression that the initiative is finally “limping over the finishing line”.

One contributor commented: “As highlighted in the work of the political scientist Paul Kennedy on ‘pivotal states’, we are now learning that if we want to be prepared, safe and secure we need to give attention to the weakest link, considering ‘where there is no doctor’ or ‘where there is no state’. Often we have not done this and there is also a need to pay attention to their evolving capacities to absorb and utilise the assets available.”

Institutions
For WHO, whose proposed budget for 2016–2017 amounts to nearly US$ 4.4 billion overall, the winding up of such a large initiative as the GPEI, which currently brings hundreds of millions of dollars a year through the organization, will have substantial impact. This will be seen especially in the financing of staff associated with the vaccine-preventable disease area. It will further challenge the paradoxical positions of donors who call for WHO to reform and be better responsive to areas such as international health crises but persistently refuse the budgetary increases that would enable this to happen. There is a major opportunity for European actors who engage with WHO – and especially for the European Member States – to now try to resolve the paradox and clear the way for WHO to progress. Notably, Germany is currently playing a leading role with respect to revision of assessed contributions to WHO.

Significantly, this crucial juncture in the polio eradication initiative comes at a time when the next Director-General (DG) of WHO is about to be elected. The choice that member states make of the new Director General will signal the extent to which they wish to see fundamental change and are willing to put the collective good of a strong organization working for global health above narrow national interests.

A significant portion of the resources for polio eradication is channelled through Gavi, contributing to vaccine purchase and to the strengthening of immunization efforts. Gavi has been a strong advocate for polio eradication. A senior figure in the GPEI noted that they have been working together with Gavi to see whether the Gavi health system strengthening platform can take over some of the funding that polio has been providing to this. A substantial portion should be taken over by the 85 supported countries themselves – but some countries are not necessarily ready to manage this, “so there is a risk that the end of polio results in poor quality of routine immunization, poor readiness and preparedness of the countries”. European actors, including countries and the EC, should use their opportunities both through their contributions to Gavi and their engagement in recipient countries to help reinforce and strengthen system capacities and performance quality.

There are important implications of the ‘vertical/horizontal’ tension for potential future disease eradication efforts and other global health initiatives. While the GPEI has begun to focus on transitioning as part of its endgame, both Gavi and the Global Fund share an important characteristic – they are global programmes which work separately to strengthen horizontal health/public health systems in countries as a regular part of their activities and thus hybrids of ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’. As observed by an influential Norwegian global health leader, we are currently in a period when we are seeing the emergence of political
strategies for health, health security, UHC, etc. that are also “not quite vertical but parallel”. Attention needs to be given to understanding how these emerging models of governance can be effectively coordinated to achieve their complementary goals efficiently. Again, European actors, as contributions to the global initiatives and as players engaged on the ground, are especially well placed to play a leading role in finding effective solutions to these challenges.

It was also the opinion of a Global Fund representative that the GPEI and the Global fund can learn mutually, including in the area of the clear definition of good quality indicators of progress; and that the existing GPEI infrastructure could be adapted to use in many other areas, including nutrition.

Community and gender issues are inter-related and should be central, not an add-on

Experiences with polio, as well as with other health emergencies such as Ebola, demonstrate the vital importance of understanding and incorporating community-level factors, including systems of hierarchy and governance, political, religious, cultural and social factors and attitudes and histories of mistrust of authorities and organizations; as well as the value of co-opting local actors who have intimate knowledge of the community and can gain its trust and cooperation. These have proved to be decisive factors in matters such as reaching missed children for vaccinations and gaining acceptance of behaviour change to prevent disease transmission.

Within this complex matrix of factors, gender issues stood out for a number of the study’s contributors as being of critical importance – including the positive roles that women can play in advocating for and seeking health for themselves and their families, the caring roles they provide, and their ability to enter households and connect with families in situations where men may be excluded. Women have been prominently involved as vaccination volunteers, especially in Pakistan and Afghanistan where they have risked their lives and sometimes been murdered. As noted by a participant in a UK dialogue, in taking up these challenging roles they have not only contributed immensely to the advancement of polio eradication but also taken major steps along the road to empowerment and greater autonomy – another kind of ‘transition’ related to the ending of polio.

Women and children – especially girls – are also more vulnerable, for example in situations of conflict or in societies where they have lower status and restricted autonomy and access to resources. One contributor noted that surveillance systems for polio223 are gender blind. A UNICEF guidance note224 on gender equality markers recommends that gender disaggregated data should be collected from AFP surveillance and polio National Immunization Day coverage surveys, and that gender responsive communication strategies be developed and implemented before each round.

A clear lesson from polio and other disease control and eradication efforts is that community and gender issues should not be regarded as problems to be tackled as they arise, but should be strategically located as central factors in the initial planning and instigation of health initiatives.
The pharmaceutical industry has a crucial role

Polio eradication has required close cooperation with industry, if only as the source of a reliable, adequate and affordable supply of high-quality vaccines. Failures in the history of polio vaccination – from unsafe OPV vaccines that caused polio in the early days of vaccination to insufficient supplies of IPV to meet the requirements for recent switchover programmes – demonstrate how sensitive control and eradication programmes can be to this factor. In this study, European vaccine manufacturers emphasized their need for “greater predictability and real-time information exchange for efficient planning, as vaccine production requires dedicated facilities and takes more time to establish than typical drugs such as antibiotics”. There are also regulatory and quality considerations. “Any decision to stop a vaccine production facility is dangerous because it is difficult to restart afterward; and consequently any future decision on total cessation of polio vaccination would have to be taken very cautiously”.

2.9.2 The biggest risks and challenges

With polio eradication now tantalisingly close, several dangers need to be addressed, which were highlighted by participants in the study. First, it is vital that the technical, financial and political effort continues – not just until the last case of polio has been seen and not only until global certification has taken place three years later, but for years to come. The danger is that interest will be lost, priorities shifted, vaccination levels allowed to fall and vigilance relaxed – which could result in a renewed outbreak that, if the world were ill-prepared, would spread like wildfire and undo all that has been achieved. The watchwords to focus attention on how to prevent this are political will, resilience and containment.

The political dimension needs to be active at many levels. It needs to be manifest at the global and regional forums, where leaders can use groupings like the UN, G7, G20 and G77 and the European and African Unions to keep polio eradication on the agenda and ensure that the high profile this affords translates into resources. It also needs to be strongly emphasized in national settings, where committed national leaders not only take overall responsibility for oversight and coordination but in addition demand accountable action from development assistance partners, national cabinets, regional governors and administrators and local officials and community groups.
The second danger is that the polio assets that can be of major benefit in strengthening health systems in general and building capacities for infectious disease surveillance and response in particular may not be well captured or effectively applied in the transitioning process. Strong political, organizational and financial commitments, supported both nationally and internationally, will be needed to overcome this challenge. Equally importantly, solutions will need to be found and given high priority to ensure that specialised assets like surveillance, detection, laboratory analysis and rapid response are not lost in the transition from ‘vertical’ global to ‘horizontal’ national programmes. They will remain a vital component of resilience – strengthening and sustaining polio surveillance, detection and response capacities long after the last case of polio has been seen, to ensure that any new outbreaks are rapidly and comprehensively detected and dealt with – as well as a resource for building national capacities for infectious disease control more broadly.

There is also a danger that there may be a failure to capture or effectively apply polio assets that can be of major benefit to shaping and informing any future disease eradication programmes and other future global health initiatives. The knowledge, organizational innovations, insights into effective policy, governance and diplomacy approaches and accumulated experience of how to promote and sustain effective global action form an invaluable set of lessons that must be studied, understood and inculcated in future generations of policymakers and practitioners.
3. CONCLUSIONS: THE EUROPEAN DIMENSION AT A CRITICAL JUNCTURE IN THE POLIO ERADICATION INITIATIVE

European actors have played multiple roles in relation to the global eradication of polio. They have been providers of finance and political support, as well as serving as technical resources, while the European region itself has been undertaking its own efforts to eradicate polio and ensure resilience to prevent its return. It is evident that Europe's contributions will remain key to securing the polio endgame and legacy, but European actors need to be persuaded to sustain both financial and political contributions through to and beyond certification of polio eradication.

In this context, ‘Europe’ is not a single entity but a patchwork of individual countries, organizations and groups that overlap and interconnect, in and beyond the EU, other economic zones, the European Region of the World Health Organization, institutions of the EU and non-governmental entities such as foundations and charities. There is great diversity of approaches to polio among these centres of power and circles of influence, regarding their financial contributions and the political reasons behind their extent and geographical focus of support.

While all of the issues in polio eradication are connected to one another by the interweaving thread of politics, they tend to fall naturally into groups of issues or nodes that are especially closely coupled through the political dimension. This section highlights seven of these political nodes, summarising key issues that emerged in the course of the study's dialogues, interviews and scrutiny of related literature, which (a) cast light on the ways that diverse European actors are approaching the endgame and legacy of polio eradication; (b) indicate specific ways that European actors could do more to provide political support; and/or (c) suggest what kind of arguments for encouraging this may be persuasive with different actors.

3.1 Nature and functioning of the GPEI

As a partnership of multiple agencies working towards the overall goal of eradicating a single disease, the GPEI is a vertical programme with a complex governance structure. Both of these characteristics have shaped the evolution of the initiative and the way that European stakeholders and funders perceive its current capacities and future prospects to complete the endgame and legacy transfer work in which it is engaged. And both characteristics need to be seen in the context of a world that has changed radically from the 1980s when the GPEI was established.

The vertical programme character of the GPEI was not pre-determined, since the World Health Assembly resolution in 1988 which led to establishment of the initiative emphasized that “eradication efforts should be pursued in ways which strengthen the development of the Expanded Programme on Immunization”. However, in practice the GPEI evolved separately in parallel with the EPI. Through the lens of history, diverse European actors have mixed views about the vertical character. Many acknowledge the positive benefits that it brought,
including a clear, focused and well-articulated goal that attracted resources and high-level support. Since the initiation of the GPEI, the fashion in global health has changed and European donors, in general, now favour horizontal approaches and support the SDG health goal and the focus on country-owned programmes, health systems strengthening and universal health coverage. The polio programme is considered by many, at least in the early years, to have drawn resources away from the EPI into better financed, more remunerative and higher profile polio campaigns. The GPEI’s legacy is now identified in the transitioning of assets into country ownership to revitalise routine immunization and support the SDG goal, as discussed in section 3.3.

There are mixed views among European actors about the GPEI’s complex governance structure and about the ownership and accountability of the initiative. There is generally strong appreciation of the success in reducing the numbers of polio cases worldwide from more than a thousand a day to less than one per week. However, many share the IMB’s frustration that deadlines continue to be missed and large further costs incurred. To varying extents, different European actors attribute this to a combination of the difficulty of front-line vaccination work in some of the most dangerous and inaccessible places in the world and inefficiencies inherent in the governance structure of the GPEI which may sometimes limit its capacity to respond and change in the face of challenges. However, the creation of the IMB by the GPEI is widely appreciated as an innovative and game-changing step and as a potential model for other initiatives in global health.

A further point emerging from the study was that more research is needed to better understand network governance structures such as the GPEI and to draw lessons that can benefit future global health initiatives.

3.2 Europe’s support to polio eradication: the intersection of finance, political support and commitment

European financial support to polio eradication is often combined with political support. Both kinds of support may flow through a variety of European and global channels, as well as directly within countries where there are bilateral programmes. Both the financial and political support offered are inextricably linked with political commitment and policy positions.

If ‘Europe’ was a single entity, its overall financial contribution would be ‘quite good’

Europe’s financial contribution to the GPEI since the programme was established has amounted to US$ 2.7 billion (19.7% of the total) in the period 1988-2015, while the region currently accounts for about a quarter of world GDP and more than half of world Official Development Assistance (ODA). In the 10 years 2006-2015, Europe’s overall contribution was 16.5% of the total, but this steep drop in proportion was a reflection of the entry of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), which has contributed nearly US$ 2.9 billion, mostly during this recent period. If this BMGF component is subtracted, Europe’s contribution to the remainder for the whole period was 24.3% for and for the years 2006-2015 was 22.2%.

The EU currently accounts for about 24% of world GDP and more than half of world ODA. Thus, Europe’s contribution to the GPEI was, as a proportion, roughly in line with its share of global GDP – but proportionately less than half as much of its very large share of global
ODA. Why has a region giving extremely generously to ODA in general made the political choice not to give more of its support to polio eradication?

‘Europe’ is not a single entity.
Within the patchwork of individual countries, organizations and groups that constitute ‘Europe’, the largest financial contributions in recent years have come from the UK, Germany and Norway, but there are differences in approach within even this select group, as discussed below. A number of countries reduced or abandoned their donations to the GPEI following the severe financial crisis in 2008 and only some returned to increasing contributing more recently. Some large economies, including France and Italy, and some traditionally generous ODA providers, including Sweden and Denmark, do not currently contribute or, like Luxemburg, give comparatively little. While the EU as a region contributes the most globally to ODA and European institutions (Commission, Investment Bank, Development Fund) are collectively the fourth largest global ODA donor (after USA, UK, Germany), the EC has been a limited contributor to the polio eradication initiative up to 2015.

Overall, it is evident that Europe’s ‘quite good’ total contribution to polio eradication is being made by a very small number of sources, while many other countries and the EC have decided to contribute very modestly to the GPEI or place their assistance elsewhere.

What motivates European actors to support or not support polio eradication?
An important motivating factor for some donors is sustaining long-standing support for the global public good of polio eradication. This is reportedly the case for major financial contributors like the UK and Norway, as well as underlying the strong political support afforded by Monaco. Support is also coupled with considerations of efficiency and effectiveness, or ‘value for money’, combined with a concern for how specific initiatives can be used to advance wider development goals. The emphasis on value for money is very significant as there were also indications of some frustration that the fate of funding has not always been transparent; and a view that the case for an additional US$ 1.5 billion to fund the added costs of the Strategic Plan after the 2015 target was missed should be set out in a much more detailed and explicit way.

Norway’s approach has been framed in the context of its long-standing and well-recognised efforts to support sustainable development, poverty alleviation and peace building and to promote good governance, human rights and civil society as foundations for development. In addition to funds it contributes directly to the GPEI, Norway also channels polio support through Gavi. Strikingly, Norway’s near neighbours, who share its broad approach to development and have been the most generous group in the world in terms of ODA as a percentage of GDP, have not matched Norway’s support for polio eradication. GPEI contributions from Denmark ceased in 2006, those from Finland in 2010 and those from Sweden were interrupted in 2006 and it then made only one further donation (US$ 0.7 million in 2013). The fall in support was evidently in part a response to the economic downturn, but is also understood to reflect a preference for country health systems building over support for vertical programmes, leading to the conclusion that the future of the polio eradication initiative is best secured by closely linking it with these broader health goals.
The economic case for investing in polio eradication has also been important in sustaining support – especially as the long ‘tail’ of the initiative has extended with few cases remaining. Evaluation has shown that the overall costs of eradication will be much less that the long-term costs of perpetual control if polio is allowed to continue.

Reputation gain or risk is another motivating factor for decision-makers. There is a political reality that financing the interruption of transmission is a visible achievement and very incentivizing for its supporters, while financing resilience is much less interesting, but poses a serious risk if the effort fails.

Stress was also placed on the cost-sharing and leverage element: e.g. a significant portion of the investment in polio eradication has been spent on strengthening routine immunization and health systems, so there are benefits for other disease agendas. The polio surveillance network was cited as an example of a high-performance system which not only enables rapid detection of polio cases worldwide but has been expanded in some countries to include measles, neonatal tetanus, yellow fever, and other vaccine-preventable diseases. It was suggested that more could be done to emphasize linkages with other infectious diseases, such as malaria, where people might be polio partners.

A significant component of the investment case for European countries is related to the key element of how polio eradication can contribute to wider global health and health systems strengthening goals. For Germany, these factors and also decisions about channels of funding have been important. Germany balances support it gives to global health though multilateral channels, including GPEI, Gavi and the Global Fund, with bilateral support which is sometimes preferred for targeting and in order to couple financing with a strong German technical assistance component. In 2016 Germany was persuaded to pledge money for polio eradication in Pakistan at a time when they were thinking of pulling out of the health sector there, as their general country strategy was to encourage Pakistan to be more responsible for its own health services.

Under the current criteria for EU funding of global initiatives, only the Global Fund and Gavi qualify among the many candidates in the health sector, but the EC provides polio-related grants in its funding to WHO and the GPEI lists EC contributions totalling c. US$ 250 million since the 1980s. Most EU assistance takes the form of bilateral contributions through country programmes and support for polio may be included in this. For example, in December 2014, €35 million was committing to sustainable routine immunization and €20 million to polio eradication in Nigeria.

The position of the EU’s Parliament and Commission on contributing to polio eradication has been strengthened in the last few years, evidently in response to two sources of pressure. One was the effort of the GPEI partners to raise resources through the mechanism of the Global Vaccine Summit in 2013, which attracted the participation of the President of the EU and marked an upswing in the EC’s contributions to the GPEI. The second was a lobbying by many actors across Europe for increased polio funding, which resulted in the European Parliament passing a written declaration in 2015 in support of polio eradication and subsequently three new amendments to increase EU funding for it.
European actors have made important contributions to the political dimension, but overall ‘could try harder’

Important political contributions to the polio eradication initiative include arguing the case at national, regional and global levels, persuading other supporters/potential supporters to contribute more and stiffening political commitment in polio-affected and resilience-weak countries. There were comments from a number of sources that significantly more could be done by European actors – in some cases, separately, but especially collectively.

Thus, while as noted ‘Europe’ must be understood as a complex series of individual entities and groups that overlap and interconnect, respondents commented that these centres and circles of influence are not well coordinated with respect to polio eradication and it is evident that funding trends, political support and degrees of engagement vary substantially among them. Individual European actors are also involved in circles of influence that extend beyond the continent and again their degree of engagement with respect to polio eradication is variable. As suggested by some interlocutors in this study, the lack of effort to build synergies and coordination on support for polio among European actors is seen as a key political weakness for eradication efforts.

With regard to bolstering a coherent political will among diverse European actors, several ideas emerged from interviews:

→ At the national level, the lack of coherence between government departments overseeing aid, foreign policy and global health was highlighted as an important political gap. Inter-departmental coordination was seen as a potential starting point for increase the coherence of European support for polio activities

→ Regionally, it was suggested that an exchange forum be established to share information and views, encourage wider participation and coordinate action.

→ In national contexts where polio-related activities are on-going and receiving external support, European actors need to ensure that country representatives are well-informed and well-positioned to coordinate with local and international partners.

NGOs have played key roles in the polio eradication initiative – beginning with the initiation of the entire programme in the 1980s, major fundraising contributions and continuing advocacy efforts by Rotary International and its European branches. The advocacy conducted by a host of other civil society organizations in Europe has been extremely valuable, especially in encouraging financial and political support from major European donors. Their continuing pressure is essential in the endgame and legacy stages – a fact that should be born in mind when members of various organizations, including Rotary International, have been reportedly evincing a desire to move on and asking “what’s next”.
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3.3 The polio legacy: transitioning and translating

Transitioning assets to country level
The Endgame and Strategic Plan 2013-18 includes the transfer of ‘polio assets’ from the GPEI to countries, with the aim of preserving the assets and using them to strengthen national health systems and reinforce the movement towards UHC which forms part of SDG3. The PPG has suggested ways in which donors could support transition planning, e.g. advocacy with national/state governors and key stakeholders to prioritize transition planning; contributing to global and country-level discussions; and providing funding and/or in-kind support for a rigorous transition planning process.

Transitioning must be understood both in the context of transfer of ownership from an external initiative to national governments, but also as a movement of assets from a vertical disease eradication structure into horizontal health systems. Many interlocutors in this study commented on these aspects and their implications for success. Among important perspectives emerging were:

→ For the future, global health efforts need to be designed to strengthen support for the national health system. There is a systematic weakness in choosing an approach that relies on parallel systems.

→ At the same time, it is important to understand what has been the attraction and perceived value of vertical programmes. As one UK interlocutor observed: “Looking at new global initiatives, we need to be very cognizant that they are attractive as vertical programmes but need implementation as horizontal programmes. In the very early days, some senior figures at WHO wanted to deliver polio eradication within routine immunization: but the evidence from elsewhere showed that it needed campaigns and even countries with fully functioning routine services still stopped polio with campaigns. It cannot be done only through routine services. The lesson learned for other global health priorities is the need for a critical mass for intervention”.

→ UHC requires strong health systems as a centre piece. Transfer of polio assets into national health systems can assist this – but it can only work where there are already some basic capacities and human and financial resources in place.

→ Ensuring a sustained and effective legacy of polio eradication requires ensuring that the knowledge and processes developed over the course of the Initiative are retained. This means ensuring that core skills and processes are not maintained as parallel capacities but integrated into national health systems capacities. This process is complex and difficult.

→ The UHC debate has not sufficiently highlighted public health challenges and concerns. The debate about health systems and public health systems also links with the issue of building public health security and the workings of the International Health Regulations. Historically, health systems were built upon a public health foundation.

→ A clear role was suggested for all those that undertake development cooperation in health, “to think about how their current programmes can actually work with making
use of assets from the polio eradication and help the transition into systems and countries that have the capacity to cope, not only with polio but with other diseases that require surveillance”.

The dialogues also underscored tensions between the need to maintain health systems and public health systems as separate entities and the need to sustain resources and priorities for public health action under the pressure of demands for extending health systems and services. A possible approach to this dilemma could be a ‘gradual absorption’ of vertical into horizontal structures, while recognising the need for some granularity within the developing health system. Rather than a complete dispersal of assets from polio eradication into an amorphous health system, there could be a development of a clearly demarcated disease control element. Several core polio assets and functions would be well suited to such an element; including surveillance, laboratory testing and skills in areas such as epidemiology, community outreach and micro-planning.

This demarcated disease control element would be a key asset in building resilience for polio (section 3.4) and also be the natural locus for health security more broadly (section 3.6), being the repository of skills and assets that would be in the front line of defence against disease outbreaks.

Polio and the Expanded Programme on Immunization
The GPEI evolved in parallel with the EPI and some in Europe view this as a major flaw that can now be rectified by transitioning polio assets into EPI within national health programmes – a process that has already begun to happen in some places by polio workers spending part of their time performing routine immunization and other broader health functions.

Major concerns among European actors were about the political will and technical and financial capacities in countries to strengthen their routine immunization and to effectively absorb and sustain related polio assets. It was felt that European actors could take a more proactive role at the bilateral level, both individually and in a collective effort, to encourage governments and ministries of health in this regard. It was also recognized that ongoing external financing would be needed in some cases to support this, especially in poor and fragile states.

Transitioning is a two-way street
Transitioning and sharing of assets does not flow in a single direction from the polio eradication initiative to other areas of health. There are opportunities for polio to draw on and benefit from non-polio assets in the health system, such as combining the collection of monthly surveillance data for polio with areas like reproductive health data.

Translating the polio legacy to the global level
As well as its assets of value for national health systems, the legacy of polio eradication has important implications for global institutions, architectures and governance. These include lessons that can be translated into learning for global agencies and development assistance partners – such as about forming and managing partnerships, mobilizing political support and resources and establishing innovative new governance mechanisms; and knowledge of conditions that facilitate or hinder disease eradication efforts. For example, as well as polio, newer challenges such as the Ebola and Zika viruses highlight a need at the global level for emergency response mechanisms and streamlined processes to mobilise support, as well as promote and sustain disease control activities in the longer term.

The global call for emergency response mechanisms in health provides opportunities, for example, to link the global health and health security agendas, as discussed in section 3.6. The experience gained in polio eradication for governance and the relationship to health diplomacy as an entry point for governments working together can be valuable, but the
lessons need to be extracted and thought through. Respondents considered important points for donors: if we are moving into a new phase, how do we measure success; how do we assign responsibility; and how do donors explain to their constituencies how they make a difference? However, few answers could be found to these global transition questions: this is an area that clearly needs more study and urgent action, if the opportunity is not to be lost.

The current and future focus on transitioning, legacy and resilience with regard to polio eradication evidently has implications for broader global health governance challenges. This identified a gap in data and dialogue on these linkages which could be an important avenue for future research.

In addition to countries needing to internalize polio assets from the GPEI, transition planning also needs to be applied by the GPEI partnership including WHO and the donors to the GPEI. This study noted that transition planning for the donors themselves has received little attention. European countries can take the lead in undertaking this activity – first, within their own institutions and second within regional bodies like the EC and WHO-EURO, as well as at the global level within the WHO.

3.4 Resilience, containment and challenges for Europe

Polio eradication is not yet a ‘done deal’
The attention of supporters of the GPEI is turning increasingly to what will follow polio eradication – including such issues as transitioning, the polio legacy, potential new disease targets – and it is tempting for some to assume that eradication is a ‘done deal’ and effectively complete. It is vitally important that this temptation be avoided and that the resolve of supporters remains strong to go on contributing both financially and with political commitment, to ensure that eradication does not fail. Everyone in global health - not just polio advocates - must continuously ask the question: “what happens if we don’t succeed with eradication given that 60 to 80 countries are at risk?” This question should galvanize action to prevent failure from occurring and to build resilience and strengthen containment. Europe has too much to lose to ignore this risk.

Resilience and containment are the key messages
Resilience requires strong polio surveillance, detection and response capacities long after the complete certification of polio eradication, to ensure that any new outbreaks are rapidly and comprehensively detected and dealt with. The sudden reappearance of four new cases in Nigeria in mid-2016 was a blow for the country, which previously not seen a WPV case since July 2014. It was a strong reminder to all countries of the need to establish and maintain a high level of resilience to prevent the return of polio. It was also a signal that current efforts to integrate polio functions within other services require a balancing against the risk that very specific polio–related activities (e.g. environmental sampling and a system that detects AFP) might be compromised.

The GPEI warns that vaccination coverage is not high enough in a number of countries; there are places where surveillance systems are insufficient, so there could be outbreaks that go unnoticed for a certain time; and more investment is needed. The support of international donors is needed to continue the activities in countries which continue to be at risk of resurgence of polio, where vaccination campaigns and immunization days are needed to complement routine immunization coverage and boost population immunity and where IHR compliance is poor. The weakness of immunization coverage, of IHR implementation and of response to the PHEIC status of polio form a nexus of intersecting problems that should sound an alarm to all concerned with global health security – including
the GPEI, WHO, member states and agencies like Gavi. European actors need to take note of this and respond strongly.

Containment is complementary to resilience, demanding rigorous, pro-active measures to prevent any accidental release of live poliovirus and to sustain the capacity to limit the spread and impact of any release or reappearance, as described in the global action plan.230

The risks of re-introduction of poliovirus after the last case has been certified come from a number of sources. One such risk is the failure of containment of WPV from poliovirus-essential facilities231 for vaccine production, research and repositories; another is viral infections that are vaccine-derived, a risk that will continue until all OPV is replaced by IPV, which is, however, more expensive and requires more highly trained personnel to administer. Other possible risks include the escape of poliovirus from infected biological samples held in storage; and the potential for bioterrorism. Once the eradication of polio has been certified three years after the last case has been detected, and the GPEI wound down, there will still be a need to organize and fund containment activities including laboratories and surveillance.

**Challenges for Europe**

Resilience and containment are not just for others. While the WHO-EURO region was officially certified as polio-free232 in 2002, it cannot afford to be complacent about the issues of resilience and containment among the current membership, now numbering 53 countries. Incidents in the last few years – including the importation of WPV from India into Tajikistan in 2010 and its subsequent expansion into Russia and other neighbouring countries,233 the appearance of OPV-related cases234 in the Ukraine in 2015 and the accidental release of 45 litres of a concentrated solution of WPV from a production facility in Belgium235 in 2014 – illustrate the vulnerability of Europe and the potential danger if resilience is not robust and containment is not effective within the region itself. This was acknowledged in the 2015 meeting of the WHO-EURO Regional Committee.236

WHO-EURO leads the overall European effort on polio, working closely with the ECDC. The Ukraine polio outbreak came within a year of the approval of the European Vaccine Action Plan 2015-2020, one of whose six goals is to sustain the Region’s polio-free status.237 That outbreak serves as a wake-up call to all in the region.238 At the 2015 meeting of the Regional Committee, both the Regional Director of WHO-EURO and the European Commissioner, Health and Food Safety emphasized the need for partnerships within Europe to tackle this challenge. In particular, the Commissioner commented that “the time had come to renew and strengthen the principles and modalities of cooperation between the European Commission and the Regional Office for Europe.... Globalization meant that vigilance must be increased to guard against the increased movement of communicable diseases: the reintroduction of poliomyelitis into Europe showed that international and intersectoral approaches were essential... The European Commission and WHO must therefore optimize their cooperation, in particular making use of the European Commission’s cross-sectoral structure to emphasize the collective importance of people’s health for the overall health of the economy”.239,240

There are important resilience issues among the many complex dimensions related to the large influx of migrants and refugees to Europe, as highlighted in section 3.7.
3.5 Choosing, sustaining and linking priorities for global health

Selecting future disease targets: eradication versus control

Sporadic discussions have taken place since the 1980s and the eradication of smallpox about the questions of possible disease eradication targets and how to decide between the approaches of eradication or control. With the end of polio now in sight, increased attention has been paid to what may be the next targets. In this study, sources highlighted important overarching dimensions of such deliberations, drawing both on the polio story and on experience with earlier eradication efforts. It was seen that past lessons were often ignored. Many lessons were already clear \(^{241}\) by the 1980s, including ones relevant to selecting, organizing, financing, conducting and finishing disease eradication initiatives and the tensions between vertical and horizontal approaches.

Future disease eradication or other global health initiatives must be designed with careful consideration to try to anticipate and avoid the characteristic weaknesses in organizational architectures and the tendencies to repeat past mistakes. Occasionally, conferences and publications have considered these matters \(^{242}\) but seem to have been subsequently ignored and there do not seem to be forums or platforms now available for systematically examining and extracting the learning and connecting it with those who need to apply it. The creation of such forums or platforms in Europe is one of this study’s recommendations.

There at times appears to be a perceived continuum between control, geographically specific eradication and eventual global eradication. Within this context, major emphasis has often been on advancing rigorous technical criteria that need to be met to progress to global eradication. However, these criteria often neglect the fact that circumstances can change radically during the course of an eradication programme, ranging from scientific issues to political factors (such as the emergence of new conflicts and political shifts within countries). European participants were often of the view that these political considerations (whether local, national, regional or global and within and between institutions) were of the utmost significance in determining the outcome of such deliberations. ‘Rational’ or ‘evidence-based’ decision-making is therefore only a part of the picture.

Sustaining priorities and the challenge of ‘disease schizophrenia’

The challenge of how to sustain the attention and support needed through a protracted disease eradication campaign is compounded by ‘donor fatigue’ and the tendency to want to move on the moment success seems to be at hand. Interlocutors in the study noted that health issues only gain political attention – and the resources that flow from this – when they become crises; but crises are soon forgotten when they subside and other priorities emerge. During crises, bold promises are often made (as in the Ebola outbreak, when governments said ‘money is not an issue’) but forgotten when the crisis is past – described by a UK interviewee as ‘disease schizophrenia’.

Study contributors considered that the declaration of polio transmission to be a PHEIC had been an important step in raising its visibility and the attention received, but some thought the impact had not been sufficiently high and that it was lessening as time went on and the PHEIC status continued. They felt that European voices should be strong in demanding action commensurate with an emergency. European actors could take the lead in convening an international gathering, which might be entitled ‘Polio – what can we learn? Eradication, transition and legacy for health systems’ to consider, among other questions, “what if polio eradication fails?”

Another important approach cited as a means to sustain strong political commitment is to use high-level regional and global meetings to reaffirm publicly the resolve of leading politicians. The UN has supported polio eradication in this way \(^{243}\) as have Commonwealth...
Heads of Government Meetings.\textsuperscript{244,245} The G7 (which includes France, Germany, Italy and UK and whose meetings are attended by the EC, the European Central Bank and the President of the Eurogroup of finance ministers of Euro-using countries)\textsuperscript{246} has repeatedly affirmed its continued commitment to reaching polio eradication targets, most recently in the G7 summit hosted by Japan in 2016. Notably, in the Final Communiqué\textsuperscript{247} and in the subsequent Communiqué of G7 Health Ministers meeting in Kobe,\textsuperscript{248} the polio commitment was framed in the section dealing with UHC and health systems strengthening.

While the G7 represents some 10\% of the world’s population, the newer G20, which includes six European countries plus the EU, represents about two thirds of the world’s population, as well as 85\% of the gross world product and 80\% of world trade. The G20 may become increasingly significant in relation to global health issues as power shifts and new drivers of the global health agenda emerge. This movement of the centre of gravity of political power and influence will undoubtedly affect the selection of priorities, the mechanisms of funding (with replenishments of large global ‘pots’ perhaps become increasingly unsustainable) and the issue of who joins the ‘coalitions of the willing’ around future global health initiatives. In the most recent G20 summit, hosted by China in September 2016, the only health topic was the growing global crisis of antimicrobial resistance.\textsuperscript{249} The G20 made no reference to polio; nor did the G77 group of 134 developing countries at its last meeting. The German Chancellor is expected to promote polio eradication within the G20 when Germany hosts its meeting in 2017.

Creating linkages

It was overwhelmingly the view of participants in this study that the future of the polio eradication initiative (in terms of sustaining political and financial commitment and optimising the impact of its legacy) will be best secured by closely linking it with broader health goals. The already strong linkages that have been established between polio and the SDG agenda were therefore widely welcomed and seen as a key basis for a continuing dialogue with decision-makers and funders.

At the same time, other emerging challenges and initiatives (in global health and beyond) were seen as opportunities for additional linkages that could, like the SDGs, provide a two-way benefit, attracting support for polio eradication and transitioning and bringing valuable assets to the areas they link with. In particular, the focus of global attention on the IHR and global health security was cited by some Europeans as a major opportunity for linkages to polio. This is discussed in section 3.6 below.

Beyond global health, one facet of the changing aid context in the last two decades has been in the complex relationship between development assistance, humanitarian assistance and disaster/emergency response, where the need for better coordination and sharing of policies and processes has become increasingly apparent. This has been particularly obvious when (as in the case of Ebola in West Africa and in the case of polio in several countries) the capacities for prevention, detection and response to a disease outbreak are impaired by a combination of conflict and weak health systems; and the capacities for recovery need to be built through a combination of short-term relief and long-term systems support. It was suggested that polio eradication can develop linkages with the evolving debate on how to better manage this nexus of aid modalities. Furthermore, the legacy element can be a channel for developing new capacities that offer opportunities to both sides.
3.6 Global health security and the International Health Regulations

Interest in global health security has increased markedly during this century, driven by twin concerns about pandemics and bioterrorism. This is a significant area of European interest and European actors have played prominent roles in the evolving responses to threats to global health security.

The long-needed reform of the IHR which was accomplished in 2005 was given decisive impetus by the 2003 SARS outbreak and the 2004 epidemic of avian influenza A (H5N1). Polio is a notifiable disease under the IHR and, importantly, the declaration of polio's continuing international spread to be a PHEIC by WHO placed it squarely in the arena of global health security.

There was some concern expressed in the study that engagement in the IHR is viewed too narrowly as a health issue. One comment was that “migrants and refugees have caused the movement of polio to various places, demonstrating the need to be careful in general about the risks relating to infectious diseases. The IHR provide a framework for WHO – but others like the International Organization for Migration need to recognise the importance of the IHR”.

European engagement in the GHSA has been substantial, with a dozen European countries being members (including Germany, Norway and the UK) and Finland is a member of the GHSA steering group and served as the lead country in 2015.

This study identified a range of views about developing connections between polio and the global health security agenda. Some see the opportunity for polio eradication to gain political traction and support through association with the GHSA. For some, public health surveillance, regarded as being at the core of the GHSA, provides a key linkage between global health security and polio, to the extent that GPEI surveillance assets often lead the field in parts of the world where health systems are weak. For others it is an issue of gaining greater coherence between different initiatives and mandates.

Alternative perspectives cautioned against linking polio eradication too closely to the GHSA, for fear that the Agenda is not globally inclusive on one hand, and that it too warmly welcomes the increased role of security services in health on the other.

3.7 The migrant challenge in Europe

There are important health issues among the many complex dimensions to the large influx of migrants and refugees to Europe – especially involving people displaced from areas of conflicts in the Middle East and Africa and economic migrants from Asia and Africa – that has been experienced during the last few years. The arrival of large numbers of people on Europe’s southern shores has not only presented a humanitarian crisis and economic stress, but has strained many aspects of European political relations, within and between countries. It has also raised fears about the potential spread of diseases. In one sense, these fears are not well founded – immunization rates are generally high among migrants and refugees. Their health needs are mainly in other areas, relating to acute traumas received during their often arduous passage to Europe and long-term non-communicable diseases and mental health issues – in other words, needs for reception and on-going health services.

But in another sense the fears are significant in that they bring into question the resilience of Europe to deal with an outbreak of an infectious disease like polio. Polio vaccination levels have not been uniformly maintained since the region was certified polio-free. This is primarily
for two reasons. One has been a deliberate decision by some parents not to allow their children to be vaccinated against a range of diseases due to erroneous fears about possible harmful side effects – a movement that has been seen in many affluent economies in Europe and elsewhere and has led to pockets of low-level vaccination coverage. A second has been the lack of well-conducted routine immunization and surveillance programmes in some places – a clear example being in the Ukraine, where plummeting immunization rates since 2009 paved the way for the 2015 outbreak.

The core challenge per se is therefore not with the health status of migrants and refugees (and, at least as significantly, of the many millions of travellers who come to Europe every year from all parts of the world for business and tourism as well as in the hope of settling). Rather, the core challenge is with the ‘missed children’ in Europe who have not been vaccinated, resulting in both lack of personal immunity and lower than adequate levels of population-level immunity. A Norwegian contributor observed that “Europe has a problem because we do not have a resilient system. If we did, migrants would not be a risk in terms of vaccine preventable disease outbreaks”.

The extent of the migration challenge in Europe has evidently been a factor in restraining some donor contributions to polio eradication.

3.8 Looking back, looking forward: European and global dimensions

Turning lessons into learning

The end of polio has major implications for individual institutions at European and global levels that currently act as supporters and implementers of the GPEI. It also brings important lessons about the experiences, pros and cons of a disease eradication initiative – including lessons that relate to the architecture and governance of health levels and that need to be recognised and applied if the world is to benefit from this aspect of polio’s legacy. European actors need to be much more pro-active in understanding, confronting, absorbing and adopting the lessons and emphasizing the need for others to do the same.

One response to the question “why didn’t we learn from history” is that careful analysis of the lessons available from several disease eradication efforts in the 20th century was overtaken by a coalition of public health figures (especially some who had been closely engaged in smallpox eradication), champions of ‘good causes’ and political leaders who recognised an opportunity for popular action. The endgame of polio, which has proved to be much more protracted than that of smallpox, provides an opportunity for donors, development agencies and implementers of global health initiatives to take the time for reflection and internalization of the lessons of the polio story.

This is best accomplished through a combination of individual and collective action. Individually, those actors contemplating new disease eradication missions need to hold internal enquiries to identify the lessons and implications and incorporate them into forward policies. Collectively, they can hold meetings and dialogues on the lessons, share perspectives and reach a collective understanding that can shape coordinated policy approaches for the future. Europe is especially well placed to undertake this collective approach, because of the high concentration of global health actors it contains and the tradition of dialogue and development of joint understanding on issues of common concern.

What should Europe do?

Europe needs to confront the three critical risks that the polio eradication initiative now faces: the risks of failure of eradication itself; of failure to adequately capture and the make the best
possible use of the polio assets; and of failure to learn the lessons from polio and other disease eradication and control efforts. In doing so, European actors need to ensure that they are making a financial contribution that is commensurate with their capacities – but even more, that they are making a strong political contribution to addressing the risks. It is this political dimension and the quality of the political connections forged and how the linkages are exploited that will determine the success of failure of the initiative.

**Europe should not take a backseat or act as a passenger.** As a traditionally strong player in development assistance and a significant contributor to polio eradication, Europe evidently has much to contribute to the current and future phases of the polio endgame and legacy. But ‘Europe’ is a complex series of individual entities and groups that overlap and interconnect and these centres and circles of influence have not been well coordinated with respect to polio eradication.

The evidence collected in this study suggests that Europe should do the following ten things:

1. Europe can sustain and increase its financial support to polio eradication, at a time when substantial additional costs have been added as a result of the delay in achieving global interruption of WPV transmission. Expansion in the overall contribution, from existing and new partners, bilaterally and multilaterally, public and private, is vital and needs to continue for the next 10 years to support not only the ending of polio but also the transition of polio assets to countries and the building of resilience to prevent the return of polio outbreaks. The eradication of polio is a global public good from which the entire world will benefit: European countries should not be ‘free riders’. Many could try harder to contribute, financially and/or politically.

2. European countries and institutions acting as development assistance partners can provide political support and strengthen political will in the countries still affected and at risk, supplying support and technical resources for the endgame and transitioning to ensure continuing capacity for resilience when the last case of polio is history and long-term benefits to national health systems and UHC. Particular attention needs to be paid to ensuring that capacities for surveillance and laboratory work are not lost, but built upon as the core not only of polio resilience but of a broad public health capacity, including routine immunization and health security.

3. In supporting the endgame and the effective transfer of the legacy of polio eradication to countries and to the global level, Europe must first recognize and then promote the linkages that exist and/or can be developed between polio eradication and a number of health initiatives that are of high priority. These include the SDG3 of strengthening health systems and achieving UHC, the strengthening of routine immunization as the bedrock of public health, and the reinforcing of health security through the GHSA and robust IHR.

4. Europe should ask itself and the world the question “why can’t we afford polio eradication to fail?” and take the lead in convening the actors to seek collective answers to ensuring success, within the context of an international gathering which might be entitled ‘Polio – what can we learn? Eradication, transition and legacy for health systems’.

5. The European region can reinforce its own efforts to ensure containment and resilience to prevent the reappearance of polio, led by WHO-EURO but with close cooperation and support from the EC, International Organization for Migration and other actors. Children ‘missed’ in vaccination efforts have been a major problem for the last polio-endemic countries; they are also significant for Europe, where resistance to
vaccination by some parents has lowered coverage levels and weakened population immunity. European cooperation to strengthening polio resilience and containment capacities is vital and must involve collective, coordinated action between WHO-EURO, the ECDC, European Commission and individual countries.

6. **Europe cannot act alone – but it must act together.** It must first try to foster dialogue and maximise collaboration and coherence among its own constituents; and then work alongside its partners in the global and regional constellations of actors, as well as in partnership with the countries where the polio endgame and legacy are under way. Europe should play a leading role in ensuring that global health actors work together.

7. European actors can seek mechanisms to ensure that the **transitioning not only benefits national health systems** but also results in valuable polio assets being captured and effectively utilised by European and multilateral institutions, with a **strong emphasis on joint learning**. Europe can play a leading role in creating and participating in forums to systematically examine and extract the lessons from the history of polio eradication. And it can work collectively to apply the learning to all relevant areas of global health – including how to make the selection of targets for disease control or eradication; how to overcome the challenge of sustaining priorities over a long period of time and avoid “disease schizophrenia”; and how to ensure that community and gender issues are strategically located as a central factor in the initial planning and instigation of health initiatives.

8. As a key donor and thought leader in international aid, Europe should be pro-active in bringing together the key actors dealing with transitioning (including the GPEI, Global Fund, Gavi and other initiatives with potential linkages such as the Global Health Security Agenda and Healthy Systems, Healthy Lives) to facilitate better coordination and complementarity.

9. Europe can play an important role in **supporting and reinforcing the role of the Polio Transition IMB**, especially in three areas: (1) encouraging it to tackle the translation of the polio legacy into global learning as well as the transitioning of assets to country levels; (2) encouraging the GPEI to ensure broader ownership of and accountability by all the partners in the legacy process; and (3) leveraging greater responsiveness to any criticisms and calls for action that the IMB makes.

10. **Europe can take the lead in fostering a joint approach** to looking at the GPEI, WHO, Gavi, Global Fund and other initiatives that work in global health, health systems strengthening and global health security, to minimise potential duplication and overlap and increase complementarity in the system.

Europe can use its multilateral and bilateral capacities to engage with many countries and institutions as a partner and honest broker. As an influential source of resources, ideas and leadership, Europe should be **pro-active to serve as an ideal partner for overcoming the challenges and addressing the composite nature of the last mile in eradication, transition, and systems issues now emerging, to ensure that the potential legacy for health globally is not lost.**
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